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Abstract
Porous

silicon

(PS),

which

exhibits

valuable

characteristics

including

photoluminescence, easily tunable refractive index, and large surface area, has gained
enormous attention worldwide for innovative photoelectronic applications, such as
light-emitting diodes, photodetectors, and sensors. However, only rudimentary PS
optical devices and sensors exist at the present stage, due to the environmental and
chemical instability of PS. For the next generation of PS devices, patterning of PS after
its formation using CMOS-compatible processes to achieve PS devices with
homogenous properties, and integration with electronics is desired.
In this work, a low-temperature annealing technique is investigated for passivation of
PS to achieve environmental and chemical stability. The low-temperature annealed PS
(LTA-PS) was obtained by annealing as-fabricated PS in a rapid thermal processor at
temperatures as low as 600˚C under nitrogen flow. After passivation a very thin layer of
SiOxNy was formed on the pore surface, acting as a protective layer against chemical
attack and a diffusion barrier against further oxidation. Immersion in HF solution
removed the SiOxNy passivation layer, leading to only a 2 % porosity increase. The PS
surface is re-terminated with Si-H bonds after HF immersion, enabling it to be reanodised or re-passivated. Compared to as-fabricated PS, LTA-PS has significantly
enhanced environmental and chemical stability. It can survive in 1 % KOH (this is a
common concentration for alkaline developers in photolithography) for 100 s with an
optical thickness change of less than 10 %. The annealing temperature, annealing
duration and N2 flow rate were all found to influence the passivation properties. By
optimising these conditions, PS annealed at 600˚C for 48 minutes with a N2 flow rate of
1000 sccm exhibited excellent chemical resistance to 1 % KOH for at least 10 minutes
with negligible film degradation.
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As LTA-PS is chemically resistant, the compatibility of LTA-PS to photolithography
was investigated. It was found that the photoresist seeped into the pores, and could not
be completely removed during development. A polymer protective layer (ProLIFT) was
used prior to the coating of photoresist to prevent photoresist seepage and enable clean
development. By use of the polymer protective layer, the LTA-PS exhibited excellent
compatibility with photolithographic processes using alkaline developers.
Once photolithographic process can be used with LTA-PS, both additive and subtractive
processes can be employed to pattern PS. Metal deposition and definition on a PS
surface was successfully achieved and demonstrated as an example of additive
processes. As an example of subtractive processes, dry etching of PS was investigated
in detail to find the optimum recipe for etching PS. A recipe using CF4/CH4 was
selected for achieving near-90˚ sidewalls with a smooth post-etching surface.
It was found that the morphology of the post-etching surface can be controlled to be
either very rough with pinnacle-like features or smooth by choosing appropriate etching
conditions, due to the difference in etch rate between the pore surface (low N-content
SiOxNy) and core of the skeleton (Si) of the LTA-PS. For rough surfaces, the pinnacles
are composed of either Si or SiOxNy depending on the particular etching condition used.
To avoid pinnacle formation, etch conditions must be chosen such that the etch rate of
the Si and the passivation material are equal. By controlling the surface morphology to
be very rough, the performance of light absorbers such as solar cells may be enhanced,
while a smooth surface may improve the operation of high quality photonic sensors.
As a demonstration of the CMOS-compatible patterning technology developed in this
work, PS doubly clamped beams and double layer diffraction gratings were investigated
and fabricated, showing the capability to form complex PS structures and achieve the
goals of this work. By using the knowledge and technologies developed from this
work, it will be possible to pattern PS to enhance next-generation PS devices with
homogenous porosity and integration with electronics using CMOS-compatible
processes.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 CURRENT INTERESTS IN POROUS SILICON
Porous

silicon

(PS),

which

exhibits

valuable

characteristics

including

photoluminescence, easily tunable refractive index, and large surface area (several
hundred m2/cm3), has tremendous potential for innovative photoelectronic applications,
such as light-emitting diodes [1], photodetectors [2, 3], and sensors [4, 5].
First published in the Bell Labs technical journal by Uhlir in 1956 [6], the formation of
PS can be achieved by anodisation of silicon in a HF solution at low current densities.
Research into PS increased significantly in 1990 after the discovery of the visible room
temperature photoluminescence [7]. Photo- and electro-luminescence were among the
first properties to attract attention. However, the low efficiency of PS light emitting
devices (quantum efficiency < 4 %) has prohibited commercialisation of such devices
[8-10]. In the past decade, the focus of PS research has moved from fundamental pore
formation and luminescence studies to investigations of device applications for PS other
than light emitting diodes (LEDs). PS can be regarded effectively as a mixture of two
materials, the crystalline Si skeleton and air. In this regard, the effective refractive index
of the PS layer can be adjusted by controlling the porosity. The porosity of PS can be
easily controlled by choosing the appropriate current density and/or HF concentration of
the electrolyte.
A variety of optical devices can be created using PS. Optical filters used in transmission
or reflection mode can be realized using multilayered PS structures with different
porosities (high/low porosity) adjusted by the anodisation parameters. Bragg reflectors
1

and Fabry-Perot microcavity resonators have been demonstrated using multilayer PS
structures, as shown in Figure 1.1 [11]. Furthermore, when varying the applied current
sinusoidally over time, PS film with a sinusoidal porosity profile can be obtained,
enabling the fabrication of PS Rugate filters [12]. Optical slab waveguides have also
been fabricated using multilayer PS films consisting of a low porosity waveguiding
layer sandwiched in between higher porosity upper and lower cladding layers which
provides optical isolation of the waveguide layer from the silicon substrate [2, 13].

PS

PS

c-Si

c-Si

Figure 1.1 Schematic illustration of the cross-section structures and reflectance spectra
of (a) a Bragg reflector, and (b) a Fabry-Perot filter. Images taken from [11].
Because of its high porosity and large surface area, PS is also a promising material for
chemical and biological sensing applications. To date, technologies have been
demonstrated, based on either electrical resistivity [14, 15], capacitance [16], or
refractive index changes [17] arising from the interaction of the PS surface with the
analyte of interest. When these gases and organic vapours are adsorbed on the extensive
PS surface, significant changes of the property (electrical resistivity, capacitance, or
refractive index) of interest occur, resulting in a highly sensitive sensor.
2

PS humidity and NO2 sensors [4, 5] are examples of devices using the electrical
resistance and capacitance properties of the PS layer, showing excellent sensitivity. As
an example of sensors based on the principle of refractive index change, a PS-based
optical interferometric biosensor has been developed using a single thick PS layer [17],
where the change of optical thickness for the thick PS layer was related to the DNA
concentration. Multilayer structures, such as PS optical filters and Bragg reflectors [1820], Fabry-Perot filters [21, 22], diffraction gratings structures [23], and waveguides
[24, 25], have also been applied to achieve high sensitivity chemical and biological
sensing.

1.2 CMOS-COMPATIBLE POROUS SILICON INTEGRATED
DEVICES
While PS is a promising material for a variety of optical filters and sensing applications,
only rudimentary PS optical devices and sensors exist at the present stage, largely due to
the environmental and chemical instability of PS.
For next generation PS devices, it is desirable to integrate microelectronics with the
optical filters or sensors using complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS)compatible fabrication processes. Fabrication of the PS devices and integration of such
devices with electronic circuits using CMOS technology offers a number of advantages
over similar hybrid platforms which combine separated electronic circuite and sensor
chips [26]. Firstly, it is cost-effective to use the well-established mass-production
facilities and processes developed for integrated circuits to fabricate PS devices.
Secondly, on-chip signal processing provides high signal quality by minimizing on-chip
and off-chip noise coupling. Thirdly, low power consumption is achieved by system
miniaturization and integration. Finally, the integration of the sensor and circuits can
reduce packaging issues which have a significant impact on cost.
However, only a few examples of integrated circuits combining PS devices and control
electronics have been reported to date [26, 27]. The main challenge is that the CMOScompatible processes significantly degrade or destroy the PS film. To avoid the
degradation of the PS devices during the electronic circuit fabrication processes, the PS
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sensor was formed after the completion of the CMOS steps (post-CMOS) with
predefined masks (standard n+ implant), as reported by Barillaro et al. [26, 27].
If PS devices fabrication can be achieved before or during the CMOS fabrication
procedure for the electronic circuits with little degradation of the PS film, significant
freedom will be available in the design, fabrication, and optimisation of PS device
performance. The main challenges for such integration are detailed below.
Firstly, the instability of PS when exposed to air and most CMOS-compatible processes
is one of the principle limitations of PS. PS oxidises in the ambient air, which
subsequently changes the composition and properties of the PS. To overcome these
issues a method to stabilize the reactive surface of PS is required.
Secondly, it is known that porosity gradient occurs normal to the film plane during the
PS formation. Furthermore, planar PS patterning using a mask during anodisation
introduces lateral non-uniformity of the PS, especially at the edge of the masks. These
in plane and out of plane porosity variations lead to non-uniform distribution of
resistivity, dielectric constant, refractive index, and photoluminescence properties of PS
in all spatial directions, which is undesirable for devices requiring a high degree of
homogeneity. Pulsed current control, and additives to the anodisation solution can
reduce out of plane porosity gradients [28, 29]. However, uniform patterned PS
structures are difficult to achieve. It is desirable to form uniform, homogeneous porosity
layers of PS.
Thirdly, in many applications, reliable interconnection between the PS sensor and the
associated electronic circuits is essential. In previous works electrodes have been
fabricated by sputtering a metal layer on the top surface of PS with a shadow mask [30],
or on n-doped islands on p-type Si wafer before PS formation [31]. When using such
techniques, the resultant interconnect exhibits either poor resolution or is complex to
form. Metal deposition on PS using a simple deposition and patterning technique which
achieves fine resolution is critical. In addition, wire bonding to PS is unlikely to be
successful due to the low mechanical strength of PS. Ideally the wiring should extend
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from PS to regions of high strength such as the silicon substrate. However, this will
again require PS patterning.
Looking beyond simply compatibility with CMOS, leveraging CMOS techniques to
form microelectromechanical (MEMS) systems would be a significant achievement. To
date, PS/Si cantilevers have been achieved using local anodisation and electropolishing
which formed irregular shaped structures with large porosity non-uniformities [32, 33].
This may lead to large stresses gradient in the material. Due to the very low Young’s
Modulus of PS (typically 5.5 GPa at 80 % porosity) [34], even small amounts of stress
gradient leads to large deflections in released cantilevers. The fabrication of freestanding homogeneous micromachined PS structures which can be patterned and
released to yield low stress structures would provide a path for a new generation of
large surface area micromachined sensors.
The aim of this work is to enable PS to be used as functional material for applications
such as optical filters, and chemical and biological sensors. For such applications, the
PS needs to be environmentally stable and survive standard CMOS processes (including
photolithography using alkaline developers, dry etching, metal deposition and
definition, and HF immersion) while maintaining the basic morphology of the film with
only minor refractive index or pore changes.
PS cantilever
(patterned region)

PS

Released region

silicon substrate

Figure 1.2 schematic illustration of a basic PS doubly clamped beam
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As an example of structures which could benefit from this approach, a PS doubly
clamped beam is illustrated in Figure 1.2. This structure will be used as a model to
validate the compatibility of PS with CMOS fabrication processes. To create this
structure the PS layer must undergo processes including photolithography, reactive ion
etching and electropolishing in HF electrolyte. To successfully integrate with
microelectronics for sensing or actuation, the PS must not degrade by these processes,
and to achieve low stress mechanical properties the film porosity must be homogenous
and uniform.

1.3 THESIS GOALS AND ORGANISATION
The overall goal of this thesis is to develop techniques to enable optical quality
homogeneous PS films and devices to be fabricated via CMOS-compatible processes.
The following specific goals are pursued in this thesis:
•

Development of a passivation technique for PS that provides high stability via
resistance to environmental oxidation.

•

Development of an alkaline-compatible passivation process suitable for
photolithographic development.

•

Optimisation of the dry etching process for passivated PS.

•

Formation of uniform PS layers under patterned PS top layers.

•

Demonstration of micromachined PS devices (PS diffractive gratings and PS
microbeams) using the passivation and fabrication technologies developed in
this work.

A variety of investigations was taken to fulfil these goals. Discussion of these
investigations is divided into 7 chapters. Chapter 1 discusses the current interests in PS
for micromachining applications and the challenges to commercialise PS-based devices.
In Chapter 2, fabrication of PS films using electrochemical anodisation is reviewed,
along with a review of established passivation methods and patterning techniques. The
various techniques and the experimental conditions used in this work for characterising
PS films are discussed in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 discusses the optimisation of the
passivation process undertaken in this work. This includes investigations into the
6

structure and chemical composition of the passivated PS. The chemical resistance of the
low-temperature annealed PS to alkaline-based solutions, along with the compatibility
of LTA-PS with standard photolithography, are presented in Chapter 5. Chapter 6
presents the optimisation of dry etching processes and demonstration of the fabricated
devices using completely CMOS-compatible micromachining processes developed in
this work. This includes detailed investigations of reactive ion etching of PS using
various gases. Characterisation of PS microbeams as well as grating structures
fabricated using the developed photolithographic process and optimised dry etching
process are also presented in Chapter 6. Future work and applications for the research
presented in the thesis are discussed in Chapter 7.

7
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CHAPTER 2
POROUS SILICON
In this chapter, the formation mechanisms and the possible morphologies of porous
silicon and the fabrication setup used in this work are discussed. The main passivation
methods that have been used to stabilise porous silicon are summarised. The optical
properties and surface chemistry of as-fabricated porous silicon are unstable in air;
therefore, passivation is required to stabilise the reactive surface. As patterning of
porous silicon is a focus of this work, methods to pattern porous silicon are reviewed.

2.1 FABRICATION OF POROUS SILICON
Porous silicon (PS) contains a network of single-crystal silicon. In this section, the
established formation mechanisms and morphologies for PS and the fabrication setup
used in this work are discussed.
2.1.1

Formation mechanism

PS has been fabricated by electrochemical anodisation [7], and electroless etching
techniques, which includes stain etching [35, 36], metal assisted electrode-less etching
[37], and vapour phase etching [38, 39]. The main drawback with all of the electroless
etching techniques for PS fabrication is the poor control of the porosity and etch rate
during the etching process. In contrast, PS layers formed via electrochemical
anodisation are reproducible, and relatively uniform both laterally and vertically. All the
PS samples used in this study were fabricated by electrochemical anodisation.
Figure 2.1 shows a typical I-V curve for p-type silicon in a dilute HF aqueous solution
[40, 41]. It is known that PS forms at V<Vps, where Vps is the threshold potential
9

corresponding to the first small sharp peak on the I-V curve. At V > Vps, electropolishing
occurs, resulting in a smooth polished silicon surface.
The most widely accepted silicon dissolution path for PS fabrication, proposed by
Lehmann and Gosele [42], is given by:
  2   2
  4





  

Equation 2-1

  2  2  

Equation 2-2

where h+ is the hole delivered to the Si surface.

Jps
Vps

Figure 2.1 I-V curve of p-type silicon wafer during electrochemical etching (image
taken from [43])
The first and final stages of silicon dissolution are schematically illustrated in Figure
2.2. The initial silicon surface (Figure 2.2(a)) is saturated with hydrogen and is virtually
inert against attack by fluoride as long as no electronic holes (h+) are available at the
silicon surface. However, when a hole (h+) is driven by the applied potential and
reaches the surface of the silicon substrate, chemical attack occurs according to
Equation 2-1 and 2-2, resulting in a void on silicon surface as shown in Figure 2.2(b).
The surface of the void is saturated by hydrogen in a similar manner to the silicon
surface prior to void formation.
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(a)

(b)

H+ F-

F

F

F- H+

F

H

Si
H

H

F-

H

H
Si

Si

H

H

H

H

F

Si

Si

Si
H

Si
Si

h+
Si

H

Si

Si
Si

Si

H

Si
Si

Si

Final stage of Si dissolution

Initial stage of Si dissolution

Figure 2.2 Illustration of silicon electrochemical dissolution. In (a) a hole is captured at
the silicon surface causing a fluorine ion to attack the hydrogen bonded to the silicon
on the surface. The silicon atom is dissolved in the electrolyte and initiates PS
formation in (b).
The change in surface geometry will change the electric field distribution in such a way
that hole (h+) transfer occurs preferentially at the void while the overall process remains
statistically random. As a result of the local electric field, the surface inhomogeneities
are amplified. Figure 2.3 shows the procedure for the formation of column-like pores,
taken from [43]. Initiated from the surface defects of the starting wafer, the pores grow
in all directions until a surface region depleted in mobile carriers is formed at the
Si/electrolyte interface (Figure 2.3(a)). If the walls between the pores are depleted of
holes (h+) they will be protected against further dissolution as illustrated in Figure
2.3(b) [44, 45]. The thickness of the depleted region depends on doping concentration.
Due to the high resistance of the depleted regions, current is concentrated at the pore
tips where no carrier depletion wall has occurred and the pores grow preferentially
(Figure 2.3(c)). The PS layer formed in the upper layers will not be affected by the
subsequent formation of the PS underneath.
The electrochemical etching rate and the porosity of the PS are controlled by the
number of holes per second that are delivered to the silicon surface. The HF
concentration affects the critical current density (Jps) shown in Figure 2.1 [46].
Increasing the HF concentration increases the range of current density that can used to
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fabricate PS thin films. The dissolution is obtained by controlling either the anodic
current or potential. In general, constant current is preferable, as it allows a better
control of both the porosity and thickness and good reproducibility among experiments.
Figure 2.4 shows the porosity of PS as a function of applied current density when using
electrolytes with various HF concentrations. For a given HF concentration, the porosity
increases with increasing current density.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.3. Column-like pore formation process in porous silicon (adapted from [43]):
(a) Pore initiation; (b) overlapping of carrier depleted regions; (c) pore growth only at
the pore tips.
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Figure 2.4 porosity as a function of applied current density and HF concentration in the
electrolyte (data adapted from [45])
2.1.2

Morphology

As discussed in the previous section, the essential requirement for electrochemical pore
formation is that a high concentration of holes is available at the Si/electrolyte interface.
The anodisation of p-type silicon is relatively straightforward, as the applied potential
drives the majority carrier holes to the reaction interface. In contrast, anodisation of ntype silicon requires illumination of the wafer to produce electron/hole pairs, or driving
the silicon substrate into avalanche breakdown with a very high applied voltage.
The overall structure of PS depends strongly upon anodisation conditions and the
resistivity (magnitude and type) of the starting wafer. The pore diameters and spacing
can vary from a few nanometres to several microns. Guided by international Union of
Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) recommendations for porous materials [47], PS
is classified into three categories according to the pore size: micro-PS with pore sizes
less than 2 nm, meso-PS with pore sizes ranging from 2 to 50 nm, and macro-PS with
pore sizes bigger than 50 nm.
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Formed generally by anodisation of n+-type (ρ <0.01 Ω cm), p+-type (ρ<0.01 Ω cm), or
p--type (ρ=100-1000 Ω cm) silicon wafers [48], macro-PS has gained considerable
interest due to its column-shaped pores and controllable pore patterning. Without prepatterned pits on the Si surface, random and imperfect column shape macropores are
obtained, as seen in Figure 2.5(a). However, macroporous arrays can be fabricated by
introducing initial pits, obtained by KOH etching of a Si wafer masked using a
photolithographic process, as shown in Figure 2.5(b). Macro-PS arrays have been used
for MEMS structures [49], micropumps [50], and X-ray filters [51].
Micro-PS, formed by using lightly doped p-Si or frontside illuminated n-PS, has a
sponge-like structure composed of interconnected nanosized pores. A TEM image of a
typical micro-PS sample formed by anodising a p--type Si wafer is shown in Figure 2.6
[52]. The micro-PS exhibits extremely small but finely interconnected pores.
Meso-PS, formed by anodisation of moderately and highly doped silicon substrates
(both n and p-types), exhibits a wide range of morphology, including a sponge-link
structure, branch structure and even column-like structure, as shown in Figure 2.7. The
morphology is determined by the doping concentration of the starting wafer and the
current density applied.
Micro-PS and meso-PS have a much larger surface area than macro-PS, and have been
widely used for optical filters, chemical sensors [4, 5], and for drug delivery [53], as
well as sacrificial layers for MEMS technology.
All the PS samples used in this work were fabricated using moderately doped p-type
silicon wafer with resistivity of 0.1 Ω cm equivalent to a doping density of 2.4×1017 cm3

. The reason to use moderately doped p-type silicon as the starting wafer is that the

resultant devices can be operated in transmittance mode with low loss in infrared (1.18 µm). The resulting PS is categorised as meso-PS and best illustrated by the image at
the upper left corner of Figure 2.7.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.5 SEM images for (a) random macropores formed from p-Si (image taken from
[54]); (b) organised macropores formed on n--type Si (image taken form [55]).
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10 nm

Figure 2.6 TEM image and inset diffraction pattern from microporous Si formed by
anodising p- Si (image taken from [52])
Representative
of the PS in this
work

Figure 2.7 SEM cross-sectional images of mesoporous structures anodised using p-Si
(image taken from [56]).The numbers marked on each small image are porosity (%),
growth rate (nm/s, dissolution valence, pore diameter (nm) in sequence.
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2.1.3

Anodisation setup

When fabricating PS by electrochemical dissolution, a silicon wafer is used as the anode
with an inert metal cathode (typically Pt) in aqueous hydrofluoric acid-based electrolyte.
The dissolution is usually controlled by constant anodic current.
The electrolyte is composed of an aqueous HF-based solution. However, when purely
aqueous HF solutions are used as the electrolyte for the PS formation, hydrogen bubbles
that evolve during anodisation (see Equation 2-1) stick to the surface, inducing lateral
and in-depth porosity inhomogeneities [57]. To improve the uniformity of the PS layer,
ethanol is frequently added to the electrolyte for better removal of hydrogen bubbles
from the surface of anode, which subsequently improves the uniformity and reduces the
roughness for the resulting PS [29, 57]. All of the PS samples used in this thesis were
fabricated with electrolyte composed of aqueous HF and ethanol.
The lateral pore uniformity of PS is largely determined by the configuration of the
anodisation cell. There are three types of anodisation cells commonly used for PS
fabrication: lateral anodisation cell [58], double-tank cell [59] and single-tank cell [60].
The simplest cell among the three is the lateral anodisation cell. However, this kind of
cell results in PS with non-uniformity in both the porosity and thickness [61]. A doubletank cell is the most flexible setup, allowing illumination of the sample during
anodisation for n-type PS. However, this flexible setup is complex to operate and
requires large volumes of electrolyte. The single-tank anodisation cell, as shown in
Figure 2.8, combines simplicity of the setup with extensive control of the fabrication
parameters, enabling the creation of high quality PS layers. A single-tank anodisation
cell was used in this work to fabricate PS samples.
For the single-tank anodisation cell shown in Figure 2.8, the silicon wafer is located at
the bottom of the anodisation cell so that only the front side of the sample is exposed to
the electrolyte. An O-ring is employed to ensure a good seal and prevent leaks. The
platinum electrode is positioned about 10 millimetres above and parallel to the silicon
anode. The electric field is predominantly vertical except at the edges of the electrode
due to fringing fields. This arrangement ensures a uniform electrical field over 90 % of
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anodisation area. In this way, the experimental setup provided excellent control of both
thickness and porosity and the resultant PS had a high degree of pore uniformity over a
large area.

Platinum cathode (spiral)
Electrolyte
Teflon cell
O-ring
Silicon wafer
Conductive
elastomer
Rigid plate
Figure 2.8 Side view of the single-tank cell with conductive elastomer used in this work
The back-side electrical contact used by most researchers is achieved either by metal
deposition on the back-side of the wafer [62] or hard metallic contacts [60, 63]. Hard
metallic contacts can scratch the silicon surface and can be non-uniform, resulting in
non-uniform electrical field distribution. On the other hand, deposition of a metal layer
renders the sample opaque, and interferes with transmission measurement through the
substrate.
To improve contact uniformity, James et al. proposed using a conductive elastomer as a
backside contact [64]. As shown in Figure 2.8, the silicon substrate is sealed into the
electrochemical cell with the conductive elastomer (ZoflexCD45.1, from Xilor
pressed onto the backside of the wafer with a rigid conductive plate to give the
elastomer some stiffness. The conductive elastomer is deformable, ensuring uniform
contact across the whole wafer surface and prevents mechanical damage that harms the
optical quality of the silicon wafer. All of the PS samples in this thesis were fabricated
using the single tank cell with conductive elastomer as the back contact. One of the
advantages of this approach is that the PS can be formed on both sides of the Si wafer
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by turning the Si wafer over after one side has been anodised [64], allowing one side to
have micromachined PS sensors and photonic devices, and the other side an PS
antireflection layer to lower the transmission loss in the IR region.

2.2 PASSIVATION OF POROUS SILICON
2.2.1

Instability of as-fabricated porous silicon

The surface of freshly prepared PS (here after referred as as-fabricated PS) is terminated
with covalently bonded hydrogen, in the form of SiH, SiH2 and SiH3 surface groups
[65]. However, these hydrogen groups exhibit limited stability on the Si surface.
Exposure to air at normal temperatures and pressures causes the surface of as-fabricated
PS to slowly oxidise (see Section 1.2), and changes the properties such as porosity,
refractive index, optical thickness and mechanical stress gradually [52, 66-68].
Therefore, it is critical to resolve the instability problem, for achieving stable
performance for all the potential applications and devices discussed in Chapter 1.
To avoid oxidation in air, attempts to store as-fabricated PS in other media has been
reported, such as vacuum and inert gases [69-71], non-aqueous liquids such as ether and
alcohols, and aqueous HF [72]. Short-term storage in ultrapure HF yields relatively
clean, oxide-free material. However, the HF solution could significantly increase the
porosity of the layer, especially when the concentration of the solution is relatively low
(20 %) [73]. However, it is not practical to store the devices in any of the inert gases or
solutions mentioned above, as operation in air is required for most practical devices.
Therefore, exposure to air is unavoidable and must be addressed.
As-fabricated PS is not only unstable in air, it is also easily oxidised or dissolved by
chemicals normally used for integrated circuit (IC) processing. Hydrogen peroxide [7476], nitric acid [77], acetone [78], boiled methanol [79] and even boiling water [80, 81]
have all been reported to act as an oxidant for as-fabricated PS. Worse still, asfabricated PS rapidly dissolves in weak alkaline solutions which are commonly used in
most CMOS processes.
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To stabilize the pore surfaces, passivation of the active PS surfaces is required to
prevent properties changing when stored in air or when processed with any of the
chemicals described above. The passivation techniques which have been employed to
improve the environmental robustness of PS can be divided into three main categories:
oxidation, nitridation, and carbonisation. These techniques and the limitations of the
passivated PS in CMOS processing and MEMS applications will be reviewed in more
detail later in this chapter.
2.2.2

Oxidation

Controlled oxidation of PS has generally been achieved by anodic oxidation, chemical
oxidation or thermal oxidation [82]. Both anodic and chemical oxidation are performed
at room temperature [83, 84], whereas thermal oxidation normally occurs at
temperatures ranging from 100-1000˚C [82].
Anodic oxidation is typically realised by using the PS sample as an anode and applying
a current in a non-fluoride oxidation bath, such as KNO3-H2O solution [83, 85, 86].
When native oxide formation prior to anodic oxidation is prevented, the anodic
oxidation occurs preferentially at the bottom of the porous layer resulting in a gradient
in the oxidation depth profile. To overcome the large oxide gradient a relatively
homogeneous oxide layer can be formed throughout the PS layer when a monolayer of
native oxide is present before anodic oxidation. However, it is difficult to obtain a thin
and highly homogeneous oxide layer on the pore surface using this technique.
Chemical oxidation can be achieved by exposing the PS sample to a O3 atmosphere,
H2O2 solution [84], or HNO3 solution [77, 87, 88]. The oxidation by O3 is an
accelerated type of aging, and oxide layers with thickness of several nanometres can be
formed after several hours of exposure to O3. In contrast, oxidation in H2O2 and HNO3
solution is substantially quicker, requiring only a few minutes to form a thin oxide layer.
As the chemical oxidation occurs at room temperature, it is suitable for some
applications where high-temperature steps need to be avoided.
In the field of microelectronics processing, it is known that thermal oxidation produces
a higher quality oxide than anodisation [89]. Both wet and dry thermal oxidation have
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been used to stabilise the PS surface. Oxidation at high temperatures can result in full
oxidation of the PS skeleton [82]. In order to preserve the fine-grained, crystalline
silicon components in PS, controlled partial oxidation is required.
Rapid thermal processing (typically for a few minutes) of PS in dry air, pure oxygen
atmosphere, vacuum (followed by exposure to the laboratory air (25˚C, 30% relative
humidity) [90] or wet air [91], results in oxidation of only the surface of the PS
skeleton, providing good electronic surface passivation and improved stability of the
optical and physical properties over time.
Although oxidation of PS stabilises the reactive surface of PS, the refractive index of
the resultant PS decreases, due to the much lower refractive index of silicon dioxide
(n=1.48) compared to that of silicon (n≈3.48). Therefore, the large index contrast
between high-porosity and low-porosity layers is reduced, and the optical bandwidth of
PS interference filters is decreased [92]. In addition, the swelling of the silicon skeleton
due to oxidation introduces film stresses [93] and reduces pore diameters often to the
point of pore closure, especially in low-porosity layers. Furthermore, the thick silicon
oxide formed on the pore surface will be removed during HF immersion which is
required for some of the CMOS process or a second PS layer anodisation. Removal of
large quantities of silicon oxide on the pore surface results in a large porosity change,
causing significant change in optical properties of the PS layer.
2.2.3

Carbonisation

With the knowledge of stability of silicon-carbon bonds in molecular silanes, organic
functionalisation of the PS surface through such bonds has been investigated to
passivate silicon. PS passivated this way shows dramatically improved environmental
and chemical stability, and can be used as a bio-sensitive/compatible material.
The functionalisation can be achieved by attacking the weak Si-Si bonds on Si-H
terminated PS surfaces. Both Grignard [94], and Aryllithium [95] reagents can be used
to passivate PS by forming unsaturated Si-C bonds on the PS surface.
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Functionalisation of PS is more typically realised by hydrosilylation, which cleaves
silicon-hydride bonds to enable the availability of silicon dangling bonds to react with
the desired organic molecule. Cleavage of Si-H bonds and incorporation of CH2 by
reaction of 1-alkene at 115˚C for 16 hours [96], or incorporation of CH3 by heating the
methanol absorbed surface at temperatures above 325˚C on the PS surface [97] was
reported.
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hydrosilylation [99, 100], which reacts with Si-H bonds on the PS surface, forms
unsaturated Si-C bond at room temperatures. The treated surfaces are very stable in both
boiling KOH solution and HF solution. However, the efficiency of hydrosilylation is
very low (<30 %).
Electrochemical processes were also utilised to functionalise the PS surface by
substitution of the hydride coverage with methoxy groups [101], trimethysiloxy groups
[102, 103], and carbonoxylic groups [104]. However, the substitution reactions are
again slow and the efficiencies are low (<25 %). Faster passivation process can be
achieved by electrochemical reduction of organo-halides [105].
Carbonisation which forms saturated Si-C bonds was realised by thermal treatment with
absorbed acetylene at temperatures above 600˚C [106, 107]. The acetylene molecules
were adsorbed on the PS surface, and dissociated at temperatures above 400˚C. At the
same time hydrogen desorbs from the surface and the remaining carbon atoms bond to
the silicon atoms, enabling excellent stability of the passivated film with respect to both
environmental and chemical resistance, including high resistance to strong KOH and HF
solutions.
As discussed above, most of the carbonised PS is robust in both alkaline and HF
solutions. However, the lower refractive index of SiC compared to Si degrades the
optical performance of devices such as PS interference filters in the same manner as
oxidation. In addition, the carbonisation process is not compatible with existing CMOS
processes, and it is unclear how the material performs when chemical immersion and
anodisation processes are repeated as would be required for complex structures
integrated with microelectronics or MEMS technologies.
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2.2.4

Nitridation

It is well known in semiconductor device technology that besides silicon dioxide,
silicon nitride is another important material which can passivate Si surface. The ability
of silicon nitride to block ambient oxidation has been utilised for passivation and
protection of microelectronic devices. Compared with silicon dioxide, silicon nitride has
a higher dielectric constant, higher density, better resistance to radiation and is a
stronger barrier against alkaline migration. Therefore, nitridation of PS has been
considered for stabilising the reactive PS surface and preventing aging induced film
degradation.
Plasma assisted nitridation of PS has been performed in ammonia gas or N2 gas at room
temperature or about 100˚C [108, 109]. Strong absorption resonances of N-H and/or SiN bonds were found in the FTIR spectrum, indicating good nitridation on the pore
surface. However, the process time required is relatively long (up to 180 min) in a
relatively expensive production tool.
Thermal nitridation, in contrast, typically requires a short process time but a very high
temperature. Rapid thermal annealing of PS in ammonia atmosphere at temperatures in
the range of 900-1000˚C passivates the pore surfaces [102, 110]. However, the major
bond in the nitride film formed is N-H rather than Si-N, possibly due to incomplete
dissociation of the ammonia during the initial stage of heating. This results in a large
proportion of NH species which bond to the PS dangling bonds, leaving only small
fraction of dangling bonds available to bond with dissociated N. Nitrogen atmosphere
has also been utilised to nitridise the PS surface at 1100˚C [102, 111-113]. These
thermally nitridised PS films showed excellent long-term stability when stored in air.
Nitridation is a simple and fast treatment to stabilize the optical properties [110, 114].
However, thermal annealing at temperatures above 300˚C causes structural changes to
the silicon skeleton [115, 116]. Annealing between 300-600˚C induces only a slight
structure change to the PS skeleton. However, heat treatment at temperatures in excess
of 800˚C causes severe changes to the PS morphology [115-120]. The severe
morphology change after high temperature treatment, referred to as sintering, leads to
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the loss of nano-crystalline features in the PS film. Therefore, development of
passivation processes which can be performed at the lowest possible temperature is
desired for many applications.
Low-temperature annealing for PS at 600˚C in N2 atmosphere has been developed at
The University of Western Australia. PS treated this way is found to be stable when
exposed to air for up to 60 days [121, 122]. However, the low-temperature annealing
process was focused primarily on environmental stability. To adapt the passivation
technique to make it suitable for CMOS processing requires significant optimisation and
investigation, and will be investigated thoroughly in this work.

2.3 PATTERNING OF POROUS SILICON
As discussed in Section 2.1, PS is normally formed on large area Si wafers (up to tens
of centimetres in diameter) by electrochemical dissolution. Patterning of PS can be
achieved on the silicon substrate by various techniques that have been categorised under
two generalised methods in this work as predefinition of a pattern or mask on Si prior to
anodisation, or patterning the PS after its anodisation. Features of each generalised
method will be discussed in the following sections.
2.3.1

Predefined patterning

Predefined patterning of PS can be achieved by electroless metal assisted etching,
selective doping or local anodisation of silicon through a predefined robust mask that
can survive the anodisation process.
To form PS patterns using electroless metal assisted etching, a metal layer (usually Pt)
is deposited and patterned on the silicon surface [123, 124]. The silicon wafer is then
immersed into a solution composed of HF, H2O2 and ethanol. The H2O2 reacts with the
platinum to produce the holes required for PS formation. Therefore the PS selectively
forms only in the regions covered by platinum. The porosity and anodisation speed is
controlled by the concentration of H2O2, which is generally added continuously to
produce more homogeneous and thicker films [124]. This method is simple and rapid,
requiring only a beaker. However, it is very difficult to control the porosity, uniformity
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and the thickness of the resultant PS film. Furthermore, metal delamination during
anodisation leads to poor resolution [123]. Besides metal-assisted electroless
anodisation, laser-assisted anodisation was also employed to form PS structures [125].
The resultant PS layers have only a limited thickness due to low photo absorption depth,
and the PS pattern definition has very poor resolution.
Selective doping is another approach to pattern PS by defining doped region, prior to
anodisation [126-128]. Introducing n-type doping by implantation of phosphorus into
selected areas of the p-type silicon substrate forms a barrier to PS formation. When the
wafer is anodized, the p-n junction between the implanted region and the bulk silicon is
reverse biased. The implanted volume is disconnected from the current and
consequently not etched. However, the doping process is complex, time consuming and
requires expensive tools, limiting the potential of this technique. In addition, the lateral
etching under the doped region can be severe, and the PS films formed are not
homogenous.
Local anodisation through a surface mask is the most widely used predefined patterning
technique. Mask materials include hard masks such as Si3N4 [129], SiO2, SiC, hard
baked photoresist (PR) [130-132], and multi-layer masks [4]. Figure 2.9 shows the
general procedure of predefined patterning. Firstly, a mask material is deposited on the
silicon wafer (Figure 2.9(a)), followed by patterning of the mask using standard
photolithography and/or etching (Figure 2.9(b)). Anodisation of the masked Si wafer
only occurs in areas exposed to electrolytes (Figure 2.9(c)). After removal of the mask
material (Figure 2.9(d)), PS islands are created. Because the current flowing through the
anodisation area, especially under the mask, is not uniform, the resulting PS islands are
inhomogeneous in all three spatial directions (Figure 2.9(c)).
As the masks discussed are all insulating, the higher electric field at the edge of the
structure compared to the middle results in thicker PS with higher porosity at the edge,
leading to inhomogeneous PS film [130]. This disadvantage can be partially solved by
utilising conductive masks (such as Au), since a fraction of the current from the bulk
can flow through the metal to the solution and need not flow completely through the
open areas in the masking layer [133]. However, no matter what mask material is used,
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under-mask etching occurs, and non-uniform PS films are obtained [134]. Therefore, a
post-patterning method is desired.

mask
(a)
Si substrate
Patterned
mask
(b)
Si substrate
Patterned
mask
(c)

(d)

PS
PS
Si substrate

PS
PS
Si substrate

Figure 2.9 Summary of reported procedure of predefined PS formation using local
anodisation through a surface mask (for example Si3N4, SiO2, SiC, and hard baked
photoresist). The different filling patterns for PS non-uniformity of the PS patterns.
2.3.2

Post-formation patterning

Here post-formation patterning is defined as creating the PS patterns after a layer of PS
has been formed. In contrast to predefined patterning, patterning after anodisation can
result in films with significantly higher uniformity. Figure 2.10 shows the schematic
procedure for post-formation patterning of PS. After anodisation, one or more layers of
mask material are deposited or sputtered onto the PS surface (Figure 2.10(b)).
Following the patterning of the mask (Figure 2.10(c)), bulk machining is employed to
pattern the PS (Figure 2.10(d)). Homogeneous PS structures can then be obtained after
mask removal (Figure 2.10(e)).
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The main challenge for the post-formation patterning is the PS films must not be
degraded by the chemicals typically used to pattern and remove the mask. To avoid
using these chemicals, intermediate techniques have been employed for PS postformation patterning.
Rea et al. employed laser ablation to fully oxidise the target region of PS, followed by
oxide dissolution in HF [135]. No masking material is required to be deposited on the
PS surface to define the patterns. However, this mask-less patterning technique cannot
be used to form well-defined, high resolution features.
Dry-soft lithography using poly (di-methylsiloxane) (PDMS) stamps has also been used
to pattern PS [136, 137]. After the formation of PS, a clean PDMS stamp which is cast
from a silicon master stamp with the desired pattern features was brought into contact
with the heated PS sample for 15-20 min. The stamp was subsequently peeled from the
substrate surface, removing PS from the areas that made physical contact with the
stamp. There are no extra chemicals required to contact the PS to perform the
patterning, effectively avoiding any possible change of properties of the PS during
patterning. However, only very small aspect ratios and poor resolution have been
achieved. In addition, the surface where the PS is removed is rough, and the
contamination by silicon debris in the sample may be significant.
As both mask-less technologies share the same drawback of poor resolution, patterning
of PS by using standard silicon integrated circuit technologies (CMOS processes) is
desired to achieve low-cost, high-throughput and flexible fabrication of the next
generation of PS micromachined sensors. The standard CMOS process flow is
characterised by tens of distinct operations (lithography, thin film deposition, thermal
oxidations, plasma and wet etchings). Each one of these process presents specific issues
with respect to PS compatibility. Masking by PR utilising standard photolithographic
techniques is normally the first and most important step in definition of the features
required for the IC technology. The pattern of the PR on the surface can be subsequently
transferred into the PS film by etching or films deposited and patterned on the PS
surface by a lift-off process.
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PR is classified into two main categories: positive PR and negative PR. The developers
used for the PR can be also divided into two categories: solvent-based developers and
alkaline-based developers. Positive PR is typically developed in aqueous alkaline-based
solutions, whereas negative PR uses solvent-based developers. The use of solvent-based
developers leads to swelling of the PR and loss of adhesion of the PR to the substrate.
Furthermore, solvent-based developers are not environmental friendly. Therefore, most
newer negative PR formulations will typically be developed in aqueous solutions, which
are highly favoured for health and environmental reasons.

PS

(a)

Si substrate
Mask
PS

(b)

Si substrate
Patterned mask
PS

(c)

Si substrate

PS
(d)

(e)

PS

Si substrate

PS

PS

Si substrate
Figure 2.10 Summary of reported procedure of post-formation patterning of PS
Since PS dissolves in seconds in low concentration alkali solutions such as 1% KOH, it
is incompatible with photolithographic processes which use alkaline-based developers
[138]. Therefore, only PR development based on solvents have been applied directly to
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PS as these developers do not react with the PS [139]. As a result, negative PR which
requires only solvent-based developers have been used to directly mask PS [139]. Polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) has been employed to mask as-fabricated PS [140], as PS
is not dissolved in the solvent developer. However, an expensive electron beam system
is needed to expose the PMMA, complicating the processing. Positive PR is more
commonly used in the semiconductor industry because of its superior properties over
negative PR, including higher resolution, non-swelling behaviour and resistance to
plasma-based dry-etching processes [141].
Photolithography with alkaline-based developers has so far only been applied to PS with
protective layers of either deposited metal [142, 143] or silicon dioxide [144] grown on
the surface prior to photolithography, to prevent PR penetration into the pores and
protect the PS from the alkaline developer. Without the protection layer, the PR seeps
into the pores during PR coating. The PR, especially for positive PR, remains
unexposed to the UV light and cannot be removed during developing. Also the addition
of metal or SiO2 layer adds to processing complexity and cost, and in many cases they
need to be removed after patterning.
In this work, masking of PS with photolithography using alkaline developers will be
investigated, and a simple method to prevent PR penetration into the pores using
polymer ProLIFT 100-16 (Brewer Science, Inc.), a polymer based on n-methyl-2pyrrolidone, will be investigated.
2.3.3

Micromachining

Using standard photolithography, PS features can be created by transferring the PR
patterns into the PS using surface and bulk micromachining techniques, as illustrated in
Figure 2.10(d). Furthermore, thin films such as metals and dielectrics can be deposited
and patterned on the PS surface. Both additive and subtractive micromachining
applications for PS will be investigated in this work.
During surface micromachining, there are two ways to realise pattern transfer namely:
wet etching and dry etching. For small features, wet etching is not suitable due to the
undercut problems caused by poor photoresist adhesion [141]. Furthermore, the
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fabrication of features using anisotropic wet etching may be dependent on the crystal
orientation. In contrast, dry etching is able to achieve directional etching without relying
on the crystal orientation, allowing photolithographically defined PR patterns to be
transferred into underlying layers.
As discussed in Section 2.3.2, photolithography has been used to define patterns of PS
with a deposited metal layer as a protection layer. Subsequently, subtractive
micromachining was performed on the PR masked PS. Meade et al. has reported
patterning of PR/Al masked PS by RIE process using gas mixture Cl2/BCl3/CH4 to
obtain freestanding PS particles [143]. However, the RIE parameters were not optimised
to obtain fine features. Relatively, RIE using SF6-plasma has also been performed on
PS, and the relationship between etch rate, porosity, and RF power was studied [145,
146]. However, as PS oxidizes quickly when exposed to air (forming SiOx) at room
temperature [66], the etch rate of PS changes as it ages [146], and the performance of
devices fabricated from this material changes over time. Environmentally stable
passivated PS is free from these changes in properties. In this thesis, RIE etching
characteristics of LTA-PS are going to be investigated.
Inductively coupled plasma (ICP)-RIE is a widely used dry etching tool, which uses a
magnetic field to confine the electrons within the plasma for a longer time, producing
high quantities of ions and radicals at low energies. The two independent power sources
in the ICP-RIE systems (ICP and RF power), allow control of the plasma density and
the ion energy independently, allowing greater process optimization.
Fluorine-based plasma is normally utilised for Si etching. It has been found that there is
a linear relationship between the etch rate and the density of atomic F, showing that
atomic F is directly involved in the etching process [147, 148]. To increase the etchant
concentration and thus increase the etch rate, oxidizing additives like O2 are often added
to the plasma. Oxygen, at concentrations below 23 % reacts with CFx radicals to
enhance formation of atomic F (increase of fluorine-to-carbon ratio F/C) [149]. The
CF4/O2 plasma can provide high etch rates, however, it results in an undercut etching
profile, and degrades the PR mask severely.
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To achieve a vertical etching profile which is required for high resolution pattern
transfer, H2 [150-152] or CH4 [153] has been added to the CF4 plasma. In this case, the
H2 within the gases reacts with CF3* forming polymeric precursors CxFy. As a result, the
surface covers with a CxFy film which can only be removed by ion bombardment [152].
The bottom of the trench (unmasked area) is exposed to ion bombardment which
removes the CxFy, allowing etching to proceed in these regions, whereas the trench
sidewalls are not exposed to ion bombardment and will be covered by the protective
film. By adjusting the CxFy film produced during etching, the etch profile can be
controlled to achieve a vertical sidewall. Furthermore, when etching SiO2 with CF4/H2
or CF4/CH4 gas plasma, O2 is produced along with SiF4. The atomic oxygen reacts with
the inhibiting CxFy film and form a volatile COF2 species which will escape into the gas
phase. Therefore, CxFy film can be selectively deposited onto the Si surface, but not the
SiO2 surface, enhancing the selectivity of SiO2/Si [149, 152].
In this thesis, both CF4/O2 and CF4/CH4 plasma chemistries are utilised to etch
passivated PS. The impact of various etching parameters on etch rate and the afteretching surface profile are investigated.

2.4 SUMMARY
A detailed study on PS formation was presented. The porosity of resultant PS increases
with increasing current density for a given HF concentration. The type and the doping
density of the starting wafer have strong influence on the morphology of PS. The use of
moderately doped p-type Si as starting wafer in this work forms meso-PS and can result
in PS devices to be operated in transmittance mode with low IR loss. The experimental
setup for the PS fabrication throughout this thesis was presented, the backside contact
was achieved using a conductive elastomer to improve contact uniformity and enable
quality PS formation on both sides of the silicon wafer.
Existing passivation methods of PS was also reviewed. While stabilising the PS,
oxidation normally forms a thick oxide layer on the pore surface, largely decreases the
pore size, and hampers further processing that requires HF immersion. Carbonised PS is
normally environmentally stable, and resistant to both alkaline and HF solution;
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however, it may prevent re-anodisation of the sample in HF electrolyte to form a second
PS layer. Nitridised PS is strongly resistant to ambient oxidation; however, annealing at
high temperatures (900-1000˚C) causes severe sintering of the PS skeleton. Lowtemperature annealing of PS in N2 atmosphere provides environmental stability, and
avoids severe sintering. Further investigations will be conducted to develop the lowtemperature annealing process to make passivated PS resistant to weak-alkaline
solutions and able to be re-anodised to form a second PS layer.
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CHAPTER 3
CHARACTERISATION TECHNIQUES FOR
POROUS SILICON
This chapter presents the porous silicon characterisation techniques used in this work
to determine relevant properties. Morphology and thickness of porous silicon films was
studied using scanning electron microscopy, while the chemical composition of the
porous silicon films was investigated using Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy, Xray photoelectron spectroscopy and secondary ion mass spectroscopy. The optical
properties, including refractive index, porosity and extinction coefficient, were
characterised by using reflectance spectroscopy. All the advantages and limitations for
using these techniques, especially for PS characterisation, will be discussed in this
chapter.

3.1 SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPY
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) provides high resolution 2D images of the sample
surface. In this work, it was used to provide information on the plane and crosssectional surface morphology of porous silicon (PS) films.
Due to the low electrical conductivity of PS, charging degraded the quality of SEM
images. A conductive coating on the surface is normally employed to reduce SEM
charging effects. Figure 3.1 shows the SEM images taken with and without coating for
both plane view and cross-sectional views of the PS. It can be seen that the image taken
with coating shows a different morphology compared to that taken without coating,
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suggesting that coating distorts the underlying morphology and provides misleading
information on morphology.
Therefore, all of the SEM images in this thesis were obtained without coating, making
charging effects in the images unavoidable. To reduce the charging effect, the typical
accelerating voltage used in this work was 0.5 keV. All the SEM images used in this
thesis were obtained using a Zeiss 1555 VP-FESEM.
The thickness of the PS samples used in this work was also extracted from the SEM
cross-sectional image of the samples, as shown in Figure 3.2. To ensure the extracted
thickness was within ±1.5 %, repeated measurements were taken on each sample.
no coating

1 nm Pt coating
(b)

200 nm

200 nm

(c)

(d)

200 nm

200 nm

Plan view

Cross-sectional view

(a)

Figure 3.1 Cross-sectional SEM images of PS (a) without coating; (b) with 1 nm Pt
coating. Planar SEM images of PS (a) without coating; (b) with 1 nm Pt coating. The
fabrication parameters for the PS sample used are: current density of 10mA/cm2; 15%
HF electrolyte; etch duration of 2 minutes; p-type Si wafer with resistivity of 0.1 Ω cm.
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Vacuum

755 nm

PS layer

Silicon substrate
200 nm

Figure 3.2 An example of PS thickness extraction from a cross-sectional SEM image for
a typical sample from this work. The fabrication parameters for the PS sample used
are: current density of 10mA/cm2; 15% HF electrolyte; etch duration of 2 minutes; ptype Si wafer with resistivity of 0.1 Ω cm.

3.2 CHEMICAL COMPOSITION
The chemical composition for the passivated PS used in this work is important to
understand both the optical and chemical properties of the passivated PS. Techniques,
including FTIR, XPS, and SIMS were employed to reveal the chemical composition of
PS. In the following subsections, advantages and limitation of these techniques for PS
analysis are discussed.
3.2.1

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), a technique that enables the
examination of chemical bonds present in the sample which resonate in the infrared
spectrum, is widely used to characterise the chemical bonds of PS samples [154]. Two
types of FTIR were used in this work: transmissive FTIR and attenuated total reflection
(ATR)-FTIR. Transmissive FTIR was suitable for this work as all substrates are
moderately doped 0.01 Ω cm Si (low loss in the infrared) and double side polished.
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When using transmissive FTIR, the absorption corresponds to vibrations of the chemical
bonds within both the PS film and Si substrate. In addition, the spectrum obtained also
contains resonances from the front and backside of the Si substrate. Furthermore, free
carrier absorption in the silicon substrate during the transmissive FTIR measurements
prevents the observation of the vibrations below 900 cm−1. Therefore, some interesting
peaks present at wavenumbers below 900 cm-1 which cannot be observed by using
transmissive FTIR. In this work, all the transmissive FTIR spectra were obtained with a
Perkin-Elmer FTIR spectroscopy Spectrum-One system with a spectral resolution of
4 cm-1.
In contrast, ATR-FTIR enables the top few micrometres of the sample to be
investigated, without any interference from the substrate or cavity resonance. Figure 3.3
shows a schematic ATR setup with the PS sample placed on the crystal surface. The
infrared beam is passed through the ATR crystal in such a way that it reflects at least
once off the internal surface in contact with the sample. The penetration depth (dp) of
the infrared light into the sample is controlled by the wavelength of light (λ), the angle
of incidence (θ) and the refractive index of the ATR crystal (n1) and the sample (n2), as
shown in Equation 3-1. By avoiding propagation through the absorbing substrate if
sample is thick enough, ATR-FTIR allows measurement down to very lower
wavenumbers (600 cm-1).
PS (n2)

Si

Penetration
depth

θ
ATR crystal (n1)
Incident light

To detector

Figure 3.3 Schematic illustration for ATR crystal with PS sample placed on the surface.
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All the ATR-FTIR spectra in the thesis were collected using a multi-reflection HATR
setup from PIKE Technologies with a ZnSe crystal (n = 2.4). The angle of the incidence
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was 45˚. The penetration depth was approximately 5 µm for the PS samples (n =1.48)
used in this work. As a result, the PS samples for ATR measurements in the range of
7000 – 600 cm-1 with a resolution of 4 cm-1 were fabricated by using the same current
densities as other samples (current density of 10 mA/cm2, electrolyte with 15% HF), but
with longer anodisation time (900 s) to form a PS layer with thickness of 6 µm.
3.2.2

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is a quantitative spectroscopic technique that
determines the elemental composition, empirical formula, chemical state and electronic
state of the elements that exist within a material [155]. A beam of X-rays is employed to
irradiate the sample, leading to escape of electrons from the top few nanometres of the
material. The kinetic energy and number of these electrons are measured to obtain the
XPS spectra. Each element or bonding arrangement has a signature binding energy
(BE), allowing specific species and molecules, referred as bonding states in this work,
to be determined. To measure the bulk properties of the sample by XPS, the surface is
removed by ion beam milling.
The XPS experiments in this work were performed on a Thermo Scientific XPS
spectrometer using a mono-chromated Al K radiation with energy of 1486.68 eV under
a background vacuum below 2x10-9 mbar. To avoid the charging issue for the PS
samples, a flood gun of 2 eV was used for charge neutralisation. The photoelectron
takeoff angle was 90˚, while the data collecting spot size was 500 µm. The instrument
was calibrated using Ag3d5=368.27 eV, while C1s=285.0 eV was used as the binding
energy (BE) reference.
The resultant XPS spectra in this work were used to determine the elemental
composition of the PS films. The XPS data obtained was processed (include peak
fitting) by using the professional XPS processing software “Advance”. Each of the
bonding peaks was assigned to a bonding ID, for which the binding energy (BE) and the
corresponding species or bonding states was assigned according to the data included in
[156], and atomic ratio (At.%) of each bonding states were calculated.
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The main limitation of XPS to analyse PS is that it is unable to detect hydrogen which is
expected to be present in the films [66]. Therefore, to determine the presence of
hydrogen in PS samples, both FTIR and secondary ion mass spectroscopy is employed.
3.2.3

Secondary ion mass spectroscopy

Secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) is a technique used to analyse the
composition of solid surfaces by sputtering the surface of the specimen with a focused
primary ion beam [157]. The bombardment of the primary ion beam produces
secondary particles of the sample material，carrying negative, positive and neutral
charges, which have kinetic energies that range from zero to several hundred eV. The
ejected secondary ions are collected and analysed using a mass spectrometer to
determine the elemental, isotopic, or molecular composition. Continuous analysis while
sputtering produces information as a function of depth, called a depth profile.
The count rate of the selected element is primarily determined by the concentration of
the element, and the ionisation efficiency of this element, which is mainly determined
by the ion yield, defined as the fraction of sputtered atoms that become ionised. Ion
yields vary over many orders of magnitude for various elements. The most influential
parameters on ion yield are ionisation potential for positive ions and electron affinity for
negative ions.
Nitrogen, which is one of the most important elements under investigation in the
samples in this work, has a very high ionization potential (14.53 eV) and zero electron
affinity (0 eV) [158, 159]. As a result, both positive and negative secondary ion yields
of nitrogen atomic ions are poor or absent. Therefore, it is difficult to detect nitrogen
using a SIMS measurement, especially at small concentrations.
The SIMS measurements in this work were carried out using a Cameca IMS 5F. Before
transfer to the high vacuum chamber (9.3x10-10 mbar) where analysis is performed, the
samples were coated with 35 nm gold to increase the conductivity of the sample. A Cs+
ion source (10 keV) was exited to generate the primary beam with a primary beam
current of 15 nA. Negative ions were collected and detected by a mass spectrometer to
obtain the depth profile of each element.
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The raw SIMS data collected in this work was measured as count rate as a function of
sputtering time. To ensure better understanding of the depth profile, the sputtering time
was calibrated to depth. However, small porosity gradient and/or slight composition
variation with depth in the PS sample would alter the sputter rate with depth. These
variations, in practice, are expected to be small and have only a minor effect on the
sputter rate. To simplify the calibration, it was assumed that the sputtering rates of all
PS samples are constant. The thickness (d) of the PS layer was measured using SEM
images, and the sputtering rate was calculated by dividing the thickness (d) by the total
time (t) used to sputter away the entire PS layer.

3.3 POROSITY AND REFRACTIVE INDEX
The most straightforward method for porosity determination is by gravimetry that
involves measuring the weight change in a sample due to porosification. The Si wafer is
typically weighted three times: before anodisation (m1), after PS fabrication (m2), and
after the complete removal of the PS thin film (m3). From these measurements, the
porosity can be calculated using the following equation:
' '
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Equation 3-2
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However, gravimetry is a destructive technique. In addition, the use of multiple weight
measurements of a very small mass change compared to a very large substrate can
introduce large errors.
A non-destructive widely used method to determine the porosity of PS is to use the
reflectance spectrum of the PS sample to extract the refractive index and extinction
coefficient with respect to wavelength for the PS sample [92]. The reflectance spectrum
for a single PS thin film typically shows peaks and troughs, which are related to the
constructive and destructive interference of the monochromatic light, reflected from the
air/PS and the PS/silicon interface, as shown in Figure 3.4. PS thin film optical
properties can then be extracted by creating a characteristic matrix model that sums the
effect of multiple reflected beams from the air/PS and PS/Si interface. The characteristic
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matrix model used to extract refractive index and thickness is detailed in the work of
James [28].
The porosity of PS samples is commonly deduced using an effective medium
approximation using the refractive index extracted from the reflectance spectrum.
Models including the Maxwell-Garnett theory [160], Bruggeman effective medium
approximation [161], and Volume Averaging Theory [162, 163] have been utilised for
determining the porosity of PS samples. Among them, the Bruggeman effective medium
approximation has been reported to have good agreement between experimental results
and theoretical results when applied to sponge-like PS, similar to all the PS used in this
work [164]. Therefore, the Bruggeman model is used throughout this thesis for optical
modelling of PS thin films, to extract porosity, refractive index and extinction
coefficient from the reflectance spectrum.
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Reflectance (%)

Fit data
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Extracted parameters:
Refractive index: 1.65
Porosity: 70 %
Porosity gradient: 5 %
Thickness: 716 nm
Optical thickness: 1.18 μm
RMS roughness: 30 nm
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Figure 3.4 an example for data extracting form a reflectance spectrum
Using the Bruggeman model, the PS is considered as a physical combination of two
distinct phases formed by Si and voids. The effective dielectric constant (εr,eff) is related
to the refractive index of each phase (εr,si and εr,v) as well as to their volume fractions
(Psi and Pv). The porosity of the PS, therefore, can be determined using the following
equations:
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Equation 3-4

Besides the refractive index and thickness, interface roughness and porosity gradient
were also included in the model, as these parameters affect the peak intensity of the PS
reflectance spectrum [28]. The porosity gradients were modelled by treating a single PS
layer as a set of 32 discrete layers of linearly varying porosity to approximate the
desired porosity gradient, while interface roughness was extracted from the reflectance
spectrum, as the effect of interface roughness on specular reflection can be expressed by
Davis-Bennett theory [28, 165] using the following equation:
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Equation 3-5

where Rs is the specular reflection, R0 is the specular reflection of a perfectly smooth
surface of the same material, λ is the wavelength of incident light, σ is the RMS
roughness, and θ is the angle at which the light is incident on the surface relative to the
normal.
Based on the models discussed above, an existing program developed at UWA which
employed a differential evolutionary algorithm, as described by M. Wormington et al.
[166], was used to auto-fit the measured reflectance spectra and extract the parameters.
Figure 3.4 shows an example for a measured reflectance spectrum and the fitted curve.
The extracted parameters from the curve fitting include refractive index, porosity,
porosity gradient, thickness, and RMS roughness. The accuracy of thickness obtained
from the model was confirmed by measurement using cross-sectional SEM images of
the PS film.
The optical thickness (OT), which is calculated by using the product of the refractive
index (n) and the physical thickness (d) of the film, is sensitive to any changes in the
physical thickness (d) or porosity which is monotonically related to refractive index (n)
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of the PS films [161]. Therefore, optical thickness will be used in this work to indicate
the optical properties of the PS films.
The amount of the optical thickness reduction (OTR) after any process step undertaken
in this work can be used as an indicator of the change of either porosity (refractive
index) or thickness of the PS films caused by that process. The OTR is calculated as
BC6 
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Equation 3-6

where OT1 is the optical thickness of PS before any process or exposure, OT2 is the
optical thickness of PS after any process.
For earlier experiments multiple experiments were carried out to ascertain across-wafer
and run-to-run variations, as well as experimental errors. Once these were established,
subsequent experiments were only repeated where it became clear that wafer or
experimental variation was causing significant variability or noise in the results. In the
case where multiple experiments or other form of error estimation was performed, error
bars have been given or errors stated in the text. When not stated, this means that error
estimation was not performed.
Since it is difficult to obtain uniform as-fabricated PS over a large area (PS film
diameter = 35 mm, area =10 cm2), the reflectance spectrum has been observed by the
author to vary spatially across the film by up to ± 3 %. To compare the optical property
before and after any process applied to the PS film, it is essential that the reflectance
measurements are performed at the same position. In this work, precise control of the
measurement position was achieved using an in-house fabricated auto-scanning system
to take reflectance measurements at the same coordinate to within ±1 mm reducing the
spatial variation errors in porosity to less than 0.5 %. Therefore, the OTR measured can
be attributed primarily to changes caused by processing of the PS sample and not spatial
non-uniformities. Furthermore, the auto-scanning system is able to obtain reflectance
spectrum at multiple points across the sample according to a scan pattern pre-set by the
user. Therefore, highly accurate optical mapping of the PS sample at various stages of
processing can be achieved.
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3.4 SUMMARY
Characterisation techniques, which are important to achieve the goals of the thesis, were
presented with discussions focusing on their limitations. SEM was used to reveal the
morphology of the PS film and provide information for thickness measurement.
However, charging effects were unavoidable as no conductive coating was used on the
PS samples in this work. Chemical composition of PS films was investigated using
FTIR, XPS, and SIMS analysis. Among these techniques, transmissive FTIR
spectroscopy had only limited spectral range (>900 cm-1) and contained resonances
from the front and backside of the double-side polished Si substrate. XPS techniques are
unable to detect hydrogen content in the sample, and the SIMS technique is limited in
its ability to detect trace nitrogen in PS at small concentrations. Optical thickness, used
as an indicator for the optical properties of PS films, was extracted from the reflectance
spectra of the film with very accurate spatial repeatability (±1 mm) to reduced
uncertainty in the optical measurement.
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CHAPTER 4
LOW-TEMPERATURE PASSIVATION PROCESS
FOR POROUS SILICON
As has been made clear in the previous chapters, development of a passivation
process for longtime environmental and chemical stability of porous silicon is critical for
potential device applications. In this chapter, the structure and composition of the asfabricated PS is discussed, and detailed studies of the instability of as-fabricated PS
are presented. To stabilise the active surface, as-fabricated PS was passivated via
annealing using a rapid thermal processor at low temperature, usually 600˚C, in N2
atmosphere. The impact of the passivation process on the structure of this lowtemperature annealed PS (LTA-PS) is discussed. The investigation of the composition
of the LTA-PS and the uniformity of the passivation obtained using X-ray photoelectron
spectrometry (XPS) and secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) is shown.
Furthermore, the optical stability of LTA-PS exposed to air is examined. Finally, the
effect of passivation conditions, including annealing time, annealing temperature and
N2 flow rate, on the properties of the passivation layer are discussed.

4.1 POPERTIES OF AS-FABRICATED POROUS SILICON
4.1.1

Structure and chemical composition

Before discussion of the passivated films, it is appropriate to review the morphology
and chemical composition of the as-fabricated PS examined in this thesis. The PS
samples used in this work were all formed on an area of approximately 10 cm2 using 2inch p-type double side polished Si wafers with resistivity of 0.09-0.1 Ω·cm (doping
density of 2.4×1017 cm-3). The electrolyte was composed of 15% aqueous HF solution
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(with 70 % ethanol). Unless otherwise specified, the PS was fabricated by
electrochemical anodisation using a current density of 10 mA/cm2 for 2 minutes. Under
these conditions, the resultant PS had a porosity of 81.5±1 % and physical thickness of
800±50 nm as measured by SEM. The value of porosity was extracted from the curve
fitting of the reflectance spectrum of the PS using Bruggeman’s model [161], whereas
the physical thickness was measured using images from a scanning electron microscope
(SEM), as discussed in Chapter 3. The errors are determined by standard deviation.
After anodisation, each PS wafer was cleaved into four quarter-wafer sized PS samples
before any further processing.
An SEM image of the top surface and cross-sectional view of as-fabricated PS is shown
in Figure 4.1. The pores in the top surface image (Figure 4.1 (a)) are irregular with
dimensions on the order of several nanometres. The pore dimensions of as-fabricated
PS, estimated using open source image processing tool ImageJ were less than 10 nm.
The cross-sectional view is shown in Figure 4.1(b). It can be seen that there is an
underlying downwards direction of the pores, consistent with other reports of meso-PS
reported [52] and those shown in Fig 2.7. Note however that the resistivity of the
starting Si wafer is bordering on lightly doped Si which produces micro-PS, giving rise
to an overall sponge-like structure (similar to Fig 2.6)
(a)

(b)

Vacuum

As-fabricated PS

100 nm

2 μm

Silicon substrate

Figure 4.1 SEM images (beam voltage of 0.5 kV) of as-fabricated PS (a) plan view; (b)
cross-sectional view
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Figure 4.2 shows the spectra from transmissive Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy
(FTIR) and attenuated total reflectance (ATR)-FTIR measurements of the as-fabricated
PS. The absorbance resonances in the transmissive FTIR spectrum are attributed to both
the PS layer and the backside Si substrate; while the ATR-FTIR spectrum shows
absorbance resonances only due to the PS layer (see Section 3.2.1).
For both spectra, the resonance bands at 2102 cm-1, 2113 cm-1 and 905 cm-1 are
assigned to Si-H2, Si-H, and Si-Hx resonances, respectively, since the surface of asfabricated PS is terminated with covalently attached hydrogen (See Section 2.2.1) [65].
The Si-O-Si resonance at 1107 cm-1 in the FTIR spectrum is attributed to the bulk
interstitial oxide on the CZ grown Si wafers [167]. Thus the interstitial Si-O-Si
resonance in the as-fabricated PS layer is largely absent in the ATR-FTIR spectrum
shown in Figure 4.2(b). Besides the Si-Hx peaks, a small Si-O resonance presents at
1050 cm-1 in the ATR-FTIR spectrum, which is attributed to the 2-hour exposure of the
film to air before the data collection. Furthermore, the strong resonance in the ATRFTIR spectrum is attributed to gas-phase water that is absorbed from the atmosphere
before measurement and during data collection.
(a)

(b)
Si-H2

Si-H

Si-O-Si

Si-H2
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Figure 4.2 (a) FTIR and (b) ATR-FTIR spectra for as-fabricated PS.
4.1.2

Instability

As discussed in Section 2.2.1, as-fabricated PS has limited stability. Upon exposure to
air at standard temperature and pressure, the surface, which is terminated by Si-H
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bonds, slowly oxidises, changing the material properties such as porosity, refractive
index and optical thickness [52, 66-68].
Figure 4.3 shows the ATR-FTIR spectrum for PS stored overnight in either vacuum or
air. After overnight storage, the Si-Hx resonances corresponding to stretching vibrations,
present at 2102 cm-1 and 2113 cm-1, and SiH2 resonance at 905 cm-1, corresponding to
scissor bending, are still rich. The Si-OH band appears at 3400 cm-1 due to absorption of
the water in the air. Both PS samples were slightly oxidised, as the Si-O resonance at
1050 cm-1 is present in both spectra. However, it is clear that the Si-O resonance of the
PS stored in air is stronger than that of the PS stored in vacuum, indicating that
exposure to air oxidises the PS relatively quickly.

PS stored in vacuum
C-H

Si-H Si-H2

Si-O

Absorbance

Si-OH

Si-H2

PS stored in air
4000

3000
2000
-1
Wavenumber (cm )

1000

Figure 4.3 ATR-FTIR spectrum of PS stored in vacuum and air overnight
To reveal the chemical composition of aged PS, X-ray photoelectron spectrometry
was performed on PS that had been exposed (aged) in air for 3 days. Figure 4.4 shows
the XPS spectra for Si and oxygen peaks for aged PS, and Table 4.1 shows the assigned
bonding states, the corresponding peaks and extracted atomic percentage. Contaminants
including carbon absorbed from the surrounding atmosphere and fluorine residue from
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anodisation, together having a total atomic percentage of 3.1 %, are not shown in Figure
4.4 and Table 4.1.
The oxidation of as-fabricated PS formed during exposure to air is mainly in the form of
SiOx (0<x<1) and a small amount of SiOx (1<x<2). It has been reported that natural
oxidation of PS takes place through the formation of Si-O-Si groups together with the
formation of O-Si-H and O3-Si-H groups in which the Si is back-bonded to one or three
O atoms [168]. In the XPS results presented here, the atomic percentage of pure Si is
68.5 %, while that of oxidised Si is 18.1 %. Therefore, 21 % of the Si skeleton was
oxidised after 3-days exposure to air.
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Figure 4.4 (a) Si and (b) O XPS spectra for PS exposed to air for 3 days
Assigned bonding
state

Bonding
ID

Peak binding
energy (eV)

At. %

Pure Si

Si A

99.56

68.5

SiOx (0<x<1)

Si B

100

17.2

SiOx (1<x<2)

Si C

102.8

0.9

Oxygen

O

532.36

10.3

Table 4.1 XPS peaks identified for PS exposed to air for 3 days
During exposure to air, the native oxide grows only on the pore surface, while the core
of the skeleton is still pure Si. When aged PS is immersed into aqueous HF solution for
lengthy periods, the oxidised surface of the aged PS is removed while the Si core
remains unchanged. As a result, the thickness of the walls of the skeleton is expected to
decrease, and the size of pores (voids) will increase, resulting in increased porosity.
Therefore, the refractive index is lowered leading to a reduction in optical thickness
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(OT=n × d) as a result of the oxide removal in HF . The amount of the optical thickness
reduction (OTR) after immersion is therefore an indicator for the volume of the oxide
film on the pore surface.
Figure 4.5 shows the effect of exposure to air on OTR of as-fabricated PS after
immersion into 15 % HF solution for 1 minute. The steady change in OTR indicates that
continuous oxidation occurs over 20 days of exposure to air. The most rapid oxidation
occurs during the first day exposed to air, followed by a slower oxidation over the next
nineteen days. It has previously been reported that the native oxide growth process starts

Optical thickness reduction (%)

immediately when PS is exposed to air and can continue for years [66, 169].
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Figure 4.5 Optical thickness reduction of aged PS after immersion into 15 % HF
solution as a function of time stored in air
Although the oxidation rate of PS can be reduced by storage in vacuum or other inert
gases [73], most applications require PS to be exposed to air. Hermetic sealing in
vacuum or inert gases is expensive and prevents access to the PS surface. In this thesis,
passivation of the highly reactive pore surface of as-fabricated PS via low-temperature
annealing in N2 atmosphere is utilised to prevent native oxidation of PS.
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4.2 LOW-TEMPERATURE ANNEALED POROUS SILICON
4.2.1

Passivation process

As-fabricated PS is terminated with surface hydride groups (Si-Hx), and is unstable
when exposed to air as well as to most of the chemicals commonly used in
microelectronic fabrication technologies (Section 2.2.1 and Section 4.1). In this work,
the reactive surface of as-fabricated PS has been passivated via low-temperature
annealing in N2 atmosphere using Rapid Thermal Processor (RTP). The RTP system
provides a sealed annealing chamber that enables the almost complete evacuation of
oxygen and the precise control and of temperature and gas flow for annealing
experiments.
Figure 4.6 shows the cross-sectional illustration of the RTP chamber used for
passivation. The chamber wall is made from stainless steel. An array of infrared halogen
lamps are place on ceiling of the chamber, acting as the heating source. The PS sample
is placed on top of a SiC coated graphite susceptor, which was covered by a Si lid. The
susceptor is placed on top of 4 quartz supporters, separated from the chamber wall. The
usage of susceptor and lid provides an isothermal environment and gives excellent
temperature uniformity across the sample.
Stainless steel wall

O-ring

7mm

Halogen lamps

100 mm
PS sample t=0.3 mm

Silicon lid

SiC coated graphite susceptor

Gas inlet

Gas outlet

Figure 4.6 Cross-sectional illustration of the Rapid Thermal Processor chamber used
for passivation
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Each PS sample was immersed into 15 % HF solution for 1 minute, rinsed with DI
water and dried with N2 to remove any oxidation on the pore surface, followed by
immediate (within 3 minutes) transferral into the RTP chamber and subsequent
annealing. The HF dip and rapid transfer to the RTP prevents any significant oxidation.
Three vacuum and purge (with ultrahigh purity (99.999%) N2 gas) cycles were
undertaken to remove the air from the PS sample and the chamber before heating. The
temperature was ramped up at a rate of 20˚C/s. During annealing, ultrahigh purity N2
gas was continuously flowing through the chamber. The main contaminants of concern
(O2 and water) in the ultrahigh purity nitrogen gas used are each less than 2 ppm. After
annealing was completed, the chamber was cooled by a water-assisted cooling system
and simultaneously purged with room temperature N2 gas. The samples were only
removed from the chamber when the temperature was below 145˚C. Unless otherwise
specified, the low-temperature annealed PS (LTA-PS) investigated in this thesis was
annealed at 600˚C for 6 minute in N2 atmosphere with N2 flow rate of 1000 sccm.
4.2.2

Physical properties

Figure 4.7 shows plan view and cross-sectional view SEM images of LTA-PS. It can be
seen that the size of pores for LTA-PS covers a wide range (from several nm up to tens
of nm). There are a considerable number of large pores (tens of nm) with irregular
shapes. Estimated with open source image processing tool ImageJ, the pore dimensions
of LTA-PS are in the range of 4-30 nm, while that of as-fabricated PS were less than
10 nm (Section 4.1.1). Compared with the SEM images of as-fabricated PS in Figure
4.1, the number of small pores is decreased while that of large pores is increased in
LTA-PS.
The physical thickness and porosity of the PS as-fabricated and after passivation (LTAPS) are presented in Table 4.2. Interestingly, although the pore size visibly changes after
passivation, the overall porosity decreases only slightly (1 %), however, the physical
thickness decreases significantly by around 100 nm (12 %). The existence of a greater
number of large pores and yet almost unchanged porosity in LTA-PS suggests that the
pores have been restructured after the passivation process.
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200 nm
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Figure 4.7 SEM images (beam voltage of 0.5 kV) of LTA-PS, (a) plan view; (b) crosssectional view
sample

Physical thickness

porosity

As-fabricated PS

800 ±50 nm

82 % ±1%

LTA-PS

700 ±50 nm

80 % ±1%

Table 4.2 The porosity and physical thickness of the PS as-fabricated and after
passivation (LTA-PS)
The pore restructuring and shrinkage of physical thickness, which has also been
observed in PS samples thermally treated in vacuum and H2 atmosphere [120, 170,
171], is generally attributed to the surface diffusion of Si atoms along the pore walls,
which tends to minimise the high surface energy. It has been reported that the structure
of PS starts to change after heat treatment in vacuum or inert gas atmosphere at
temperatures as low as 450˚C [115]. This structural change after heat treatment at
temperatures below 600˚C is small, but that at temperatures in excess of 800˚C becomes
severe [115, 117, 118]. The restructuring after heat treatment of PS exhibits a distinct
correlation with the desorption of hydrogen [115, 170], which starts at a temperature of
450˚C and leaves Si dangling bonds on the pore surface [116]. These incomplete
bonding sites at the surface result in a higher energy surface, leading to structural
changes through pore merging which decreases the total surface area. It has been
reported that the surface area was reduced by 19 % after treatment in vacuum at 500˚C
for 30 minutes [116].
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While the low-temperature (600˚C) annealing of PS studied in this work causes a slight
structural change of the PS, the decreased surface area is still large enough for most
applications, such as optical photonic devices and MEMS devices. More importantly,
the porosity of the sample remains virtually unchanged, which provides a stable optical
platform for the PS applications.
4.2.3

Chemical composition

The composition of LTA-PS was initially studied by comparing the ATR-FTIR
spectrum of LTA-PS to that of as-fabricated PS, as shown in Figure 4.8. The Si-Hx
resonances, present at 2113 cm-1, 2102 cm-1 and 905 cm-1 in the spectrum for asfabricated PS, are not present in the spectrum for LTA-PS. The absence of Si-Hx
resonances indicates that all of the Si-Hx bonds have decomposed during the passivation
process, consistent with literature reports that the decomposition of Si-Hx is almost
complete at 500˚C [172].
Si-O

Absorbance

N-H or Si-O

Si-N or
O3-Si-H

LTA-PS
Si-H2
Si-Hx
As-fabricated PS

2000

1500
-1
Wavenumber (cm )

1000

Figure 4.8 ATR-FTIR spectrum for as-fabricated PS and LTA-PS
In the spectrum for LTA-PS, the shoulder at 1170 cm-1 can be assigned to N-H
resonance [110, 121, 122] or Si-O resonance [173], while the small peak at 877 cm-1
can be assigned to Si-N resonance [121] or bending mode of O3-Si-H [168, 173].
Therefore, it is hard to determine if N is present in the PS after annealing solely based
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on the ATR-FTIR data. It is possible that the N-H and Si-N resonant peaks are small
and obscured by the Si-O and O3-Si-H bonds. Furthermore, a relatively large Si-O
resonance peak at 1050 cm-1 also appears. Overall, this data suggests the existence of a
possible mix of nitrogen, oxygen, and a small amount of hydrogen in the LTA-PS but is
inconclusive.
Although the ATR-FTIR spectrum reveals the possible chemical bonds in LTA-PS, the
stoichiometric composition is still unknown. To provide more detail, further studies
were conducted using XPS. Figure 4.9 shows the XPS spectrum in the middle region of
an LTA-PS sample at a depth of 400 nm, and Table 4.3 demonstrates the assigned
bonding states to the corresponding peaks and their extracted atomic percentage.
The atomic percentage of pure Si is 54 %, while that of total oxidised Si and nitridised
Si is 22.8 %, indicating that in total approximately 30 % of the Si atoms in the PS
skeleton were oxidised or nitridised. Nitrogen is present in the LTA-PS in the form of
Si3N4, although the concentration is small (0.22%). The N/O ratio in the LTA-PS is
1.1 %, while the ratio of O to oxidised Si is 88 %. Therefore, based on the combined
ATR-FTIR and XPS results, the proposed stoichiometric composition is low N-content
SiOxNy which has a formula of SiO0.88N0.01.
The optical and chemical investigations into LTA-PS, which will be detailed in the
subsequent sections and chapters, are consistent with the proposed composition of LTAPS being low N-content SiOxNy and not simply SiOx.
To reveal if all the hydrogen has been desorbed from the pore surface, a SIMS depth
profile was utilised, as hydrogen cannot be detected by XPS and the amount present
may be too small to be detected by ATR-FTIR. Figure 4.10 shows the hydrogen depth
profiles for both as-fabricated PS and LTA-PS. The count rate of hydrogen in the LTAPS is only 10 % of that in the as-fabricated PS, suggesting that most of the hydrogen
desorbed from the pore surface after heat treatment at 600˚C for 6 minute. However,
there is still a small amount of hydrogen present after passivation, which can possibly
be attributed to the incorporation of hydrogen into the lightly nitrogen-doped SiOxNy
film. It is interesting to note that the hydrogen count rate of as-fabricated PS is higher
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on the top surface than in the bulk. This non-uniformity is likely due to porosity
gradient in the as-fabricated PS.
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Figure 4.9 XPS spectrum for LTA-PS at a depth of 400 nm
Assigned bonding
state

Bonding
ID

Peak binding
energy (eV)

At. %

Pure Si

Si A

99.56

53.95

SiOx (0<x<1)

Si B

100.91

16.21

SiOx (1<x<2) and
Si3N4

Si C

102.47

6.62

Oxygen

O

531.75

20.1

Si3N4

N

397.64

0.22

Table 4.3 Peak table for XPS spectrum of LTA-PS at a depth of 400 nm
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Figure 4.10 SIMS depth profile of hydrogen for as-fabricated PS and LTA-PS
The presence of N in the form of Si3N4 in the LTA-PS is not expected, as the annealing
temperature is very low (600˚C). It is known that direct thermal reaction of Si with
nitrogen is difficult, due to the fact that the binding energy of nitrogen molecules is
fairly high, the diffusion of nitrogen atoms in Si or silicon nitride is very slow, and the
standard free energy of reaction between Si and nitrogen is low [174]. Typical nitriding
schedules involve heating Si and nitrogen to temperatures between 1300 and 1500˚C,
however, impurities such as O2, H2 and H2O affect the Si-nitrogen reaction [174-176].
The possible reactions occurring during the passivation of PS when impurities are
present in the annealing chamber are as follows:
2  B   B

Equation 4-1

   B  B  

Equation 4-2

2  B  2B

Equation 4-3
H

3B  2G  H G=   B

Equation 4-4

The presence of H2 impurities decreases the O2 partial pressure due to the formation of
water, as shown in Equation 4-1, while the possible product for the reaction of water
with Si is SiO (Equation 4-2). When the O2 partial pressure is extremely low, the
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product of the reaction between the Si and O2 is also SiO instead of the more common
SiO2 (Equation 4-3), while the existence of SiO enhances the possibility of forming
Si3N4 as indicated by Equation 4-4. Combining all four equations, it may be possible to
largely enhance the formation of Si3N4 if the right impurities are present.
Low N-content SiOxNy was reported to form on the surface of Si with native oxide
removed in high purity N2 atmosphere at a temperatures as low as 760˚C [177, 178].
The formation of Si oxynitride at such low temperature was attributed to the extremely
low O2 partial pressure and H2 and water impurities outgased from the stainless steel
walls of the cold wall RTP chamber. The N content in the resultant SiOxNy was very
low, with an N/O ratio of 0.05 [178]. Moreover, the low N-content SiOxNy layer was
found to significantly slow down the rate of subsequent oxidation of the films.
In this work, the as-fabricated PS was annealed under very similar conditions as that for
the low N-content SiOxNy formed on Si surface reported in [177, 178], except at lower
temperature (600˚C). Therefore, low N-content SiOxNy layer is expected to form on the
pore surface of LTA-PS. Similar to that reported in [177, 178] for silicon, the asfabricated PS in this work was also annealed with a RTP in an ultrahigh purity N2
atmosphere. The repetition of vacuum & purge step three times before raising the
temperature ensures that the oxygen contamination of the chamber was extremely low.
A significant volume of H2 is desorbed from the hydrogen passivated surface of asfabricated PS at temperatures above 450˚C, leaving a corresponding number of reactive
Si dangling bonds on the surface of PS. The presence of these active Si dangling bonds
is vital for nitridation [179]. Furthermore, H2, as identified by Moulson [175], can
strongly reduce the partial pressure of O2 by reacting with residual O2 to form water,
and therefore depress oxidation and enhance the nitridation.
With the co-existence of ultrahigh purity N2, Si dangling bonds, significant H2, and
minimal water and O2 in the RTP chamber, the nitrogen is able to bond with Si and
form low N-content SiOxNy (N concentration of 0.1 %) on the surface of pores even at a
temperature of 600˚C, subsequently acting as a passivation layer.
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Based on the discussions above, the concentration of residual O2 present in the RTP
chamber during annealing should be extremely low. However, the oxygen content in the
low N-content SiOxNy formed on the pore surface is relatively high. Therefore, it is
unlikely that all the oxide is formed during annealing in the RTP chamber. As discussed
previously, a large number of Si dangling bonds are present during annealing, due to
desorption of H2 from the Si-H terminated pore surface. These Si dangling bonds are
unlikely to be fully occupied by the extremely small amount of O2 and the light nitrogen
incorporation into the film during annealing. As a result, a significant amount of Si
dangling bonds is still present when opening the chamber after annealing is finished.
This allows reaction of the surface with air, resulting in more oxide incorporated in the
Si surface. However, the amount of oxide taken up is minimal, largely prevented by the
low diffusion of the SiOxNy films. When films were annealed in vacuum only and
subsequently exposed to air, the oxidation of the film was extensive by comparison.
The etch rate of thermal silicon dioxide in 15 % HF solution is about 30 nm/minute, and
that of silicon nitride is less than 1 nm/minute, while that of Si is known to be very
small [180]. The etch rate of low N-content SiOxNy is expect to be between that of
silicon dioxide and silicon nitride, and close to that of silicon oxide as the nitrogen ratio
in the compound is very low. Therefore, immersion in HF for 1 minute is expected to
remove the whole passivation layer and the oxide layer, and leaves the untransformed Si
core of the skeleton untouched. Therefore, OTR measurements after HF immersion can
be used as an indicator for the total thickness of the passivation film (N-doped SiOxNy)
and/or the subsequent oxide formed by annealing in O2.
Figure 4.11 demonstrates the effect of annealing time in O2 on the OTR after HF
immersion for both as-fabricated PS and LTA-PS, both of which were annealed in O2
for 1 to 6 minute.
It can be seen that a high level of oxidation occurs for the as-fabricated PS even after
only 1-minute annealing in O2, and the whole Si skeleton was fully oxidised after 2minutes oxidation. Therefore, the oxidation rate for as-fabricated PS is very high.
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Figure 4.11 OTR after HF immersion of both as-fabricated PS and LTA-PS subjected to
subsequent annealing in O2 for various durations
In contrast, the OTR after annealing in O2 for LTA-PS indicates, as can be seen in
Figure 4.11, that very little oxidation occurs. For the LTA-PS, there is a minimum of
6 % OTR after HF immersion, even without any annealing in O2. However, after
subsequent annealing in O2 for one minute, this increases by just 5 % more to 11 %, and
thereafter increases very little with further annealing. Therefore, the oxidation rate of
LTA-PS is much slower than that of as-fabricated PS.
It is reported that the incorporation of nitrogen in SiOxNy can significantly lower the
diffusion rates for oxygen and other dopants, slowing down the growth rate of oxides
[177, 181]. However, as the trace nitrogen is very low, that the low oxygen diffusion
rate is due not to the trace nitrogen but to the differing oxide formation mechanisms at
low temperature if the oxide formation occurs immediately after completion of the
annealing step. To differentiate between these two mechanisms would require another
set of comprehensive investigations on the scale of that already conducted for this
thesis; thus determination of the exact mechanism for the low diffusion rate of the LTAPS is out of the scope of this thesis.
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4.2.4

Vertical uniformity

The uniformity of the LTA-PS passivation layer was investigated using SIMS depth
profiling. The actual nitride content of LTA-PS could not be studied by using SIMS, for
technical reasons, as discussed in Section 3.2.3. However, the other two main elements
of LTA-PS, Si and O, were studied as a function of depth, as shown in Figure 4.12. To
compare the level of oxidation, an as-fabricated PS sample and a PS sample annealed in
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Figure 4.12 SIMS depth profiles of Si and O for as-fabricated PS, LTA-PS and vacuum
annealed PS
It can be seen in the figure that the Si profile with depth for as-fabricated PS is
relatively uniform, whereas that for LTA-PS and vacuum annealed PS is non-uniform.
The Si count rate for LTA-PS and vacuum annealed PS is lower in the top 200 nm than
the following 500 nm of the sample. The data suggests the skeleton of LTA-PS is
denser in the bottom 500 nm. This denser skeleton is possibly caused by the
restructuring of the PS skeleton under heat treatment, as discussed in Section 4.2.2.
For the oxygen profiles, the vacuum annealed PS shows the highest oxygen
concentration, while as-fabricated PS has the lowest oxygen concentration among the
three samples. A separate experiment showed that the vacuum annealed PS was almost
completely removed after immersion into 15 % HF solution for 1 minute, suggesting
that almost complete oxidation of the Si skeleton occurred in the vacuum annealed
sample. The LTA-PS, however, exhibits an oxygen count rate which is about three
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times smaller than the vacuum annealed PS, suggesting that 30 % of the Si is oxidised
in LTA-PS. This result is consistent with the XPS result discussed in Section 4.2.3.
Furthermore, the oxygen count rate for LTA-PS is higher on the top surface, indicating
higher oxidation level on the top surface than in the bulk. Higher oxidation on the top
layer is consistent with higher levels of hydrogen at the top of the as-fabricated sample
as indicated in Fig 4.10 in which H content decreases with depth.
Figure 4.13 shows the XPS spectrum for the top surface (approximately top 10 nm) of
LTA-PS. The assigned bonding states, corresponding binding energies and their
extracted atomic concentrations are presented in Table 4.3. It is seen that the atomic
percentage of non-oxidised Si is 29.9 %, while that of fully oxidised Si (SiO2) is 16.5 %
and that of suboxidised Si (SiOx, 1<x<2) is 5.9 %, suggesting that about 43 % of the Si
on the top surface of LTA-PS was oxidised. The percentage of oxidised Si on the top
surface is much higher than that in the bulk of (400 nm into) LTA-PS presented in
Figure 4.9. This result is consistent with the SIMS depth profile of oxygen as discussed
above.
For the top surface results in Figure 4.13 and Table 4.4, no Si3N4 was found.
Furthermore, the major compounds present on the top surface of LTA-PS are silicon
dioxide and SiOx (1<x<2), whereas the previously discussed XPS studies within the
layer show the major compound beneath the top surface is SiOx (0<x<1). The reason for
the formation of a large proportion of silicon dioxide at the surface might be that the Si
dangling bonds on the top surface generated by H2 evolution quickly reacts with any
residual O2 present in the annealing chamber, and form oxygen-rich silicon oxide (SiOx,
x>1). In contrast, it is difficult for residual O2 to access the internal pore surface of PS.
Therefore, the Si dangling bonds on the top surface are quickly occupied by oxygen,
retarding the possible nitridation, while those on the internal surface are still available
for nitrogen attachment, enhancing the forming of Si3N4 bonds.
For simplicity, the passivation film on the top surface of LTA-PS will not be
differentiated from that in the internal surface in the later studies, and the whole
passivation layer will be referred to as low N-content SiOxNy.
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Figure 4.13 XPS spectrum for Si and O on the top surface of LTA-PS
Assigned bonding
state

Bonding
ID

Peak binding
energy (eV)

At. %

Pure Si

Si A

99.17

29.94

SiO2

Si B

103.14

16.5

SiOx (0<x<1)

Si C

100.11

5.89

oxide

O

532.69

43.89

Table 4.4 Peak table for XPS spectrum on the top surface of LTA-PS
4.2.5

Lateral uniformity

Although the SiC coated sapphire susceptor and the Si lid (see Section 4.2.1) were
utilised to form a small chamber within the RTA chamber to keep the annealing
temperature of PS samples constant, the temperature may vary across the area of the
susceptor. Therefore, it is necessary to examine the lateral uniformity of the LTA-PS.
To reveal the lateral uniformity of passivation samples, optical thickness and physical
thickness were extracted from reflectance spectra at 32 different positions of the sample
before and after passivation, using the characteristic matrix model discussed in Section
3.3. The sample was moved to preset positions by an automated XY-stage, ensuring
repeated measurement of the same position to within ± 1 mm. Before low-temperature
annealing, the as-fabricated PS was immersed into 15 % HF solution for 1 minute to
remove any oxide formed during the 1 hour required to map the spatial reflectance
spectra of the sample.
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Figure 4.14 shows a map of the OTR of a sample after undergoing the passivation
process. The insert image shows the 32-positions on the PS sample where optical
measurements were taken. The OTR map is expected to be symmetrical according to the
dashed line AA΄ as drawn. However, as this specific PS sample is slightly larger than a
quarter-wafer size, the OTR mapping only covers one of the edges (see inset image)
shown as the blue region in the OTR map. It can be seem that the spatial OTR resulting
from the annealing process is not uniform across the sample. The OTR is larger in the
middle region (OTR = 18 %) and smaller in the edge region (approximately 13 %),
resulting in an edge to centre variation of 5 %.
As discussed in Section 4.1.2, the OTR is sensitive to both changes of refractive index
(n) and thickness (d) of the film. The porosity change extract from Figure 4.14 shows a
uniform decrease (about 1 %) all across the sample, while the change of the thickness of
PS before and after passivation, extracted from the reflectance spectrum, was mapped,
as shown in Figure 4.15. The thickness of the PS at the 32 positions over the sample
before passivation was 748 nm ±3%. However, to calculate the thickness reduction, the
thicknesses before and after passivation at a single point to a spatial accuracy of
±1.5 mm. This enabled the variation of thickness at a single point to be reduced to
±0.5%, as discussed in Section 3.3. The thickness of the PS layer was observed to
reduce by up to 170 nm after the passivation process, as discussed in Section 4.2.2. It is
interesting to note that the thickness reduction map is also symmetric according to the
dashed line AA΄, and thickness reduction in the middle region is about 50 nm more than
that in the edge region.
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A

A’

Figure 4.14 A map of optical thickness reduction (%) resulting from low-temperature
annealing process at 600˚C for 6 min with N2 flow rate of 1000 sccm. The inset image
shows the 32 positions where optical measurements were taken.

A

A’

Figure 4.15 a map of thickness reduction (nm) resulting from low-temperature
annealing process at 600˚C for 6 min with N2 flow rate of 1000 sccm
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Therefore, the non-uniformity of the measured OTR due to the passivation process
presents mainly as thickness non-uniformity after passivation. Film shrinkage was
attributed to the fact that the Si skeleton reorganises to reduce the high surface energy
resulting from the incomplete bonding sites of Si dangling bonds on the surface after H2
evolution, as discussed in Section 4.2.2. In the edge region, it is easier for a reactive
species (most likely O) to reach and bond to the Si dangling bonds, as H2 evolved from
the edge region can diffuse away from the PS sample easier than that from the middle
region, and is less concentrated in the edge region than the middle region. Therefore, the
surface energy in the edge region is lower than that in the middle region, leading to less
thickness shrinkage (∆d) in the edge region than in the middle region. As a result, the
optical thickness reduction (OTR = ∆n × ∆d) in the edge region is less than that in the
middle region.
The non-uniformity of the passivation process possibly leads to variation of passivation
film properties on the pore surface. To check this effect, LTA-PS was immersed into
15 % HF solution for 1 minute. The OTR across the PS sample was mapped, as shown
in Figure 4.16(a), and the middle region is amplified and shown in Figure 4.16(b).
Interestingly, the OTR caused by HF immersion shows relatively high optical
uniformity, ranging from 5.8-8 %, except at the very edge region of PS. The relative
uniformity of the middle region suggests that the thickness of the passivation film (low
N-content SiOxNy) formed on the pore surface in the middle region is uniform.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.16 (a) a map of optical thickness reduction resulting from HF immersion for
LTA-PS; (b) enlarged image for the middle blue region of (a).
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4.2.6

Optical stability

The optical stability of LTA-PS was examined by exposing the LTA-PS to air
(approximate temperature and humidity of 21˚C and 35%, respectively) for 60 days
[122]. The reflectance measurements were performed at the same spatial location to
within ±1 mm and the refractive index was extracted from the reflectance spectrum
from the sample.
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Figure 4.17 Change of refractive index of PS with time exposed in air[122]
Figure 4.17 shows the effect of exposure time in air on refractive index of as-fabricated
PS and LTA-PS. The refractive index of as-fabricated PS reduces continuously with
exposure to air, indicating the gradual and continuous oxidation. Significant reduction
(up to 6%) of refractive index occurred after exposure in air for 60 days, suggesting
severe oxidation of PS for extended exposure to air. The significant fluctuations in the
as-fabricated PS curve, which are greater than the measurement error, may indicate
variability in the ambient such as relative humidity. In contrast, the refractive index of
LTA-PS remains almost constant during 60 days exposure to air, demonstrating the
optical stability of LTA-PS.
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The low-temperature annealing process results in replacement of Si-H bonds with
SiOxNy (see Section 4.2.3). The passivation film prevents oxidation by providing a
diffusion barrier to oxygen, which prevents the optical thickness changing over time.

4.3 EFFECT OF ANNEALING CONDITIONS ON PASSIVATION
During annealing, there are three important parameters for controlling the passivation.
There parameters are annealing time, annealing temperature, and nitrogen flow rate. In
this section, the effects of all three parameters on the properties of passivated PS are
investigated.
4.3.1

Annealing duration

To evaluate the effect of annealing duration on the properties of LTA-PS, as-fabricated
PS samples were annealed at 600˚C in N2 atmosphere with a N2 flow rate of 1000 sccm
for various durations, and the OTR after HF immersion was calculated. To differentiate
these passivated samples from LTA-PS, which was annealed for 6 minutes, “xx-minute
LTA-PS” will be used to represent the PS samples annealed for xx minutes.
Figure 4.18 shows the effect of annealing duration on OTR resulting after 1-minute HF
immersion. This data shows that the OTR decreases as annealing duration increases.
The decreasing trend with annealing duration for OTR is weak (∆ = 0.8 %) indicating
the film thickness does not change substantially, but does suggest there is a smaller
volume of SiOxNy formed on the pore surface when annealed for longer times.
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Figure 4.18 Optical thickness reduction of PS annealed for various durations after
immersion into 15 % HF solution for 1 minute
To reveal the effect of annealing duration on the passivation composition, XPS analysis
was performed on 48-minute LTA-PS. Figure 4.19 shows the XPS spectrum of 48minute LTA-PS at a depth of 400 nm, while Table 4.5 identifies the assigned bonding
states, corresponding peak positions and the atomic percentages.
The atomic percentage of non-oxidised Si is 63.5 %, while that of total sub-oxidised Si
is 20.24 %, indicating that about 24 % of the Si atoms in PS skeleton was oxidised.
Nitrogen in the form of Si3N4 is present in the 48-minute LTA-PS, with atomic
percentage of 0.18 %. The N/O ratio in the 48-minute LTA-PS is 1.3 %, whereas the
ratio of O on total oxidised Si is 71 %. Based on the XPS results, the proposed
stoichiometric composition is SiO0.71N0.009.
Compared with LTA-PS (annealed for 6 min, as discussed in Section 4.2.3), the
percentages of oxidised Si and oxide are both less in 48-minute LTA-PS, suggesting a
thinner SiOxNy layer is formed on 48-minute LTA-PS. The N/O ratio of 48-minute
LTA-PS (1.3 %) is higher than that of LTA-PS (1.1 %) by a factor of 18 %. This
suggest that longer annealing time enhances the attachment of N on Si dangling bonds,
increasing the diffusion barrier to oxygen which results less oxide in the final film
composition [177].
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Figure 4.19 XPS peaks for Si, oxygen, nitride and carbon of 48-minute LTA-PS
Assigned
bonding state

Bonding
ID

Peak binding
energy (eV)

At. %

Pure Si

Si A

99.51

63.46

SiOx (0<x<1)

Si B

100.63

16.18

SiOx (1<x<2)

Si C

102.1

4.06

Oxygen

O

531.61

14.31

Si3N4

N

397.43

0.18

Table 4.5 Peak table for XPS spectrum for 48-minute LTA-PS
4.3.2

Annealing temperature

To reveal the impact of annealing temperature on the properties of the passivated PS,
as-fabricated PS samples were annealed at temperatures from 560-800˚C, and the OTR
after HF immersion was calculated.
Figure 4.20 demonstrates the effect of annealing temperature on OTR after HF
immersion of passivated PS. The OTR decreases as temperature increases, suggesting
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that the amount of SiOxNy formed on the pore surface is lower at higher temperatures. It
is known that the nitrogen content in low N-content SiOxNy increases with increasing
temperature, and at the same time the amount of oxygen incorporated into the SiOxNy is
reduced when higher nitrogen content is present [177]. The change of OTR from 550˚C800˚C is 2.2 %, which indicates high temperatures have a higher impact on Nincorporation in the film than longer annealing times (shown in Figure 4.18).
However, the pore reconstruction of PS is more severe when annealed at higher
temperatures [115, 119, 120], as discussed in Section 2.2.4. Annealing at or below
600˚C is preferred to maintain the integrity of the PS morphology. Therefore, most of
the samples in this work were annealed at 600˚C, consistent with other groups who
passivate with carbon at a temperature of 600˚C [106, 107]. At 600˚C the temperature
dependence of the OTR is 0.02 %/˚C, therefore, temperature control within 50C is
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Figure 4.20 Optical thickness reduction for PS annealed at 550˚C to 800˚C in N2
atmosphere, resulting from HF immersion
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4.3.3

Nitrogen flow rate

To investigate how nitrogen flow rate affects the passivation, PS samples were annealed
in N2 atmosphere with various flow rates, and the OTR after HF immersion was
obtained for all the annealed PS samples.
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Figure 4.21 Optical thickness reduction of PS annealed in N2 atmosphere with various
N2 flow rate after immersion in 15 % HF for 1 minute
Figure 4.21 shows the OTR after HF immersion for PS annealed with various flow
rates. The OTR after HF immersion decreases with increasing flow rate, indicating that
a smaller amount of SiOxNy was formed on the pore surface of PS with higher flow rate.
Over the range of flow rates from 0-1000 sccm, the optical thickness changed from
12.5 % to 6 %, indicating the N2 flow rate had a significant effect on passivation. The
impact is substantially higher than annealing time and duration. It is possible that the
turbulence of N2 at high flow rate helps with the nitrogen /hydrogen mix in the presence
of Si dangling bonds [179], increasing the nitridation of Si and subsequently reducing
the incorporation of the oxygen into SiOxNy. Alternatively, nitrogen flow across the PS
surface may result in a venting effect, when a region of low pressure exists above the
sample, which depends on the flow velocity. The pressure differential from inside to
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outside the PS would drive any species (H2) out of the sample. As the density of
evolved hydrogen is very large in the small film volume, the high flow rates may have
helped move the H2 through the porous medium allowing more uniform passivation of
the film. Longer annealing time might also help the migration of the species (H2) in
similar way, which subsequently affects the passivation.

4.4 REPEATED PASSIVATION
HF is a chemical extensively used for oxide removal in microelectronic fabrication and
MEMS release processes. As discussed previously, immersion in HF removes the
passivation layer (SiOxNy) on the pore surface. In this section, the chemical state of
LTA-PS after HF immersion is discussed, and the capability for repeated-passivation of
the PS is investigated.
4.4.1

Single passivation process

To reveal the chemical state of LTA-PS after immersion in HF solution, the ATR-FTIR
spectra were collected after PS fabrication, after passivation and after HF immersion,
and are shown in Figure 4.22.
The absorption bands at 2089 cm-1, 2113 cm-1, 2139 cm-1 and 905 cm-1 in the asfabricated spectrum are assigned to Si-H, Si-H2, Si-H3 stretching mode, and Si–H2
scissor mode, respectively [182]. The weak Si-O peak (1026 cm-1) for as-fabricated PS
is likely to be due to slight oxidation after short-term exposure to air. After passivation,
the Si-Hx bonds are no longer visible; instead a shoulder which is attributed to a N-H
bond appears at 1160 cm-1, a Si-N peak appears at 877 cm-1 [110, 112, 121], and Si-O
peak presents at 1050 cm-1, as discussed in 4.2.3.
After immersion in HF electrolyte for 60 s, the ATR-FTIR spectrum is almost the same
as that of the as-fabricated PS. The ATR-FTIR spectrum of HF immersed LTA-PS was
collected within 10 minute immediately following HF immersion. It can be seen that the
surface of the PS is again terminated with hydrogen bonds. The Si-CH3 peak (780 cm-1)
is possibly attributed to the use of isopropanol to dry the PS. It should be noted that the
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Si-N peak (877 cm-1) that appeared in the LTA-PS spectrum vanished after immersion
in HF electrolyte, suggesting the film reverted to an un-passivated state.
Si-CH3

Si-Hx

LTA-PS immersed in HF
Absorbance

Si-O

Si-H2

Si-N

N-H

LTA-PS

as-fabricated PS
2100

1800
1500
1200
-1
Wavenumber (cm )
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Figure 4.22 ATR-FTIR spectra for as-fabricated PS, LTA-PS, and LTA-PS immersed in
15 % HF for 1minute. The noises in all spectra in the range of 1350-800 cm-1 are
assigned to water vapour absorbed on the PS surface.
4.4.2

Repeated-passivation

The presence and desorption of hydrogen from the surface of the PS is critical to the
passivation process (see section 4.2.3). The restoration of hydrogen bonds on the
surface of LTA-PS after HF immersion is an important finding, because this enables repassivation. Therefore passivated PS samples which undergo secondary anodisation in
HF electrolyte or immersed in HF solution should be suitable for re-passivation.
To test this hypothesis, the passivated PS (600°C for 6 minute) was immersed into HFelectrolyte for 60s, followed by re-passivation at 600°C for 6 minutes. The FTIR
transmission spectra for the PS at four stages (as-fabricated, after passivation, after HF
immersion, after re-passivation) are shown in Figure 4.23. The spectra for as-fabricated,
LTA-PS and LTA-PS immersed into HF correspond to the same samples which
underwent ATR-FTIR characterisation in Figure 4.22, respectively. It can be seen that
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the spectrum of re-passivated PS is similar to the spectrum of LTA-PS, showing the
peak at 1170 cm-1 possibly associated with N-H, indicating successful re-passivation.
The reflectance spectrum of equivalent samples shown in Figure 4.23 was measured to
determine the optical thicknesses of the samples after each process step, as shown in
Figure 4.24. It is seen that passivation reduced the optical thickness of as-fabricated PS
from 1.2 µm to 1.05 µm. This 14 % OTR is caused by replacing the Si-H bonds on the
surface with the passivation layer, and a change in film structure under annealing at
600 ˚C, as discussed in Section 4.2.2. After HF immersion, the optical thickness
reduced another 5 %, due to the removal of the passivation layer in HF solution.
Interestingly, repassivation only caused the optical thickness to decrease a further 2 %.
This is much smaller than the 14% reduction after the first passivation. This is likely
because the re-passivation at 600 ˚C for 6 minutes introduces a negligible structural
change. Similar to that of the OTR resulting from passivated PS immersion into HF
solution, immersing re-passivated PS into HF solution resulted in a 5 % OTR. Therefore
multiple and repeated processes such as repeating the steps of anodisation, passivation
and photolithography on LTA-PS are possible. However, depending upon the amount of
acceptable OT change, the number of re-passivation steps possible is limited.
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Figure 4.23 FTIR spectra for as-fabricated PS, LTA-PS, LTA-PS after HF immersion,
and re-passivated PS
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Figure 4.24 Optical thickness for PS at different stages of the process. The stages are
as-fabricated PS, passivated PS (LTA-PS), passivated PS after HF immersion, repassivated PS and re-passivated PS after HF immersion.

4.5 SUMMARY
As-fabricated meso-PS, which has a very large surface area, is unstable, gradually and
continuously oxidising when exposed to air. Storage in vacuum can slow down the
oxidation, however, passivation is a better way to prevent native oxidation when
operation in air is required. Furthermore, chemical stability of passivated PS to
chemicals used for microelectronic fabrication technologies will allow PS to be
patterned with CMOS-compatible processes.
Low-temperature annealing of PS in N2 atmosphere was utilised to passivate the asfabricated PS. The annealing at temperatures of 600˚C restructures the pores slightly,
resulting in more large pores and less small pores in LTA-PS as well as thickness
shrinkage, but causes minimal change in porosity, compared to as-fabricated PS.
Although the surface area decreased because of the slight structural change of LTA-PS,
it is still large enough for most applications, such as optical photonic devices and
MEMS devices. More importantly, the porosity of the sample remains virtually
unchanged, which provides a stable optical platform for the PS applications.
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Revealed by XPS, a very thin layer of low N-content SiOxNy was formed on the pore
surface of LTA-PS. Away from the top surface of the LTA-PS, the total amount of
oxidised and nitridised Si was 30 % of that of the entire Si skeleton. The low N-content
SiOxNy layer significantly slows down the subsequent thermal oxidation. Therefore, HF
immersion of LTA-PS causes only slight porosity changes, enabling LTA-PS to be used
to form complex PS structures that require immersion in HF as one of the process steps.
The passivation parameters, annealing duration, temperature and nitrogen flow rate all
affected the properties of the SiOxNy film. Longer annealing duration incorporates more
N into the SiOxNy, while higher annealing temperature and nitrogen flow rate reduce the
thickness of SiOxNy. It is desired to have thinner SiOxNy on the pore surface of
passivated PS, since it still prevents further oxidation but causes less overall change to
the PS layer. To passivate the PS with the thinnest SiOxNy film, 48-minute annealing
with high nitrogen flow rate should provide the best performance. The mechanism of
passivation is still not confirmed; however, it is intertwined with the H2 evolved from
the PS surface, Si dangling bonds, high purity N2 flow, and the extremely low O2 in the
annealing chamber.
Immersion into HF removed the SiOxNy passivation film, and re-terminated the LTAPS surface with Si-H bonds, enabling the successful application of repeat passivation.
The ability for repeat passivation allows PS processed with HF solution to be able to be
patterned with CMOS-compatible processes again.
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CHAPTER 5
COMPATIBILITY OF LOW-TEMPERATURE
ANNEALED POROUS SILICON WITH
STANDARD PHOTOLITHOGRAPHIC PROCESS
As-fabricated porous silicon (PS) oxidises when exposed to air, and rapidly dissolves in
weak alkaline solution, hampering the application of CMOS-compatible processing to
PS. So far in this thesis, it has been shown that low-temperature annealed PS (LTAPS) is environmentally more stable than as-fabricated PS. In this chapter, the chemical
resistance to weak alkaline-based developer of PS passivated under various conditions
is presented. The compatibility of LTA-PS to a standard photolithographic process is
also examined.

5.1 CHEMICAL STABILITY IN ALKALINE-BASED SOLUTIONS
The standard photolithographic patterning process contains several steps, including
photoresist (PR) coating, soft bake, exposure, post bake (for negative PR), developing
and hard bake (for hardening the mask). Developing dissolves the exposed positive PR
or the non-exposed negative PR, and leaves planar PR patterns. The developer AZ 400K
(normality1 of 1.4 N) is a potassium-based buffered developer recommended for

1

-

Normality is a relative measure of concentration of hydroxide ions (OH ) in the solution.
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positive AZ® 9200 and AZ® P4000 series photoresists, and is commonly used in the
semiconductor fabrication industry. It contains 15 % potassium borate (K(B5O6(OH)4) ·
2H2O). To obtain high contrast developing, the dilution ratio, as recommended by the
manufacturer (Microchem), is one part of the AZ 400K mixed with four parts of
deionised water. This results in an alkaline solution of approximate 1 % KOH. Alkaline
developer MIF326 (normality of 0.261 N), another widely used developer, is a metal
ion-free alkaline-based developer recommended for all modern AZ PRs, containing
2.38 % tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMAH) in water. The typical developing
time for both developers mentioned above is nominally 60s.
In this section, the rate of chemical dissolution for LTA-PS is investigated. The spatial
dependences of the chemical resistance of LTA-PS, and the chemical stability of PS
samples annealed at various temperatures are also examined. As the focus of this work
is on application of photolithographic processes with minimal optical and structural
change in the film, detailed chemical changes to the films will not be considered.
5.1.1

Rate of chemical dissolution

It is known that as-fabricated PS dissolves rapidly in alkaline-based solutions, as
reviewed in Chapter 2. LTA-PS, which has a thin passivation layer of low N-content
SiOxNy on the pore surface (as discussed in Chapter 4), is expected to provide some
degree of chemical resistance.
To understand the progression of the etching in alkaline-based solution, LTA-PS
samples were immersed into dilute AZ400K developer for various durations. Figure 5.1
shows the optical thickness reduction (OTR) for the LTA-PS as a function of immersion
time in the two different developers. The etch rate of as-fabricated PS is also shown in
the plot for comparison. The error bars were determined from the maximum/minimum
range of the reduction in optical thickness of four samples annealed at 600°C for 6 min
in an N2 flow of 1000 sccm and validated by repeated measurements on other samples.
The entire as-fabricated PS layer was fully etched away in 5 s, when it was immersed
into dilute AZ400K or MIF 326 developer. In contrast, LTA-PS exhibited much
improved resistance to both developers. The much lower dissolution rate of LTA-PS
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compared to as-fabricated PS can be attributed to the chemical resistance of the low Ncontent SiOxNy passivated film. For comparison, it should be noted that in 20 % KOH
solution the etch rate of silicon nitride at room temperature is too small to be measured,
while that of silicon dioxide is about 0.2 pm/s, and that of silicon is about 0.56 nm/s
[183]. Silicon oxynitride has been reported to have an etch rate of about 0.011 nm/s by
Astie et al. [184], which is 50 times smaller than that of the silicon etch rate, similar
with the passivated results in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1 Measured optical thickness reduction for as-fabricated PS (820 ± 40 nm
thick) and LTA-PS (720 ± 40 nm thick) immersed into developer for various durations.
The as-fabricated PS samples were immersed into two different developers (dilute AZ
400K and MIF326) for 5 s; the LTA-PS samples were immersed into MIF326 for 80 s or
dilute AZ400K for 0-120 s;
The OTR of the LTA-PS after 80-s immersion in MIF 326 developer is very small
(1 %), whereas that after 80-s immersion in dilute AZ400K is 4 %. This OTR difference
is attributed to the slower etch rate of the passivation film (silicon oxynitride) in
MIF326 than in dilute AZ400K. The remainder of the investigations in this thesis will
concentration on the more aggressive AZ400K, however, if MIF326 developers were
utilised to develop PR on LTA-PS, the film should survive considerably longer
development times.
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When immersing into dilute AZ 400K, the OTR of the LTA-PS initially increases
exponentially, with the dissolution of PS having a time constant of τ = 24 sec. After
100 s the trend deviates from the exponential behaviour and etches much faster. The
entire PS film was completely etched away after immersion for 120 s.
The increase of the OTR could be attributed to two possible causes: a reduction of the
PS layer thickness (d) or an increase in the porosity (decrease in refractive index, n),
e.g., because of pore widening. For LTA-PS samples immersed into dilute AZ400K for
less than 100 s, no statistically significant change of physical thickness was determined
by both reflectance measurements and direct inspection from cross-sectional SEM
imaging. Therefore, the change of optical thickness (n×d) resulted primarily from a
change in refractive index (hence porosity).
Figure 5.2(a)–(d) shows SEM images of the surface morphologies of LTA-PS immersed
in developer for various durations. As discussed in Section 4.2.2, the passivation
process introduces colligation of some small pores, leading to a greater number of large
pores and fewer small pores for LTA-PS (Figure 5.2 (b)), compared to as-fabricated PS
(Figure 5.2(a)). After 40 s or 80 s immersion in developer, more elongated pores are
present (Figure 5.2(c)(d)) with width of 20 nm and length of 100 nm. After 100 s
immersion in developer, the large pores have a length of up to 150 nm. Therefore, from
the plan view images, it appears that the overall dimension of the pores increases
continuously with increasing immersion time in developer.
Figure 5.3 represents the porosity (transformed from the data of Figure 5.1) of the LTAPS immersed into dilute AZ 400K solution for various durations. The porosity was
extracted from the reflectance spectrum of the films. When the immersion duration is
small (<40 s), the overall increase in porosity is small and negligible. With longer
immersion duration, the porosity increases more rapidly. The porosity increases from
81.5 % to 86 % after 100-s immersion of the LTA-PS. However, a sharp increase occurs
in the next 20 s after this point due to the complete dissolution of the film.
The exponential trend for the OTR (Figure 5.1) was therefore likely due to pore
widening and colligation caused by exposure to the alkaline developer. As the pores
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widen and colligate, increasingly greater surface area is exposed to the etchant, resulting
in an exponential increase in etch rate and thus the observed exponential change in the
optical thickness; see equation insert in Figure 5.1. The sudden increase in OTR beyond
the exponential behaviour after 100s is due to collapse and dissolution of the film as the
porosity becomes very large.
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Figure 5.2 Plan-view SEM images (beam voltage 0.5 kV) of (a) as-fabricated PS , and
(b) – (e) LTA-PS samples immersed into dilute AZ400K developer for different
durations: (b) 0 s, (c) 40s, (d) 80 s, (e) 100s.
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Figure 5.3 Porosity of LTA-PS samples immersed in AZ400K for various durations
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It is desirable to prevent any porosity change; however, the slight change observed after
immersion in developer for less than 100 s is acceptable for subsequent processing of
many non-photonic MEMS devices and sensors. Also, as the porosity change is
predictable, index changes due to immersion in KOH can be accounted for if required.
5.1.2

Spatial dependence of chemical stability

It was observed that after immersion into the developer (dilute AZ 400K) for 80 s, LTAPS (600 ˚C/6 min, N2 flow rate of 1000 sccm) showed a visible non-uniform variation
across the sample.
Figure 5.4 shows an optical photograph of an LTA-PS sample before and after
immersion in the alkaline developer. The after-immersion surface profile is divided into
three regions: middle, fast-etching and edge region. During one single immersion, it was
found that the fast-etching region dissolved after ~40 s, the middle region of the sample
followed the characteristics shown in Figure 5.4(b) (remaining after 100 s), while the
edge region survived after 10-min immersion in developer. All the optical
measurements in this work and the data presented so far were taken from the middle
region at the same position as shown in Figure 5.4(b).
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(a)

middle
edge
fast-etch
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1cm

Optical
measurements
performed

Figure 5.4 Optical image for (a) LTA-PS (annealed at 600 ˚C for 6 min in N2
atmosphere with flow rate of 1000 sccm) (b) LTA-PS immersed in dilute AZ 400K for
80 s.
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The cause for the spatial dependence is not clear. One proposal is that the spatial
variation after immersion in alkaline developer is due to temperature difference across
the region of the sample. It is possible that during annealing the temperature in the fastetching region is the lowest, followed by the middle region and the edge region, leading
to the weakest chemical resistance in the fast-etching region, followed by the middle
region and the edge region, as annealing at temperatures below 600˚C results in reduced
passivation (as will be shown in Section 5.3.2). While this temperature profile is highly
unlikely, a simple test was conducted to test the hypothesis. The PS sample was
annealed at 750˚C, with all other conditions the same as those to form LTA-PS. This
temperature was chosen because the temperature difference across the susceptor is
uniform to within 50˚C throughout the annealing process (including heating and
cooling), according to the data provided by manufacturer. Therefore, when annealing at
750˚C, the lowest possible temperature for the PS sample is 700˚C, which should ensure
all regions are annealed at sufficient temperature for the desired passivation layer to
form.
It was found that the optical profile of PS annealed at 750˚C after immersion into dilute
AZ400K developer has very similar spatial dependence to the 600˚C LTA-PS. The
middle, fast-etching and edge regions are all present on the 750˚C annealed PS.
Therefore, the spatial variation of steady state temperature is not a contributing cause of
the non-uniform surface.
Instead the cause of spatial variation of LTA-PS is likely to be caused by the gas
distribution of flowing N2 and evolved H2 gas, as the presence of both gases along with
Si dangling bonds are required for the passivation, as discussed in 4.2.3. The complex
interaction of the continuous flow of N2 parallel to the plane of the PS sample and
evolution of H2 perpendicular to the plane of the PS sample can easily alter the
hydrogen concentration at any point in the sample. Such a variation would most likely
change the resulting passivation. As will be presented in Section 5.3.2 and 5.3.3, change
in the N2 flow rate and the annealing duration can alter the spatial variation. To confirm
such a hypothesis, modelling and/or measurement of flow distribution in the annealing
chamber would be required. However, as will be discussed in Section 5.3, conditions
were found to achieve uniform chemical resistance, so modelling of the non-uniform
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spatial distribution in the conditions shown in Figure 5.4(b) was considered to be
outside of the primary scope of this work.
As previously discussed in Chapter 1, a goal of this work is to fabricate devices using
PS films for MEMS applications. Devices fabrication requires large regions of uniform
PS to accommodate a die with multiple devices each on the order of several hundred
microns. Although the edge region shown in Figure 5.4(b) is the most robust in
developer, it is too small to be used for device fabrication. Furthermore, the OTR after
HF immersion suggests that the nitrogen content is low in these regions. Therefore, in
all the following studies, the optical thickness in the middle of the PS sample (shown in
Figure 5.4(b)) was used as the indicator of the chemical resistance and will be referred
to as the optical thickness of the LTA-PS.

5.2 PHOTOLITHOGRAPHY USING ALKALINE DEVELOPER
The standard photolithographic patterning process contains several steps, including
photoresist (PR) coating, soft bake, exposure, post bake (for negative PR), developing
and hard bake (for hardening the mask). Each step can induce changes to the PS surface,
the most relevant of which will be discussed in the following section.
5.2.1

Standard photolithography

Once the chemical resistance of LTA-PS was established, a complete photolithographic
process using AZ4562 positive PR was applied to pattern the LTA-PS. Figure 5.5 shows
the FTIR measurements undertaken after fabrication, passivation, developing and PR
removal stages of the process. The peak at 1105 cm-1 in all four spectra is again
attributed to bulk interstitial oxide in CZ growth Si wafers [167]. As discussed in
Section 4.4.1, the bands at 2102 cm-1, 2113 cm-1 and 905 cm-1 for the as-fabricated
sample spectra are assigned to Si-H, Si-H2 stretching mode, and Si–H2 scissor or Si-H3
scissor mode, respectively [182]. After passivation, these Si-Hx bonds are no longer
visible due to desorption of Si-H above 480°C [65, 121]; instead, a shoulder appears at
1170 cm-1 attributed to a N-H bond or Si-O [110, 121]. After spin coating, UV exposure
and developing for 80 s, a broad peak centred at ~3400 cm-1 and a weak peak at
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2900 cm-1 appear, suggesting the presence of Si-OH groups and C-H bonds,
respectively. These two bonds are most likely related to residual PR (AZ4562) in the
pores. After PR stripping in acetone the sample has a similar spectrum to the spectrum
of LTA-PS, indicating complete removal of the PR. Interestingly the relative strength
of the possible N-H peak (1170 cm-1) and the backside (reference) oxide (1105 cm-1) is
unchanged, indicating photolithography did not significantly affect the passivation.
Separate experiments (not shown here) also revealed that PR coating, UV exposure and
acetone immersion do not affect the optical thickness and FTIR spectrum of LTA-PS.
Si-O-Si
N-H or Si-O

LTA-PS after PR removal
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LTA-PS after development
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Figure 5.5 FTIR spectra at four stages during standard photolithographic process. The
four stages are: (a) after fabrication, (b) after passivation, (c) after development, and
(d) after PR stripping
In addition to the attack by the alkaline developer, PR seepage into the pores further
complicates the photolithographic processing of PS and has not been fully explored by
previous researchers. PR penetration into the pores was investigated by using optical
thickness measurements as shown in Figure 5.6 for the sample processed with PR
(AZ4562).
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Figure 5.6 Optical thickness of PS sample at four stages during photolithographic
process with AZ4562. The four stages are: after fabricated (as-fabricated PS), after
passivation (LTA-PS), after development, and after photoresist (PR) stripping.
Passivation of PS causes an optical thickness reduction from 1.28 µm to 1.14 µm (OTR
≈ 11%), calculated from the thickness and porosity value given in Section 4.2.2.
Exposure of LTA-PS to dilute alkaline developer (AZ400K) for 80 s should result in a
decrease in optical thickness of 4.4 % as indicated from Figure 5.1. However, PR
(AZ4562) seeps into the pores during spinning, remaining unexposed because the UV
light cannot penetrate the PS film (the penetration depth of UV light into Si is normally
less than 10 nm) and cannot be removed by the developer, as illustrated in Figure 5.7.
Taking into account the exposure, this residual positive PR (AZ4562), which has a
refractive index (n) of 1.7 [185], that remains in the normally air-filled pores (n = 1)
after developing, results in an increase of the optical thickness by 20 nm (2 %). Finally,
after stripping off both the patterned and residual PR using acetone, the optical
thickness is restored to the level of LTA-PS, indicating complete removal of the residual
PR was achieved.
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Figure 5.7 Illustration of photoresist penetration into pores during photolithography:
(a) exposure; (b) after development.
As the seepage of PR into the pores cannot be fully removed during developing, the
pores of LTA-PS remain filled during the subsequent processes (Figure 5.7(b)). When
the subsequent process is an additive one, such as metal deposition, the areas of LTAPS covered by the deposited metal remain filled with PR even after the completion of
the whole process (including acetone immersion), as the metal acts as a barrier to
fluides. In contrast, the PS areas not covered by metal will be free of PR, as the PR in
these regions is removed by the acetone used during the lift-off process. As a result, the
properties of the LTA-PS covered by metal are affected by the PR seepage, whereas the
LTA-PS properties in other regions remain unaffected. This spatial variation in the film
properties needs to be avoided for most applications. When the subsequent process is a
subtractive one, such as dry etching, the seepage of the PR into the pores would
dramatically alter etch rates. Furthermore, the after-etching surface would be very
rough, due to the etch rate difference between the PR and Si. Therefore, PR seepage into
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the pores during photolithography must be avoided to ensure the integrity of the PS
during subsequent processes.
5.2.2

Photolithography with protective polymer layer

Metal layers or dielectric layers have previously been deposited on the PS surface to
prevent the seepage of PR [142, 144]. Such processes are time consuming to apply and
difficult to remove while maintaining the integrity of the PS. One of the significant
contributions in this work has been to identify and validate the use of a soluble polymer
protection layer, namely ProLIFT (ProLIFT 100-16, Microchem).
UV light

mask
PR
ProLIFT
Pores filled
with
ProLIFT
Si
(a) Exposure

PR
ProLIFT

pores

Pores
filled with
ProLIFT

Si
(b) Development

Figure 5.8 Illustration of the protective ProLIFT layer for preventing photoresist
penetration into pores during photolithography: (a) exposure; (b) after development.
ProLIFT (n = 1.72), which is a polymer based on n-methyl-2-pyrrolidone and can be
spun onto the sample in the same way as (and immediately prior to) PR, is not
photosensitive and can be removed (at the same time as the PR) by standard developers
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such as MIF326 or AZ400K, so that ProLIFT can be easily removed from the pores
during development of the PR. As LTA-PS films are chemically stable enough to
survive the developer (as established in Section 5.1), preventing the PR seepage into
pores can be achieved using a thin pre-coat and baked ProLIFT prior to PR application.
The use of ProLIFT provides a significantly simpler protection layer than metal and
dielectric layers used by previous researchers. When the thin layer of ProLIFT is applied
prior to the PR coating, it will be removed in regions where the PR is exposed and
subsequently developed, but will remain under the unexposed PR, as shown in Figure
5.8.
The prevention of PR seepage was confirmed by optical thickness measurements. The
optical thickness change at various stages of the photolithographic process using PR
(AZ4562) and ProLIFT is shown in Figure 5.9. Passivation of PS results in an 11 %
decrease of optical thickness. After passivation, the optical thickness of the ProLIFT
protected sample remained unchanged to within the measurement accuracy during
subsequent processing. This confirms that by using this thin protection layer of
ProLIFT, the PR can be fully developed without any significant residue remaining in the
pores, with no additional processing other than spinning on and baking the ProLIFT
layer. The small optical thickness change after development shown in Figure 5.9
compared with Figure 5.1, indicates that the developer has come into contact with the
skeleton of the LTA-PS only at the end of the development process. The short-time
exposure to alkaline developer results in negligible degradation to the LTA-PS skeleton.
After residual PR removal in acetone, the optical thickness reduced slightly, very likely
due to the measurement error. Therefore, by using the protective polymer layer, the PR
seepage can be avoided, and subsequent micromachining to pattern PS using additive
and subtractive processes should be possible.
As the protective polymer layer fills the pores, it might be possible for as-fabricated PS
to survive the photolithographic process with the protection of the polymer layer only,
avoiding the need for a passivation step. To investigate this hypothesis, a
photolithographic process using alkaline developers was employed to mask both asfabricated and LTA-PS.
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Figure 5.10 shows cross-sectional SEM images of both as-fabricated PS and LTA-PS
after photolithography development. After development, 150 nm of the uncovered PS
skeleton of as-fabricated PS (Figure 5.10(a)) has been etched away, while the physical
thickness of the LTA-PS (Figure 5.10 (b)) remains unchanged.
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Figure 5.9 Optical thickness of PS sample at four stages during photolithographic
process with AZ4562 plus ProLIFT. The four stages are: after fabrication (asfabricated PS), after passivation (LTA-PS), after development, and after residual
photoresist (PR) removal
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Figure 5.10 SEM cross-sectional images (beam voltage 0.5 kV) of photoresist with
underlying ProLIFT layer of (a) as-fabricated PS and (b) LTA-PS after 80s
development in dilute AZ400K. The dashed line in (a) shows the original surface height
before development.
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Interestingly, Figure 5.1 showed that as-fabricated PS etches quickly in developer.
However, after the photolithography the as-fabricated PS shown in Figure 5.10(a) has
not been fully etched away even after 80-s development. This discrepancy arises
because the pores in this case are filled with the ProLIFT, which largely decrease the
contact area of as-fabricated PS to developer, thus inhibiting access of the developer to
the Si-skeleton. This supports the hypothesis that the ProLIFT in the pores of the asfabricated PS provides some addition protection to the film from the alkaline developer.
However, the etching of as-fabricated PS after photolithography is still significant and
indicates that photolithographic processes using alkaline-based developers cannot be
directly applied to mask the as-fabricated PS even with the protective polymer layer.
Therefore, the LTA-PS which is chemically resistant to alkaline developers is essential
for achieving successful photolithography without significantly degrading the PS.

5.3 EFFECT OF PASSIVATION CONDITIONS ON CHEMICAL
RESISTANCE OF LOW-TEMPERATURE ANNEALED
POROUS SILICON
In Section 4.3, annealing duration, annealing temperature and nitrogen flow rate during
the annealing process were investigated to determine the impact on properties such as
oxidation, composition and optical properties. In this section, complimentary
investigations of the chemical resistance to weak alkaline-based developer (dilute
AZ400K) will be undertaken.
5.3.1

Temperature dependence

In Section 4.3.2 the chemical compositions and optical properties of passivated PS were
investigated for different annealing temperatures. Here the chemical resistance of
passivated PS was investigated as a function of annealing temperature.
PS was annealed using a RTP at temperatures from 560˚C to 800˚C for 6 minutes with a
nitrogen flow rate of 1000 sccm. Figure 5.11 shows the OTR data caused by immersion
into alkaline developer (dilute AZ400K) for 80 s. The error bars were determined from
the maximum/minimum range of OTR of 4 samples annealed at 600˚C for 6 min. It can
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be seen that the OTR decreases as annealing temperature increases. There is significant
OTR for PS passivated below 590˚C when immersed in dilute AZ400K for 80 s,
indicating poor resistance to alkaline-based solutions. In contrast, passivation above
650°C results in consistently less than 1 % change in optical thickness, showing very
good resistance to alkaline developer.
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Figure 5.11 Optical thickness reduction due to immersion in dilute AZ400K for 80 s of
PS passivated at various temperatures (6 min using RTA in N2 atmosphere with N2 flow
rate of 1000 sccm).
As discussed in Section 4.3.2, the volume of the passivation material (low N-content
SiOxNy) formed on the pore surface in the middle region (Figure 4.20) decreased
significantly with increasing annealing temperature. Interestingly, although the average
thickness of the passivation film is thinner at higher annealing temperature, the
resistance to alkaline solution is better. This again can be attributed to the higher
incorporation of N in the SiOxNy formed at higher annealing temperatures, as discussed
in Section 4.3.2.
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5.3.2

Annealing duration dependence

PS annealed for longer durations exhibits a lower volume of the low N-content SiOxNy
passivation material formed on the pore surface, and higher N/O ratio in the
composition of SiOxNy, as discussed in Section 4.3.1. In this section, the chemical
resistance of PS to alkaline developer was investigated as a function of annealing
durations.
PS samples were annealed at 600 ˚C with a N2 flow rate of 1000 sccm for 3-48 minutes.
The passivated PS samples were then immersed into dilute AZ4000K for 80 s. Figure
5.12 shows a time series of optical photographs for different PS samples after
immersion in the alkaline developer. Each test was repeated 3 times and the photograph
shows a typical and repeatable result for each test.
As was addressed in Section 5.1.2, the surface is divided into three regions: middle,
fast-etching and edge region. For the 3-min LTA-PS, the middle part is almost
completely removed after immersion, and the width of the edge region is very small.
Therefore, 3 minutes of annealing is not sufficient to obtain chemically resistant films.
In contrast, 6-min LTA-PS exhibits a substantial region resistant to alkaline attack. The
width of the edge for the 6-min LTA-PS is still small, but larger than that of 3-min
LTA-PS. Interestingly, no middle region exists in the 12-min LTA-PS, and the width of
the edge region is larger than that of 6-min LTA-PS. As the annealing time increases,
the areas of the middle and fast-etching regions decrease, whereas the width of the edge
region increases. It can be seen that 48 minutes of annealing is sufficient for the edge
region to cover the whole quarter-sized sample, and obtain a very robust film in the
developer. The 48-min LTA-PS is found to remain unchanged even after 10-minutes
immersion in the developer, demonstrating excellent chemical resistance.
As discussed in 5.1.2, the exact cause for the spatial variation is not clear at this stage.
However, it is important to note that at this stage of the discussion, the fast-etching and
middle region have not been associated with any specific composition, although it was
previously noted that the edge region has lower N content (Section 4.2.5). The OTR
map for the 48-min LTA-PS after HF immersion was included in Figure 5.12(f). It can
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be seen that the 2D map for the 48-min LTA-PS is similar to that for the 6-min LTA-PS
shown in Figure 4.16, indicating the volume of SiOxNy formed on the pore surface in
smaller in the middle region than the edge region. Therefore, the 48-min LTA-PS shows
a relatively richer N central region compared to the edge region. Immersion in alkaline
developer cannot show the difference between regions with different oxide or N
content. It does, however, reveal regions which are relatively unprotected by the
passivation material, as indicated by the fast-etching region.
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Figure 5.12 Pictures of PS samples after immersion into dilute AZ400K (a-c) for 80 s,
(d) for 3 minutes, and (e) for 10 minutes. The PS samples were annealed in N2
atmosphere (1000 sccm) at 600 ˚C for (a) 3 minutes; (b) 6 minutes; (c) 12 minutes; (d)
24 minutes; (e) 48 minutes. (f) the optical thickness reduction map (OTR) for 48-min
LTA-PS (as shown in (e)) after HF immersion.
To quantify the width of the edges, the samples were imaged using a microscope, and
the widths of the edges were measured using open source image processing tool Image
J. Figure 5.13 shows the effect of annealing on the width of the edge region of LTA-PS.
It shows a linear relationship between the annealing duration and the width of the edge
region. For the quarter-wafer (2″ wafer) sized sample, 48-min annealing is required for
achieving a robust film over the entire sample (no fast-etching region).
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For small PS samples, considerably less annealing time is required to achieve a
passivation that is resistant to dilute AZ400k solution. The width of the edge region is
therefore not affected by the sample size, but by the annealing time. Using the equation
shown in Figure 5.13, the annealing duration (minute) required to achieve a square film
area (A = (2W)2) that is uniformly robust in alkaline developer can be estimated by:
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Figure 5.13 The effect of annealing duration on the width of the robust edge
Although with less volume of passivation material formed on the pore surface (Section
4.3.1), the 48-min LTA-PS exhibits much better resistance to alkaline developer than 6min LTA-PS. As shown by the XPS results in Section 4.3.1, the N/O ratio which is
measured in the middle of the 48-min LTA-PS sample is higher than that of 6-min
LTA-PS. Therefore, it is likely that the SiOxNy in 48-min LTA-PS with higher N/O
ratio exhibits greatly enhanced chemical resistance.
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5.3.3

Nitrogen flow rate dependence

To examine the effect of nitrogen flow rate on the chemical resistance to alkaline
developer (dilute AZ400K), PS samples were firstly prepared by annealing at 600 ˚C for
6 min in N2 atmosphere with nitrogen flow rate ranging from 0 - 1000 sccm.
Figure 5.14 shows a decreasing flow rate series of optical photographs of passivated PS
samples after immersion in dilute AZ400K for 80 s. The resultant surface is again
divided into three regions: middle, fast-etching, and edge region. It can be seem that the
width of the edge region is increasing with decreased N2 flow rate.
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Figure 5.14 Optical pictures of the PS passivated with various flow rate of N2 (a) 1000
sccm; (b) 875 sccm; (c) 750 sccm; (d) 500 sccm; (e) 250 sccm after immersion in dilute
AZ400K for 80 s. W in the images are refer to the width of the edge region.
Figure 5.15 shows a linear relationship between the width of the edge region and the
flow rate of N2. With lower N2 flow, the width of the edge increases linearly. For the
sample with a size of one quarter of a 2-inch wafer, used in these studies, annealing with
flow rate lower than 250 sccm results in a robust film (in dilute AZ 400K) all over the
wafer. The flow rate to achieve uniform coverage of a square film with area A (=2W2) is
given by:
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Figure 5.15 Effect of flow rate of N2 on the width of the robust edge after immersing
into alkaline developer for 80 s
However, as discussed in Section 4.3.3, nitrogen flow rate influences the amount of
SiOxNy passivation material formed in passivated PS, and the higher the flow rate, the
lower the amount of SiOxNy formed during annealing. Therefore, although annealing
with nitrogen flow rate of 250 sccm results in a robust film resistant to alkaline solution,
a large volume of passivation material forms on the pore surface. This was observed
through the results of large OTR resulting from HF immersion. The thick passivation
film formed makes the process unsuitable for process steps requiring subsequent HF
immersion.
One of the core goals of this thesis is to achieve a passivated PS film with chemical
resistance to alkaline solutions. This needs to be achieved from only a small volume of
passivation material formed on the pore surface during passivation to result in low OTR
after immersion in either dilute AZ400K or HF solution. Therefore, while low nitrogen
flow rates uniformly passivate the film as an oxide rich material, they do not improve
the overall performance of the passivated PS for the stated applications.
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5.3.4

Photolithography on 48-min low-temperature annealed porous silicon

In Section 5.3.1, it was shown that the longer the annealing time, the wider the robust
edge after immersion in alkaline developer, and the lower the OTR after HF immersion.
As discussed in Section 5.3.3, the lower the nitrogen flow rate, the wider the robust
edge region after immersion in alkaline developer, but the higher the OTR that results
from HF immersion. To be able to utilise PS as a structural material in MEMS
applications using CMOS-compatible processes, high resistance to alkaline-based
solutions, and low OTR in HF solution is required. Therefore, 48-min passivation at
600˚C with N2 flow rate of 1000 sccm was chosen as the optimised recipe.
To evaluate the compatibility of the 48-min passivated PS, a number of
photolithographic process steps were applied to the LTA-PS (Section 5.2.2) and the
optical thickness was measured between steps. The 48-min passivated PS was spin
coated with ProLIFT (6000 rpm/40 s, 350 nm) and baked at 100 ˚C for 2 min and
250 ˚C for 1 min, followed by spin coating of positive PR AZ6632 (6000 rpm/40 s,
5.06 µm) and soft baking at 100 ˚C for 1 min. After exposure for 60 s, the sample was
developed in dilute AZ400K for 80 s. Finally, the un-exposed PR was stripped by
acetone and the ProLIFT was removed by immersion in dilute AZ400K for 40s.
Figure 5.16 shows the FTIR spectra for 48-min LTA-PS before and after
photolithography and after PR removal. No significant change was observed in the
FTIR resonances, indicating that the surface integrity of the 48-min LTA-PS was
maintained through the photolithographic process.
The optical thickness of the 48-min LTA-PS is shown after various stages in Figure
5.17. It can be seen that the optical thickness exhibits negligible change after
photolithography and PR removal, similar to Figure 5.9. Therefore, the PS annealed
using the optimised recipe of 600˚C for 48 minutes in N2 atmosphere with N2 flow rate
of 1000 sccm demonstrates excellent compatibility with photolithographic processes
using alkaline developer. Because of the excellent chemical resistance, the 48-min
LTA-PS sample is capable of being masked by multi-photolithographic processes with
negligible changes of the film properties.
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Figure 5.16 FTIR spectra of the 48-min passivated PS and the PS after
photolithography and after PR removal
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Figure 5.17 Optical thickness of PS sample at different stages of the process. The four
stages are: after fabrication (as-fabricated PS), after passivation (LTA-PS), after
development, and after photoresist (PR) stripping.
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5.4 SUMMARY
The chemical resistance of LTA-PS to alkaline developer was investigated in this
chapter. Compared with as-fabricated PS, LTA-PS exhibited largely enhanced
resistance to alkaline developers due to the formation of low N-content SiOxNy on the
pore surface. The OTR caused by immersion in alkaline developer (dilute AZ400K)
increased exponentially in the first 100-s immersion, followed by rapid etching in the
subsequent 20 s. The entire LTA-PS film was completely etched away after immersion
for 120 s. During the immersion, the pore size and porosity increased continuously,
while the thickness of the layer remained unchanged.
After immersion into alkaline developer for 80 s, the LTA-PS exhibited a spatially
dependent optical thickness. The after-immersion profile was divided into three regions:
middle, fast-etching and edge regions. Among these regions, the middle region
exhibited reasonable chemical resistance and had an appropriate size for subsequent
studies, whereas the edge region exhibited excellent chemical resistance but contained a
high volume of passivation material on the pore surface and is small in area. Therefore,
all the optical properties of LTA-PS were measured in the middle region.
A standard photolithographic process using alkaline developer was applied to mask
LTA-PS. It was found that positive PR seeped into the pores, and cannot be completely
removed during developing. To prevent PR seepage, a protective polymer (ProLIFT)
was spin coated and baked before the standard photolithography. The use of this
protective layer successfully prevented the PR seepage and is a significant contribution
from this work.
The effect of passivation conditions on the chemical resistance of passivated PS was
also investigated. Longer annealing duration increases the width of the edge region. It
was found that annealing for 48 minutes resulted in a sample with excellent chemical
resistance. Higher annealing temperature and lower nitrogen flow rate lead to improved
resistance to alkaline developer. Annealing at 600˚C for 48 minutes with nitrogen flow
rate of 1000 sccm was chosen as an optimised recipe, and the resultant passivated PS
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demonstrated excellent compatibility with the photolithographic process using alkaline
developer.
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CHAPTER 6
MICROMACHINING APPLICATIONS FOR LOWTEMPERATURE ANNEALED POROUS SILICON
In the previous chapters, it was shown that low-temperature annealed porous silicon
(LTA-PS) is resistant to alkaline-based solutions, and compatible with standard
photolithographic processes. Immersion of the passivation in a HF solution revealed a
Si-H terminated surface. Masked by a photolithographic process, LTA-PS can be
subjected to further microelectronics-compatible micromachining techniques to create
fine features and complex structures using either additive or subtractive processes,
including growth of further PS layer. In this chapter, individual additive and subtractive
processes as well as fabricated devices are demonstrated. Cr/Au patterns deposited
via a lift-off process on LTA-PS are presented, as a demonstration of an additive
process for applications such as electrodes, optical reflectors or metal masking.
Subtractive processes, using inductively couple plasma – reactive ion etching (ICPRIE) to selectively remove the LTA-PS for applications such as micromachining and
isolation, are developed and evaluated. Finally, cantilevers and diffraction gratings
fabricated using LTA-PS will be demonstrated and characterised.

6.1 METAL DEPOSITION AND PATTERNING
Additive micromachining processes are used to deposit target materials onto a masked
surface. One of the most widely used additive processes is metal deposition, which
achieves pattern transfer using a lift-off process on deposited films. Before metal
deposition, an undercut photoresist (PR) pattern is formed on the surface where the
metal deposition is not required. The lift-off process is then performed in a solvent
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which dissolved the PR underneath the deposited metal and subsequently lifts off the
undesired metal [141].
Selective metal deposition is important for MEMS devices not only for interconnections
to suspended structures and nearby control electronics [134] but perhaps more
importantly, for stress compensation [186] or the formation of bimorphs [187]. The
control of stress in devices is perhaps one of the greatest challenges in the field of
micromachining. The ability to selectively pattern metal on a released structure is
therefore a very powerful technique. As a demonstration of an additive process
applicable to micromachining, a standard metal deposition and lift-off process was
performed and investigated using LTA-PS in this work.
In addition to the previously discussed benefits to ProLIFT in reducing PR seepage, the
isotropic etching of ProLIFT during developing produces an underetch profile (Figure
5.10) of the ProLIFT beneath the PR mask. This enhances suitability for lift-off
processes on LTA-PS. Figure 6.1(a) illustrates a schematic of the profile of the PR and
ProLIFT after development. To form a well defined underetch lift-off profile of the
ProLIFT, the sample was developed in dilute AZ400K for a time (150 s) which is much
longer than the standard developing time of 80 s. Chromium (5 nm) and gold (100 nm)
layers were then uniformly deposited by thermal evaporation, followed by lift-off
process in acetone and developer MIF 326 to remove all the PR, ProLIFT and the metal
deposited on PR.
Figure 6.1(b) shows the SEM images of the gold circles (100 µm diameters) obtained
after the lift-off process. It is seen that the gold patterns are clean and well-defined,
indicating a good pattern transfer from the PR pattern. Figure 6.1(c) shows the surface
morphology of the LTA-PS after processing. By comparison with Figure 5.2, the pore
sizes are comparable to that of the LTA-PS sample directly immersed in dilute AZ400K
for 80 s. Although the developing time was 150 s, the effect of the developer on LTAPS during the photolithographic process is similar to 80-s direct immersion, indicating
that the ProLIFT and PR layer protected the underlying LTA-PS from the exposure to
the developer for up to 70s, as discussed in Section 5.2.2. In addition, visual inspection
showed minimal change in film colour, which is also a clear indication that the optical
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thickness change was not significant. Therefore, metal deposition and a lift-off process
were successfully applied to LTA-PS with little effect on the properties of the LTA-PS.
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Figure 6.1 (a) Schematic diagram of the cross-sectional view for PS sample before the
lift-off process. (b) SEM image (beam voltage of 0.5 kV) of the resultant Cr/Au pattern
on the PS surface after the lift-off process. (c) SEM image (beam voltage of 10 kV) of
the PS top surface after the standard lift-off process.
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Figure 6.2 (a) Illustration of the I-V measurements on LTA-PS; (b) Current-voltage
characteristics of Au/PS/p-Si/Au structure
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Figure 6.2 shows the current-voltage measurements performed on a LTS-PS sample
deposited with Cr/Au patterns. The current-voltage characteristics were measured at two
Au/PS/p-Si/Au interfaces formed on the LTA-PS sample using a HP 4156A
semiconductor parameter analyser, as shown in Figure 6.2(a). Figure 6.2(b) shows the
two measurements (both at contact A and contact B) exhibit very similar rectifying I-V
characteristics, similar to the characteristics reported on many PS samples [188, 189],
indicating

successful

metal

deposition

and

definition

was

obtained

using

photolithographic and lift-off process.
This is the first time that metals have been deposited and patterned on PS using a
microelectronic lift-off process with little effect on the properties of the PS film.
Therefore, metal deposition and patterning can be performed on PS films as
interconnections to PS cantilevers, for stress compensation, or to form bimorph
structures from a metal/PS interface. Similar to metal deposition and patterning, other
materials can also be deposited and patterned using the additive micromachining
technology enabling fabrication of complex electronic, optical and mechanical
multilayer films.

6.2 REACTIVE ION ETCHING (RIE)
One of the most widely used subtractive processes to remove materials from the sample
surface is dry etching. Investigations of dry etching of both as-fabricated and LTA-PS
using ICP-RIE with CF4/O2 gas and the etching time dependence of the etch rate are
discussed in this section. Subsequently, studies of RIE using a CF4/CH4 gas mixture, the
etch rate of LTA-PS and the selectivity of Si/SiO2 under various conditions are
presented. Finally, the morphology of LTA-PS after RIE etching is investigated. To
ensure that the time required to remove the whole PS layer is long enough for detailed
investigations, thick PS samples (6.1±0.27 µm) were fabricated using a current density
of 10 mA/cm2 for 15 minutes, and the corresponding LTA-PS had a thickness of
5.6±0.27 µm.
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6.2.1

RIE with gas mixture of CF4/O2

As mentioned in Section 2.3.2, the addition of O2 in a fluorine-based plasma increases
dissociation and subsequently the concentration of radical species (atomic F) which
increases the etch rate of Si. RIE of LTA-PS using a gas mixture of CF4/O2 was
investigated to determine the etch effects on the film. The etching conditions were as
follows: gas mixture of CF4/O2 (31/6 sccm), ICP power of 400 W, chamber pressure of
30 mTorr, substrate temperature of 20˚C. The only parameter varied for etching in this
study was RF power which ranged from 50-200 W, as RF power is an important
parameter to control the etch rate. The etching in this study was performed using a Si
shadow mask.
Figure 6.3(a) shows the etch rate of LTA-PS for various porosities after an etch duration
of 70 s using RF power of 50 W. The error bars were determined from the standard
deviation of etch depth measured at various points across the wafer. The etch rate
increases with porosity, consistent with observations for room temperature oxidised asfabricated PS from other researchers [146].
Figure 6.3(b) shows the average etch rates of LTA-PS as a function of RF power,
determined after etching for 10 s and 70 s. The etch rates of Si and SiO2 under the same
conditions are included for comparison. The etch rates of SiO2 and Si were determined
by etching the SiO2 layer of a commercial silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafer and a Si
wafer for 10 min, respectively.
As discussed in Section 4.2.3, the nitrogen concentration in the SiOxNy passivation film
is very low (~1 %), thus it is reasonable to use the etch rate of SiO2 to estimate the etch
characteristics of the SiOxNy given the lack of data for SiOxNy etch rate. The etch
selectivity of SiO2/Si (calculated by dividing the etch rate of SiO2 by that of Si) was
used to indicate the etch selectivity of SiOxNy/Si.
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Figure 6.3 (a) Etch rate of LTA-PS with different porosities with RF power of 50 W; (b)
Etch rate of both LTA-PS (81 % porosity) and the Si substrate with RF power varied
from 50 W to 200 W.
The etch rate of LTA-PS is 15 to 27 times higher than that of single crystal Si. The etch
rate increases with RF power because the concentration of atomic F which controls the
etch rate increases with RF power [147]. It is also evident in Figure 6.3(b) that the
average etch rate for long duration (70 s) etching is much higher than that for short
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duration (10 s) etching. Etch rate change with time may also occur with Si etching,
however, the very low etch rate for Si makes such observations very difficult. The
nonlinear etch rate becomes significant for PS because of the very high etch rate for this
material. The very high etch rate of PS may be important for manufacturing as it allows
thick films to be etched at very short times. However, fabrication processes need well
controlled etch depths determined from well controlled etch rates. For this reason the
time dependant etch rate of PS requires further investigation.
The observation that a higher etch rate occurs after longer etching times is consistent
with the results of Skryshevskyi et al. [190], who found that the average etch rate of PS
after 100 s etching was 20 % higher than that after 45 s etching. The etch rate variation
was attributed to an isotropic chemical etching process, such that etching takes place not
only on the top exposed surface, as is the case for bulk materials, but also in the pores
below the top exposed surface. It was proposed that this underlayer etching of the PS
increased the porosity of the remaining PS layer, and hence increased the etch rate (as
indicated by Figure 6.3(a)). However, no etch rate increase with time was found by
Arens-Fisher et al. for their PS samples etched under similar conditions using a SF6
plasma [145].
To resolve the apparent inconsistency, detailed measurements of etch rate were obtained
immediately after plasma ignition. Figure 6.4 shows the effect of etch duration on
average etch rate of both as-fabricated PS and LTA-PS. For both samples, the etch rate
increases quickly during the initial 30 s and then remains approximately constant
afterwards. After times greater than 30 s, the observation by Skryshevskyi et al. that a
self-accelerating etch rate results from an isotropic chemical etching mechanism does
not occur for either as-fabricated PS or LTA-PS. This constant etch rate is consistent
with the finding of Arens-Fisher et al. However at durations shorter than 30 s, there is a
significant change in the etch rate, which is consistent with the results of Skryshevskyi
et al.
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Figure 6.4 Effect of etching duration on etch rate of both as-fabricated PS and LTA-PS,
shown together with the optical peak intensity of fluorine (λ=704 nm) in the plasma
optical spectrum with RF power of 200 W
The solid line shown in Figure 6.4 is the peak optical intensity of the fluorine emission
(λ=704 nm) measured (using a fibre optic spectrometer) from the CF4/O2 plasma
spectrum during etching. As discussed in Section 2.3.2, atomic F is the main active
etchant in the CF4 plasma and the intensity is strongly related to the etch rate of both Si
and SiO2 [149]. It can be seen that the fluorine emission line is present only after 1.5 s,
and then increases rapidly, stabilising after 6 s. Therefore no etching of the samples
occurs in the first 1.5 s and the unstable plasma should result in low average etch rates
of both as-fabricated PS and LTA-PS for only the first 10 s.
For LTA-PS, however, the 1.5 s delay of the plasma initialisation cannot account for all
of the very low average etch rate which occurs over the first 30 s. This lower etch rate is
instead attributed to the additional time required to remove the top passivation layer
(SiOxNy). The etch rate of SiO2 included in Figure 6.3(b) is 3.7 times lower than that of
Si with same RF power. Therefore the time to remove the top low N-content SiOxNy
layer with thickness a is longer than that to remove the pure Si skeleton with the same
thickness of a, resulting a low average etch rate for the first 20 s.
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It is also apparent that the steady-state etch rate of the LTA-PS is 35% lower than that
of the as-fabricated PS. This can be attributed to two factors. Firstly, the LTA-PS in this
experiment has a porosity approximately 1 % smaller than the as-fabricated PS. PS with
81 % porosity has an etch rate 8 % lower than PS with porosity of 82 % porosity,
according to Figure 6.3(a). Secondly, the material exposed to the plasma during RIE is a
combination of Si and low N-content SiOxNy, due to the unique mixed skeletal structure
of our LTA-PS.
Figure 6.5 shows an illustrative schematic of the skeletal structures of the as-fabricated
and LTA-PS. The skeleton of as-fabricated PS is pure Si with a hydrogen terminated
surface, as shown in Figure 6.5(a) and (b). In contrast, the core of the skeleton of LTAPS is Si with hydrogen desorbed and a thin passivation layer (SiOxNy), as shown in
Figure 6.5(c). Examples of surface terminations within LTA-PS are shown in Figure
6.5(d), indicating the skeleton of LTA-PS is a mix of pure Si and SiOxNy.
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Figure 6.5 Schematic images for (a) skeleton of as-fabricated PS, (b) surface bonds of
as-fabricated PS, (c) skeleton of LTA-PS, (d) possible surface bonds of LTA-PS.
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As shown in the XPS results in Table 4.3, the total atomic percentage for the passivation
material SiOxNy is 43 %, while that for pure Si is 54 % with 3 % residual contaminants.
The residual contaminations are mainly carbon from the atmosphere, and expected to
have no contribution on the etch rate. When all the contaminants are excluded, and the
LTA-PS skeleton is assumed to be a mix of SiOxNy and pure Si, the atomic ratio for
SiOxNy is estimated to be 44 %, while that for Si is calibrated to 56 %.
As shown in Figure 6.4, the steady-state etch rate of 82 % as-fabricated PS (Rps) was
107 nm/s. This sample was etched soon (within 15 minutes) after anodisation ensuring
the material was predominantly oxide free Si skeleton. By scaling the Rps using the
estimated etch rate selectivity of SiOxNy/Si (0.27), the steady state etch rate for an
equivalent 82 % porous film made entirely from SiOxNy (RpSiOxNy) can be estimated to
be 30 nm/s. The etch rate of 82 % LTA-PS, therefore, can then be calculated using the
contribution of each etch rate scaled by the amount of the material:
6RS ) 56%  6RS"DV WX ) 44%  107 ) 56%  30 ) 44%  73 nm/s
Taking into account of the 8 % etch rate reduction due to the 1 % porosity decrease in
the passivated PS, the steady-state etch rate of the LTA-PS with porosity of 81 % is
equal to
73 ) 92%  67 _/
This calculated steady-state etch rate for LTA-PS is consistent with the measured etch
rate (~68 nm/s) shown in Figure 6.4. Therefore, the porosity decrease and the mixed
skeleton resulted in a smaller etch rate of the LTA-PS than that of the as-fabricated PS.
This is the first time that the effect of PS passivation on etch rates from a plasma etcher
has been measured and the effects have been attributed to the volume and composition
of material present.
6.2.2

RIE with gas mixture of CF4/CH4

In addition to CF4/O2, CF4/CH4 was also employed to etch LTA-PS, as the use of this
gas mixture has been reported to achieve relatively vertical sidewalls, as discussed in
Section 2.3.2. The etch conditions were as follows: CF4 flow rate of 31 sccm, CH4 flow
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rate ranging from 0-10 sccm with percentage concentration of 1-24 % in the gas
mixture, RF power of 200 W, ICP power of 400 W, chamber pressure ranging from 3095 mTorr, substrate temperature maintained at 20˚C. Unless specified, the CH4 flow rate
was 3 sccm (percentage concentration of 9 %) and the chamber pressure was 80 mTorr.
To avoid any possible influence of PR deformation on the etching profile, the samples
were masked by Cr/Au (5/100 nm) deposited on the surface for the initial investigations.
The etch rates were average etch rates calculated by dividing the physical thickness
change after etching by etching duration. As discussed in Section 6.2.1, the etch rate of
SiO2 determined by etching the SiO2 layer of a commercial silicon-on-insulator (SOI)
wafer is used to estimate the etch rate of the low N-content SiOxNy where required. The
etch selectivity of SiO2/Si (calculated by dividing the etch rate of SiO2 by that of Si)
was used to indicate the etch selectivity of SiOxNy/Si.
Figure 6.6(a) shows dependence of the etch rate of LTA-PS (5.65 µm thick) and the
sidewall angle on the percentage concentration of CH4. The etch rate of PS decreases
with increasing percentage concentration of CH4. This is caused by two effects: (1) the
decrease in the F-species density which controls etching; and (2) the deposition of a
conformal carbon film of CxFy, which inhibits etching [152, 191]. The thickness of the
carbon film increases with the percentage concentration of CH4 in the plasma. Both of
these factors result in a decreased etch rate.
When the percentage concentration of CH4 is 9 % (CF4/CH4= 31/5 sccm) and 18 %, the
etch profiles are as presented in Figure 6.7. Figure 6.7(a) is a representative etch profile
for etching with the percentage concentration of CH4 less than 14 %, while Figure
6.7(b) is a representative etch profile for etching with percentage concentration of CH4
higher than 18 %. The transition between the two etch profiles occurs somewhere
between 14-18 %.
For the etch profile for the percentage concentration of CH4 below 14 %, it can be seen
that the sidewall is vertical at the top, while curved at the bottom. This indicates underetching of the Cr/Au mask. At low concentrations of CH4, the conformal CxFy film
formed during etching is very thin (a few angstroms) [152]. Even though the sidewalls
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were exposed to only slight ion bombardment, the CxFy film was easily removed.
Therefore the etching on the sidewalls continued at low CH4 densities, resulting in
under-etching. The values of sidewall angle defined in Figure 6.7(a) for percentage
concentrations of CH4 lower than 14 % are shown in Figure 6.6(a).
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Figure 6.6 (a) The etch rate of LTA-PS and the sidewall angle of etched steps; and (b)
The etch rate of Si and SiO2 (from a SOI wafer) and etch selectivity of SiO2 on Si as a
function of percentage concentration of CH4 in the gas mixture of CH4 and CF4.The
chamber pressure is 80 mTorr.
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In contrast, the etching profile for the percentage concentration of CH4 above 18 % is
more anisotropic. The sidewall angles for CH4 percentage higher than 18 % shown in
Figure 6.6(a) were measured as defined in Figure 6.7(b). It is seen than only negligible
under-etch occurs because the CxFy film formed on the sidewall in this case is too thick
to be removed by the small amount of ion bombardment present under these etch
conditions. The thickness of the carbon film increases with the percentage concentration
of CH4 in the plasma. Both of these factors result in a decreased etch rate.
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Figure 6.7 Cross-sectional images of RIE etched PS using CF4/CH4 gas (a) etched with
CH4 percentage concentration of 9 % (CF4/CH4 =31/3sccm); (b) etched with CH4
percentage concentration of 18 % (CF4/CH4 =31/7 sccm). The chamber pressure is
80 mTorr.
Figure 6.6 (b) shows the etch rate of SiO2 and Si, and the etch selectivity of SiO2/Si as a
function of the percentage concentration of CH4. Although the etch rate of both Si and
SiO2 decrease with increasing percentage of concentration of CH4, the etch rate of Si
decreases much faster than that of SiO2. Therefore, the etch selectivity of SiO2/Si can be
tuned from well above 1 to much less than 1 by controlling the percentage concentration
of CH4. As discussed above, the decrease in etch rate is partially due to the deposition of
a CxFy film on the film surfaces. When etching SiO2, O2 is produced during etching
which reacts with the CF2 fluorocarbon film precursor molecules to form volatile COF2
species which escape into the gas phase. Therefore, the carbon film accumulates less on
SiO2 surfaces than on Si surfaces [152]. By increasing the percentage concentration of
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CH4 in the gas feed, a thicker carbon film was deposited on the Si but not on the SiO2,
resulting in higher etch rate selectivity of SiO2/Si. However, separate experiments
showed that if the percentage concentration of CH4 was higher than 31%, the etching of
both Si and SiO2 almost entirely stopped.
Figure 6.8(a) shows the dependence of the LTA-PS etch rate and the sidewall angle on
the chamber pressure, when 9 % CH4 was added into a CF4 flow. The LTA-PS etch rate
decreases with increasing of chamber pressure. This trend could be possibly attributed
to the fact that with increasing chamber pressure more non-ionised particles exist at a
given power level, resulting in a reduced rate of physical bombardment [192]. It might
also be caused by a thicker polymer film deposited at higher pressure [192]. The
sidewall angle, however, increases with chamber pressure. At very high chamber
pressure (95 mTorr), the angle of the top of the sidewall profile is 90˚, a highly desired
result for high aspect micromachining.
For comparison, Figure 6.8(b) shows the etch rate of SiO2 and Si, and the etch
selectivity of SiO2/Si as a function of chamber pressure. It can be seen that the etch rate
of both Si and SiO2 decreases when chamber pressure increases. However, the etch rate
of Si decreases faster than that of SiO2, increasing etch selectivity of SiO2/Si. For a
chamber pressure of 95 mTorr, the selectivity is 1. At this pressure, Si and SiO2 are
etched at an equal rate.
Using the data presented, the etch conditions to obtain a relatively vertical etching
profile were determined to be: CF4 flow rate of 31 sccm, CH4 flow rate of 3 sccm
(percentage concentration of 9 %), RF power of 200 W, ICP power of 400 W, chamber
pressure of 80 mTorr, substrate temperature of 20˚C. As mentioned, these conditions
were optimised in the studies presented thus far using a Cr/Au mask to eliminate
artefacts (if any) from PR masks. The next step was to trial PR-based patterning for the
optimised etch. Subsequently, ProLIFT/PR (700/5000 nm) was applied and patterned on
the LTA-PS as discussed in Section 5.2.2, followed by hard bake at 95˚C for 5 minutes
to prevent PR deformation during RIE etching; the pattern was then transferred into the
PS using the above optimised conditions. The resultant cross-sectional profile after
ProLIFT /PR removal in acetone is presented in Figure 6.9. The top of the sidewall is
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vertical, while the bottom is slightly curved, as previously observed. Overall, a
height/sidewall width ratio of 5.4 was obtained, indicating high aspect micromachining
is possible with the etch conditions and masking developed. The light colour on the
sidewall surface is possibly caused by the deposition of very thin CxFy film on all
surfaces.
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Figure 6.8 (a) The etch rate of LTA-PS and the sidewall angle of the etched structure;
and (b) The etch rate of Si and SiO2 and etch selectivity of SiO2 on Si as a function of
chamber pressure. The percentage concentration of CH4 used for etching was 9 %.
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Figure 6.9 A cross-sectional SEM image (beam voltage of 0.5 KV) of a low-temperature
annealed PS (LTA-PS) etched by CF4/CH4 plasma (CF4 flow rates of 31 sccm, CH4 flow
rate of 3 sccm (percentage concentration of 9 %), RF power of 200 W, ICP power of
400 W, chamber pressure of 80 mTorr, substrate temperature of 20˚C).
As discussed in Section 4.4.1, HF immersion negligibly changes the optical properties
of LTA-PS. Therefore a selectively etched LTA-PS sample can be re-immersed into the
anodisation cell to form a second layer of PS. An example is shown in Figure 6.10. The
first layer of 81 % porosity LTA-PS was selectively etched by RIE and cleaned by
acetone (for 5 minutes) and developer (for 10 s) to remove the positive PR and ProLIFT
used to mask for the RIE.
In Figure 6.10, the corner of the first PS layer structure is rounded, due to the slight
deformation of the PR during RIE etching. This can be avoided by further optimising
the photolithographic process. After the patterning of the first PS layer (~5.65 µm), the
sample was anodised again in the HF/ethanol solution with current density of 5 mA/cm2
for 15 minutes. The resultant second layer PS has a thickness of 3.6 µm and a porosity
of 77 %, which can be seen as a lighter colour of the second PS layer compared with the
first layer due to lower porosity. It should be noted that the after-etching surface and the
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interface for the two layers are very flat, indicating that the micromachined top PS layer
did not deform the underlayer. Also HF infiltration through the pores was sufficient to
obtain PS layer with same porosity as that in the exposed region.

2 µm
High porosity (81 %) PS

Low porosity (77 %) PS
Si substrate
Figure 6.10 A cross-sectional SEM image (beam voltage of 0.5 kV) of two layer PS
structure of which the first layer was etched by ICP-RIE and the second was grown
after the etch
After the second anodisation, the surfaces of both layers of PS were terminated in
covalently bonded hydrogen, similar to freshly fabricated PS (Section 4.4.1). To achieve
environmental and chemical stability for further processing, the sample can be
repassivated, according to the discussion in Section 4.4.2.
The formation of this two layer PS structure demonstrated the successful application of
direct photolithographic process using alkaline developer, dry etching to achieve high
sidewall angles and flat post-etching surfaces, and re-anodisation in HF electrolyte
resulting in flat interfaces. With the techniques developed, structures such as diffraction
gratings, photonic band gap structures, waveguides, and even suspended PS devices
including PS cantilevers can be fabricated with a CMOS compatible process. This will
be explored later in this chapter.
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6.2.3

Morphology control of the post-etching surface

As discussed in Section 6.2.1, LTA-PS has a unique mixed Si/SiOxNy skeleton
structure. This mixed skeleton structure might lead to irregular post-etching
morphologies resulting from the material etch selectivity of the RIE process. Such
irregularities in the post etching morphology have never been previously investigated
for passivated PS films. The morphology was investigated by means of SEM for three
different etching conditions chosen to achieve different SiOxNy/Si etch selectivity. The
etching conditions used in this study are summarised in Table 6.1. The corresponding
etch selectivity of SiO2/Si was extracted from Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.8, as well as
obtained by separate experiments. For all three sets of conditions, RF power was
200 W, ICP power was 400 W and substrate temperature was 20˚C.
Condition

Gas

Flow rate
(sccm)

Chamber
pressure (mTorr)

SiO2/Si etch
selectivity

A

CF4/O2

31/6

30

0.27

B

CF4/CH4

31/9

80

1.8

C

CF4/CH4

31/3

95

1

Table 6.1 Variable etching conditions used for morphology control study
Figure 6.11 shows the cross-sectional SEM images of several PS samples at different
stages of etching using etching condition A and subsequent HF immersion (which
should etch the low N-content SiOxNy much more quickly than Si). The as-fabricated
PS sample was loaded into the etching chamber only 15 min after anodisation, resulting
in negligible oxidation. Figure 6.11(a) shows the as-fabricated PS etched under etching
condition A for 40 seconds. The surface of the sample is smooth, resulting from uniform
etching across the film.
Figure 6.11(b) shows a LTA-PS sample etched under the same conditions as the asfabricated sample in Figure 6.11(a). This sample, however, has an irregular
morphology, containing many features which will be defined here as pinnacles. To find
out the composition of these pinnacles, a LTA-PS sample, which was etched under the
exact same conditions as Figure 6.11(b), was subsequently immersed in 15%
HF/ethanol solution for 1 minute. Figure 6.11(c) shows the cross-sectional image of the
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HF immersed sample. Note that the thickness difference between samples of Figure
6.11(b) and (c) is due to thickness variation during the PS fabrication.
It can be seen that the HF immersion removed the pinnacles, leaving a flat PS layer
underneath. Therefore, the pinnacles which formed appear to consist of oxygen rich
unetched material, which were subsequently dissolved in HF. As the SiO2/Si etch rate
selectivity is significantly smaller than 1 under etching condition A, it is reasonable to
suspect that the low N-content SiOxNy passivation material etches more slowly than the
Si core of the skeleton. Therefore, the pinnacles formed in this case are most likely
composed of the passivation material, low N-content SiOxNy.

(a)

(c)

(b)

1 μm

1 μm

1 μm

Figure 6.11 SEM images (beam voltage of 0.5 KV) of the cross-section view of (a) asfabricated PS etched with condition A for 40 s; (b) LTA-PS etched using etching with
condition A for 60 s; (c) LTA-PS etched using etching with condition A and
subsequently immersed into HF solution
It is believed that the pinnacle formation procedure can be divided into three stages, as
illustrated schematically in Figure 6.12. During the first stage shown in Figure 6.12(a),
the very top layer of passivation material is uniformly etched away. This contributes to
the initial delay in etch rate for LTA-PS observed in Figure 6.4, since the passivation
layer is expected to etch more slowly than the PS. It may also explain the slower initial
etch rate observed for passivated material in Figure 6.4. The second stage shown in
Figure 6.12(b) illustrates the etching of the main structure, in which the pore surface
(passivation material) etches more slowly than the core of the skeleton (Si). This
selective etching leads to short and thin nanotubes (or nanowires) of passivation
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material. The width of the nanotubes (or nanowires) is expected to be the same as or
thinner than the thickness of passivation layer. During stage three (Figure 6.12 (c)), the
resultant nanotubes (or nanowires) become longer, and start to collapse. Some collapse
sideways and are slowly etched, while some collapse together to form pinnacles as the
etching proceeds.
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Figure 6.12 Schematic illustration of pinnacle formation procedure. (a) Stage 1:
uniform etching during removal of the uppermost passivation layer; (b) Stage 2:
selective etching resulting in nanotubes (or nanowires) composited of the passivation
material; (c) Stage 3: pinnacle formation by collapse of the nanotubes/nanowires.
Figure 6.13(a) shows an SEM image of a pinnacle formed on the PS surface when
etched under condition A for 60 s. It appears that the pinnacle is formed by two or more
smaller pinnacles that collapsed together, supporting the above theory for pinnacle
formation. Figure 6.13(b) shows the effect of etching duration on the height of SiOxNy
pinnacles on the post-etching surface. When etched for less than 10 s, the pinnacles
have negligible height, possibly due to the fact that the very top passivation surface
layer is uniformly removed during the first 10 s. Pinnacles with height up to 600 nm
were obtained after 50 s of etching. Beyond this, the pinnacles are not expected to grow
continuously with etch time, since collapse will occur at some point once very high
aspect ratios are reached.
It has previously been reported that RIE of aged PS when etched with SF6 gas leads to a
rough surface [146]. As the aged PS is oxidised on the pore surfaces, it will have a
similar skeleton structure to the LTA-PS, except that the passivation film will be a
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thicker SiO2 rather than thinner SiOxNy observed. It has just been shown that for LTAPS a rough etched surface can be attributed to etch conditions which do not etch Si and
SiOxNy at equal rates. Therefore, the rough surface reported by Tserepi et al. [146] after
RIE might be similarly caused by the slower etch rate of the SiO2 pore surface
compared to the core of the skeleton (Si) of aged PS. The etching experiments under
etch condition A were repeated on aged oxidised PS samples (no annealing in N2), and
it was found that the post-etching surface of aged PS had a very similar morphology to
that in Figure 6.11(b). As with the SiOxNy in the LTA-PS, these SiO2 pinnacles act as a
mask for subsequent etching, and result in a rough post-etching surface.
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Figure 6.13 (a) SEM image (beam voltage of 0.5 KV) of one pinnacle formed under
condition A for 60 s; (b) Height of pinnacles on post-etching LTA-PS surface as a
function of etching duration under condition A.
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It has been shown that under conditions which etch Si selectively over SiO2, the SiO2
(or SiOxNy) pinnacles will be obtained. Conversely, if LTA-PS were to be etched under
conditions in which the etch selectivity of SiO2/Si is greater than 1, Si pinnacles are
hypothesised to exist on the after-etch surface. Figure 6.14 shows the cross-sectional
SEM images of several such PS samples etched under condition B (high SiO2/Si
selectivity). Figure 6.14(a) shows the cross-section view of a LTA-PS sample etched for
60 s under condition B. Similar to Figure 6.11(b), although less pronounced, pinnacles
are formed on the surface. However, this morphology remains even after immersion in
15% HF/ethanol solution for 1 min, as shown in Figure 6.14(b), indicating that the
pinnacles in this case are a non-oxide containing material, most likely Si. Given the high
etch selectivity of SiO2/Si (Table 6.1), the core of the skeleton appears to etch more
slowly than the passivation material, resulting in Si pinnacles most likely formed by
partially etched Si skeleton or Si nanorods collapsing together. The PS layer thickness
difference between samples of Figure 6.14(a) and (b) is again due to the thickness
variation during PS fabrication.
With the previous two sets of etching conditions, pinnacles were obtained, with
composition depending on whether the etch conditions were selective to Si or SiO2.
Therefore similar but material selective rough morphology can be created by controlling
the etch conditions. Similar to the SiOxNy pinnacle results shown in Figure 6.13, Si
pinnacles of controllable heights are expected to be created by choosing appropriate
etching conditions. In cases where it is important to control and maximise the surface
roughness, such as applications for high efficiency solar cell technology [193] and
highly emissive black bodies [194], etch conditions A or B may provide a useful and
highly controllable means of adjusting surface properties and features.
Alternatively, surface roughness after etching may be undesirable for many
micromachining applications of PS, including photonic devices. Thus, etching
conditions resulting in the same etch rate for both the Si and the passivation material are
required to obtain a smooth surface after etching. Figure 6.14(c) shows the cross-section
view of LTA-PS etched with condition C (etch rate selectivity of Si/SiO2 is 1). The
sample surface is smooth and has no pinnacle structure. This knowledge is expected to
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be extremely important to achieve low roughness, high quality micromachined photonic
sensors based on PS.
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Figure 6.14 SEM images (beam voltage of 0.5 KV) of the cross-section view of (a) LTAPS etched using condition B for 60s; (b) LTA-PS etched using condition B and
subsequently immersed into HF solution; (c) LTA-PS etched using condition C for 60s.
The PS samples used in this study were passivated by low-temperature N2 annealing
and by environmental ageing. However, similar surface morphologies may also be
created on post-etching surfaces of PS passivated by other methods (see Section 2.2) if
RIE conditions are chosen to achieve a difference in etch rate (selectivity) between the
Si core and the relevant passivated surface.
One of the identified advantages of porous silicon is the ability to make high quality
photonic structures by creating monolithic multilayer structures in a single etch step. In
this work etching of a single uniform PS layer has already been shown. As the etch rate
of porous silicon depends on the porosity of the layer according to Fig 6.3(a), the etch
rate of each layer for a multilayered structure will be very different. However, as long as
the etch rate is well characterised as a function of porosity, the overall etching time of
the multilayer structure can be estimated. The uniformity of the post-etching surface is
determined by the relative etch rates of the two materials of which LTA-PS is
comprised, that is Si and the passivation layer SiOxNy, rather than the porosity of the PS
layer. Therefore, although a multilayer structure has layers with vastly different
porosities, the post-etching surface should be uniform as long as the etch rates of the
two materials (Si and SiOxNy) are equal.
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6.3 POROUS SILICON DIFFRACTION GRATING
Diffraction grating has been used as a chemical or biological sensors, which exploit the
variation in diffraction efficiency that occurs due to the presence of a chemical or
biological species on the top surface of the grating structure. The use of PS which has
large surface area to fabricated diffraction gratings offers large improvement in device
sensitivity [23]. PS diffraction grating has been fabricated using a Si grating stamp
pressed into a PS layer, showing significant sensitivity improvement compare to
traditional grating [23]. However, PS areas where pressed down by Si stamp was
condensed, leading to undesired refractive index change in these areas, which increase
the difficulty of grating designing and the complexity of modelling. Using the CMOScompatible photolithography and RIE etching techniques developed in previous
chapters, well-defined PS diffraction grating structure can be fabricated using the
procedure shown in Figure 6.15 (a)-(e).
LTA-PS
(a)

Si substrate

ProLIFT filled LTA-PS
(b)
Si substrate
Photoresist

(c)
Si substrate

(d)

Si substrate

Figure 6.15 Fabrication procedure for PS diffraction grating. (a) PS formation and
passivation; (b)ProLIFT coating; (c) photolithography; (d) RIE etching & photoresist
and ProLIFT removal.
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A PS diffraction grating structure with a pitch of 4 µm, which was designed to be
transmissive at 1550 nm, was created using PS based on an estimated refractive index of
1.78 (at 500 nm) and a height of 512 nm. It needs to be noted that fabrication using
ProLIFT (6000 rpm/40s, thickness of 350 nm) failed, because all the ProLIFT (even
underneath the PR) was dissolved during developing due to the small dimensions of the
mask, lifting up the PR patterns. As feature size decreases, the allowable undercut is
reduced to avoid de-lamination of the PR. Diluting ProLIFT using NMP (N-Methyl-2pyrrolidone) was required to make the ProLIFT the minimum thickness sufficient to fill
in all the pores. For a 512-nm thick PS layer, the ProLIFT 100-16 (16 % solid in the
solution) was diluted to ProLIFT 100-7.6 (7.6 % solid in the solution) to allow the
successful photolithography of the waveguide pattern.
An SEM image of the fabricated PS diffraction grating is shown in Figure 6.16. The
measured height was 500 nm, very close to the design value. The post-etching surface
was smooth, indicating the PR seepage was successfully prevented by using the diluted
ProLIFT.
Λ=4 µm

2µm

h=500 nm

200 nm

Figure 6.16 SEM images (beam voltage of 0.5 KV) of PS diffraction grating structure
with a pitch of 4 µm and a height of 500 nm.
Although designed for optical operation at 1.55 µm, initial diffraction measurements for
the PS diffraction grating were obtained by reflecting a visible laser (HeNe laser at
632 nm) off the surface of the grating to get an initial assessment of grating
effectiveness. The grating was angled at 4.5° relative to the incident laser beam to
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ensure that the mode 0 power could be measured. A 10 mm long Si-detector was
mounted on an automated motorized stage which ensured any beam walk-off did not
affect the measurement of the mode power. A narrow slit of 0.5 mm was used in front
of the detector to aperture the light, allowing a high angular resolution to be obtained.
The result of the measurements of the reflected visible light is shown in Figure 6.17.
The inset shows the light reflected off the sample and onto a screen, where the central
hole in the screen allowed the incident light to pass. The angular locations of the
diffraction peaks obey the diffraction grating equation:


`  a  _ b

Equation 6-1

where α is the incident light angle, β is the diffraction angle, Λ is the grating pitch, m is
the diffraction mode and λ is the wavelength. All angles are measured normal to the
grating surface and for this experiment, α=-4.5° and mode 0 (specula reflection) occurs
at β =4.5°.
Angle β
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Figure 6.17 Measured diffraction orders at wavelength of 632 nm from the PS grating
structure. The inset shows the diffraction orders reflected onto a screen.
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Figure 6.18 Variation in diffraction order in accordance with the grating equation.
Figure 6.18 shows a linear variation in diffraction order as expected from the diffraction
equation. The slope of the line is given at (λ/Λ)=7.126 which at a wavelength of 632 nm
corresponds to a grating pitch of 4.5 µm, close to the design value of 4 µm. The
difference is likely due to calibration errors in the measurement angle or distortion
errors in the laser written mask.
A key motivation in the choice of the moderately doped substrate in this work is to keep
losses low in the short-wave infrared (See Section 2.1.2). This allows transmission
through the substrate at wavelength of 1.55 µm, a relatively inexpensive laser source
used extensively in the telecommunication industry. The measurements were repeated
at λ=1.55 µm to demonstrate the functionality of the techniques developed in this thesis.
The sample was again tilted at an angle of α=4.5° during this experiment. A 10 mm
long Ge-detector which was covered by a 0.5 mm slit was used to measure the
transmitted light.
Figure 6.19 shows the measurements of the light transmitted through the substrate offset
by 4.5˚. Key features of this data are that the number of diffraction orders is
significantly decreased as expected from the longer wavelength in accordance with
Equation 6-1. This significantly reduces overlapping spectra which can lead to crosstalk between modes. Further, the scattering losses are much lower at a wavelength of
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1.55 µm compared to 632 nm, leading to significantly reduced noise where no diffracted
modes are present. As a result, the background noise level is 4 orders of magnitude
lower than the mode 0 power. This is expected to yield extremely high signal-to-noise
ratios in measurements of small changes in refractive index within the pores, such as
that caused by gas infiltration. The linear data (inset image) clearly shows most of the
energy in the mode 0 transmission peak, while the mode 1 (or -1) power is only 12 % of
the mode 0 power.
The measured diffraction efficiencies were compared with those calculated based on
established models [195]. Figure 6.20(a) shows the modelled diffraction efficiencies at
632 nm for a PS diffraction grating with height of 500 nm. The efficiencies are plotted
as a function of the refractive index in the PS layer. At a wavelength of 632 nm, the
measured efficiency of mode 0 and mode 1 shown in Figure 6.17 are predicted when the
refractive index of the PS is 1.41 or 1.85, as indicated by the circled efficiencies.
Similarly at 1550 nm, Figure 6.20(b) indicates that the measured efficiency is accounted
for by a PS layer with refractive index of 1.49.

Figure 6.19 Diffraction measurements in transmission through the PS grating and
substrate at a wavelength of 1.55 µm. Inset shows the same data with a linear scale.
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Figure 6.20 Modelled diffraction efficiency for PS grating with a height of 500 nm as a
function of refractive index. Mode 0 and mode 1 efficiencies shown at a laser
wavelength of (a) 632 nm and (c) 1550 nm.
As the refractive index of the PS layer was estimated to be 1.78 (at 500 nm) in the
visible region, it is likely that the estimation is not accurate. The refractive index of the
PS is most likely to be 1.85 in the visible (at 632 nm), and decreases to 1.49 in the
infrared (at 1550 nm) due to the dispersion properties of the material, as it has been
reported that the refractive index difference between visible range and infrared varies by
up to 20 % [196]. Thus the measurement results of the PS diffraction grating structure
are in reasonable agreement with the initial design, an achievement which is largely due
to the uniformity of the porosity in the films and negligible degradation of the optical
properties as a result of the photolithographic patterning and plasma etching processes.
An advantage of the use of gratings for sensing refractive index changes is that by
measuring the difference between the mode 0 and mode 1 transmitted power, any
variation in the source power can be eliminated. Transmission mode of operation is
preferred due to the reduced scattering, ambient (visible light) noise, and number of
modes. It also allows the detection electronics to be placed behind the sample, leaving
the front clear for sample loading and inspection. In Figure 6.20(b) the model indicates
that mode 0 decreases when mode 1 increases. Therefore, measuring the difference
between mode 0 and mode 1, in addition to removing source noise, increases sensitivity
due to the complementary variation of the intensity as the refractive index in the pores
changes. Based on the slope the curves, if the intensity difference can be measured to
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0.001 % (which is relatively easy using differential mode detection), index changes of
10-5 could be detected with this arrangement. Optimization of the grating design should
considerably improve this estimated detection limit.
With the success in fabrication of diffraction grating structure, a second PS layer formed
underneath the grating structure demonstrated the capability to form devices such as
resonant grating-waveguide [197], and grating coupler waveguide [198]. This work has
pioneered new concepts which allow the formation of a second PS layer by re-anodise
the PS grating structure as shown Figure 6.21. After the formation of the second PS
layer in HF electrolyte, the pore surface of the double layer grating structure is again
terminated with Si-H (refer to Section 4.4). The unstable surface, which can be oxidised
during exposure to air, can be stabilised by re-passivation.

Λ=4 µm
2µm
400 nm

h1=890 nm
h2=270 nm

Figure 6.21 SEM of a double layer PS diffraction grating structure formed by reanodisation after patterning of the top layer film. The sample was coated with 3 nm Pt.

6.4 SUSPENDED POROUS SILICON BEAMS
As discussed in Chapter 1, PS has been used extensively to form gas and biological
sensors [27], and MEMS devices including tunable optical filters [199]. However, it has
not previously been possible to form suspended uniform porosity PS structures using a
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completely CMOS-compatible process. LTA-PS, however, is compatible with
photolithographic and micromachining processes, and can be integrated onto wafers at
various stages during the CMOS fabrication processes allowing the formation of
complex structures and interconnections to microelectronic integrated circuits. In this
section suspended PS beams are demonstrated as an example of patterning and release
of uniform porosity PS films.
Suspended microbeams fabricated from Si or Si3N4 [200] are commonly used MEMS
structures for sensing purposes [141]. PS microbeams are extremely interesting for
biosensors because of the large surface area provided by the pore structure and
controllable porosity which leads to controllable mechanical properties [34, 201-203].
PS cantilever releasing was achieved by oxidising the PS and then isotropically dry
etching the Si around the PS structure in SF6 plasma [146]. However, well-defined
microbeams have not yet been demonstrated, due to the limited ability to pattern
uniform porosity PS films. Bimorphs made from PS have been fabricated and released;
however, the porosity of films was extremely non-uniform and poorly defined [204]. So
far in this work it has been shown that LTA-PS is compatible with standard
photolithographic processes, metal deposition, RIE processes, and also repeated
anodisation of underlying layers of patterned films. In this section, PS cantilevers are
fabricated combining these features and using electropolishing to release the patterned
PS films, and subsequently characterised.
Figure 6.22 shows the suspended microbeam fabrication process. In Figure 6.22(a), the
PS (4 µm thick) was masked photolithographically by ProLIFT/PR (detailed in Chapter
5). The pores underneath the PR mask are filled with ProLIFT. In Figure 6.22(b), RIE is
used to define the structures using CF4/CH4 plasma to obtain a smooth etch surface as
detailed in Section 6.2. After PR stripping shown in Figure 6.22(c), the anchors of the
PS cantilevers were covered by PR defined by a second photolithographic process, as
indicated by Figure 6.22(d). The release of the cantilevers is achieved by
electropolishing of the uncovered areas in 5 % HF/deionised water solution with a
current density of 15 mA/cm2 for 2 minutes, resulting in a gap of approximately 2 µm
shown in Figure 6.22(e). It was expected and observed that significant lateral etching
under the edge of PR mask (approximately 30 µm) would result from the
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electropolishing. After stripping off the PR in acetone (10 min) and ProLIFT in
developer (3 s), the released beams were dried using a critical point drying to avoid snap
down of the cantilevers.
Cross-sectional view

Plan view

PR
ProLIFT
LTA-PS

(a)

PR

Si substrate
LTA-PS
PR
ProLIFT
PR

(b)
Si substrate

Si substrate

LTA-PS

(c)
Si substrate
Si substrate

PR

(d)

LTA-PS

LTA-PS

Si substrate
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(e)

LTA-PS
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PS

Si substrate
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Si
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Figure 6.22 Process for suspended PS microbeams (both micro cantilever and doubly
clamped beams) fabrication. (a) photolithography to define cantilevers; (b) RIE
etching; (c) ProLIFT/PR removal; (d)photolithography to define electropolishing areas
using negative PR, the pores underneath the PR mask are filled with PR; (e)
electropolishing; (f) negative PR removal.
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An SEM image of PS doubly clamped beams fabricated using the process discussed
above is shown in Figure 6.23. It can be seen that the PS doubly clamped beams were
released successfully during the electropolishing step. However, one of the PS doubly
clamped beams is broken at one of the anchors, while the other is cracked in the middle.
Furthermore, there is still some ProLIFT/PR which has not been removed which could
result in excessive stress gradient of these beams.
It was found that the ProLIFT/PR was very difficult to remove after releasing the PS
beams. Although agitation is normally applied to strip PR completely in microelectronic
processing, it was observed that the beams broke very easily at the anchor in the solvent
during agitation. Most of the cantilevers and doubly clamped beams designed for this
sample broke at the anchor during the PR removal step.

Residual photoresist

Released PS doubly clamped beam Si (underneath
cantilever)

Si (RIE etched region)

Broken PS doubly clamped beam
20 μm

anchor

Figure 6.23 A plan view SEM image (beam voltage of 3 KV) for released PS doubly
clamped beams
Figure 6.24 shows a cross-section SEM image of the anchor of a broken PS cantilever.
The PS anchor appears weakened, and delaminated from the Si substrate at the PS/Si
interface. Interestingly, there are no sharp features under the cantilever in the
electropolished region which could account for the break. Instead, the localised stresses
at the anchor may be responsible. To confirm this would require detailed modelling and
study beyond the scope of this work.
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Figure 6.24 A cross-section SEM image (beam voltage of 0.5 KV) for the anchor of a
broken cantilever.
It is also interesting to note that the RIE etched Si region visually appears slightly
different from the Si underneath the cantilever. Figure 6.25 shows the 3D mapping and
the surface profile of these two areas using optical profilometre. The electropolished
surface under the cantilever is very smooth (σRMS = 37 nm), while that of the RIE etched
region is relatively rough (σRMS = 170 nm). However, the edge of the region under
cantilever is smoothed out during electropolishing, resulting in a non-flat surface. This
non-flat surface is very likely due to over-etching of the Si substrate during cantilever
patterning (Figure 6.22(b)). The non-flat surface underneath the cantilever after
electropolishing is undesirable for applications that require formation of an optical
quality second layer of PS. The curvature of this surface should be improved or
eliminated by controlling the RIE time accurately with no over-etching.

Illustration of expected PS cantilever location
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Figure 6.25 (a) 3D map of surface; (b) surface profile after electropolishing for RIE
etched region and the region underneath a cantilever.
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Although the post-electropolishing yield was poor, it was possible to extract important
information about the process from the structures that survived. Figure 6.26 shows the
curvature for a selection of cantilevers. The cantilever data has been adjusted to start at
a distance of x=0, while each measured cantilever was offset by 1 µm in the plot to
prevent overlapping, which would obscure the data. The bending of the cantilevers
indicates the presence of a stress gradient, resulting in radius-of-curvature values
ranging from 0.2-1.3 mm. For the 81 % porosity films the Young’s modulus is
estimated to be 1 GPa, calculated using [205]:
c  cS" 1  & H

Equation 6-2

Using the estimated Young’s Modulus along with the data in Figure 6.26, the estimated
stress gradient in the film is 2.4±1.7 MPa/µm. It is worth noting that by differentiating
Equation 6-2 with respect to porosity, the porosity gradient for a 4 µm thick cantilever
with a 1 % variation in porosity from the top to the bottom is estimated as 44 MPa/µm.
This is considerably greater than the measured stress gradient, suggesting either a high
degree of film uniformity or other sources of stress gradient such as oxidation induced
stress gradient are present and balanced the inherent stress [134]. Other methods which
may allow adjustment of the film stress to achieve flat cantilevers include the use of
pulsed current anodisation to achieve low stress gradients [28], and a final passivation
step which could prevent oxidation induced stress gradient changes over time. The
results indicate that even small amounts of stress gradient can have significant impact
on the film curvature, due to the very low Young’s Modulus of the PS film.
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Figure 6.26 Measured deflection for a selection of released PS cantilevers.
Although the released PS cantilevers require further optimisation, the release of these
cantilevers demonstrates the successful combination of the CMOS-compatible
processes, including photolithography, dry etching, and electropolishing, discussed in
previous chapters.

6.5 SUMMARY
Both additive and subtractive processes applied to LTA-PS were investigated and
optimised, and LTA-PS devices were fabricated and characterised in this chapter.
Application of additive micromachining technology on LTA-PS was successfully
demonstrated by Cr/Au deposition and patterning on the surface of LTA-PS. This is the
first time that metal definition using a lift-off process has been performed on PS films
using a photolithographic process with alkaline developer. The capability to form
patterned metal on the top surface of PS enables many applications, such as electrodes,
PS bimorph structures, stress compensation, optical reflectors, and interconnection
between PS sensors and microelectronic circuits.
ICP-RIE using CF4/O2 plasma of LTA-PS was investigated in this study. The etch rate
of LTA-PS increased with porosity, similar to that of as-fabricated PS. The plasma
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stabilisation at the beginning of the etching process was found to reduce the average
etch rate for both as-fabricated and LTA-PS during the first 20 s. In addition, the LTAPS passivaition layer caused an additional delay in the onset of etching for LTA-PS.
The plasma initialisation effect is not observed when etching Si due to its low etch rate,
however, the very high etch rate of PS is affected significantly by the effect of the
plasma stabilisation. Furthermore, the steady-state etch rate of LTA-PS is smaller than
that of as-fabricated PS, due to the unique skeleton structure of LTA-PS, consisting of a
mix of Si and SiOxNy.
To optimise etch profiles, various etch conditions, including alternative CF4/CH4 etch
chemistries, were investigated. It was found that the etch rate of LTA-PS decreased with
increasing CH4 addition and chamber pressure. In addition, the etch selectivity of SiO2
over Si increased with both CH4 addition and chamber pressure. Sidewall angles under
various etching conditions were also measured. By selecting appropriate conditions, an
etching profile with vertical (90˚) profile on the top and slightly curved profile at the
bottom of the sidewall was obtained. For the first time, a PS structure consisting of two
uniform (but different) porosity layers, was demonstrated, in which the first layer was
patterned by RIE before the growth of the second layer, showing the capability for
fabricating complex PS structures.
It was also found that under certain etch conditions, a difference in etch rate between the
pore surface (SiOxNy) and core of the skeleton (Si) of the LTA-PS resulted in a very
rough, pinnacle-like morphology on the surface after etching. Depending on the relative
etch rate of Si and the passivation material under the particular etching conditions used,
the pinnacles were composed of either Si or SiOxNy. Furthermore, the height of the
pinnacles (the roughness of the post-etching surface) increased with the etching
duration. To avoid pinnacle formation, etch conditions must be chosen such that the
etch rate of the Si and the passivation material are equal. Although PS passivated by
other methods will have a different composition for the pore wall surface, the
observations of very rough morphology formation are expected to be universal for all
types of passivated PS where there is a difference in etch rate between the passivation
material and the Si. By controlling the surface morphology to be very rough, there is
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opportunity to improve the performance of solar cells, while by obtaining a smooth
surface patterned and high optical quality photonic sensors may be achieved.
Both single and double layer PS diffraction gratings operating in transmission mode
were successfully fabricated using a combination of CMOS-compatible processes,
including photolithography, dry etching, and re-anodisation. The resultant single layer
PS grating structure exhibited good agreement with the modelled transmission
efficiency. Compared to the single layer PS grating, the double layer PS diffraction
grating is expect to significantly increase the sensitivity of the power in each diffraction
order due to refractive index changes.
Lastly, PS doubly clamped beams were successfully fabricated using a combination of
CMOS-compatible

processes,

including

photolithography,

dry

etching,

and

electropolishing. Although the resultant PS beams exhibited poor yield, improvements
are expected by researching methods to strengthen the anchor. This is the first time that
well-defined PS suspended structures released by electropolishing have been reported.
The success of these structures demonstrates the capability to fabricate complex MEMS
structures using the process and techniques developed in this thesis.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The overall goal of this thesis was to develop techniques to enable optical-quality,
homogeneous MEMS structures and devices to be fabricated from porous silicon via
CMOS-compatible processes. To achieve this goal, the development of a passivation
process to obtain environmental and alkaline resistant porous silicon films was the
most critical step. In addition, development of fabrication processes for MEMS
structures based entirely on PS, including porous silicon microbeams, and diffraction
gratings was required. All of the goals have been achieved by the advancements made
by this work, the key features of which are summarised and presented in this chapter,
together with possible extensions of the passivation and micromachining of PS.

7.1 OUTCOMES OF THE WORK
This thesis has demonstrated that porous silicon (PS) passivated via low-temperature
annealing in N2 atmosphere exhibited both excellent environmental stability and
chemical resistance in alkaline-based solutions. Due to the resulting chemical stability,
patterning of homogeneous porosity PS films can be achieved after application of
CMOS-compatible processes including photolithography with alkaline developers and
subsequent micromachining techniques. This is the first time that complex and high
quality PS devices has been fabricated using a CMOS fabrication procedure typically
associated with electronic circuits. The ability to create and process PS films at any
stage of the CMOS process provides significant freedom in the design, fabrication and
optimisation of the device performance.
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As-fabricated meso-PS, which has a very large surface area, is unstable, gradually and
continuously oxidising when exposed to air. In Chapter 4, the task of developing a
passivation technique that would provide resistance to oxidation and maintain the
optical properties of PS was achieved using low-temperature annealing of PS (600˚C) in
N2 atmosphere. The major results from the investigation of the low-temperature
annealed PS (LTA-PS) and the passivation process are summarised as follows:
•

The passivation process induced a slight structural change.

•

The passivation process oxidised and nitridised in total about 30 % of the Si
skeleton, resulting in a low N-content SiOxNy (x=0.88, y=0.01) passivation film
formed on the pore surface of the LTA-PS. The N/O ratio of the SiOxNy was
very low (1.1 %).

•

The SiOxNy film on the pore surface was much thinner than the SiO2 formed on
pore surface using equivalent annealing conditions in O2.

•

The thermal oxidation rate of the LTA-PS is significantly slowed down
compared to as-fabricated PS.

•

An optimised passivation process oxidised and nitridised in total about 24 % of
the Si skeleton, resulting in a low N-content SiOxNy (x=0.71, y=0.009)
passivation film formed on the pore surface of the 48-min LTA-PS. The N/O
ratio of the SiOxNy was 1.3 %.

•

There is spatial non-uniformity across the passivated film.

•

The ability to remove the passivation and re-passivate the porous silicon allows
greater fabrication flexibility

It was found that the passivation process introduced a slight structural change.
Compared with as-fabricated PS, larger numbers of large pores and less small pores are
present in LTA-PS. For the optical and mechanical properties of interest in this work,
this structural change was not considered significant.
Although passivation of PS was performed in N2 atmosphere, only a small amount of N
was present in the LTA-PS, along with the Si and O, as indicated by XPS analysis.
Based on all the data obtained from FTIR, SIMS, and XPS studies, it was concluded
that a very thin layer of low N-content SiOxNy was formed on the pore surface of LTA144

PS. The passivation layer was found to significantly slow down the subsequent thermal
oxidation of the PS skeleton by providing a diffusion barrier to oxygen at room
temperature.
The resulting passivated PS film was spatially non-uniform. The volume of passivation
material formed in the middle region of the annealed sample was found to be smaller
than that in the edge region of the LTA-PS. This was attributed to the higher N content
in the middle region of the film, which prevented the formation of a thicker oxide
compared to the edge region.
The passivation parameters (annealing duration, temperature and nitrogen flow rate) all
significantly affected the properties of the SiOxNy film. Longer annealing duration
incorporated more nitrogen into the SiOxNy, while higher annealing temperature or
higher nitrogen flow rates both reduced the amount of SiOxNy formed. Because high
temperature (higher than 600˚C) annealing introduces large structural changes in the PS
sample, 48 minutes annealing at 600˚C with high nitrogen flow rate was chosen as the
optimised recipe to passivate PS.
Immersion into HF removed the SiOxNy passivation film, and re-terminated the lowtemperature annealed (LTA-PS) surface with Si-H bonds, enabling the possibility of
repeated passivation. This contrasts with existing passivation methods based on
carbonisation [206] that do not change their surface properties after immersion in HF,
suggesting re-anodisation (in HF) of carbonised PS films may not be possible. For the
SiOxNy passivation discussed in this thesis, it was found that the repeated passivation
could be successfully achieved, and the re-passivated PS exhibited a similar FTIR
spectrum to that of the original LTA-PS. Therefore, it was possible to form structures
into the PS films and subsequently form additional underlying PS layers. This technique
enables the design and fabrication of multilayer structures, photonic crystals,
waveguides and grating structures.
The formation of the passivation material SiOxNy on the pore surface stabilised the
reactive surface of the PS, providing improved chemical resistance. The chemical
resistance of LTA-PS to alkaline-based developers, as well as the compatibility of LTA-
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PS to photolithographic processes using alkaline-based developers, were presented in
Chapter 5. The major results from the chemical resistance study are as follows:
•

6-min LTA-PS can survive in alkaline-based developer (~1% KOH) for up to
100 s with less than 10 % optical thickness change.

•

Photoresist seepage into the pores during the photolithographic process was
avoided by applying a simple protective polymer layer (ProLIFT) before the
spin coating of the photoresist.

•

A photolithographic process using alkaline-based developers was successfully
applied to mask LTA-PS with negligible effect on the film.

•

The 48-min LTA-PS exhibited excellent chemical resistance, and can stay in
alkaline-based developer for at least 10 minutes with negligible optical thickness
change.

Compared with as-fabricated PS, LTA-PS exhibited dramatically enhanced resistance to
alkaline developers due to the formation of the low N-content SiOxNy on the pore
surface. The LTA-PS film can survive in alkaline developer (1 % KOH) for up to 100 s
when annealed for shorter durations of only 6 minutes, and for up to 30 minutes when
annealed for 48 minutes. During the immersion in 1% KOH, the pore size and porosity
increased continuously, while the thickness of the layer remained unchanged.
A standard photolithographic process using alkaline developer was successfully applied
to mask the LTA-PS, with negligible effect on the properties of LTA-PS. It was found
that positive PR seeped into the pores, and could not be completely removed during
developing. The use of a spin-coated protective polymer (ProLIFT) successfully
prevented the photoresist seepage and provided a new pathway for application of
conventional photoresist processes to PS.
With the capability of photolithographic masking now achieved, micromachining
techniques, including additive and subtractive processes, were employed to pattern PS,
as presented in Chapter 6. The important results from the micromachining investigation
for LTA-PS are as follows:
•

A Cr/Au layer was successfully deposited and patterned on LTA-PS surface.
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•

RIE etching of LTA-PS using CF4/O2 gas mixture resulted in a very high etch
rate (~68 nm/s).

•

When using CF4/O2 gas mixture to dry etch LTA-PS, the plasma initialisation
led to slow average etch rates in the first 30 s.

•

Etched PS structure with near-90˚ sidewall profiles was obtained using CF4/CH4
gas mixture and appropriate etching conditions.

•

Morphology of the after-etching surface is affected by differing etch rates of the
passivation layer compared to the silicon skeleton. Therefore, it can be
controlled by choosing appropriate reactive gas and etching conditions. This
result applies to any passivated PS, not only LTA-PS.

•

PS diffraction gratings were demonstrated.

•

PS microbeams with uniform porosity were demonstrated and released by
electropolishing.

Application of additive micromachining technology to LTA-PS was successfully
demonstrated by Cr/Au deposition and patterning on the surface of LTA-PS. This was
the first time that high resolution metal definition was performed on PS films using a
photolithographic process with an alkaline developer. The capability of forming
patterned metal on the top surface of PS enables applications such as PS metal bimorph
structures, stress compensation, and interconnection between PS sensors and
microelectronic circuits.
The next step in micromachining was to develop dry etching as method to achieve a
subtractive fabrication process for PS. For this study, ICP-RIE using CF4/O2 plasma of
LTA-PS was found to exhibit a very high overall etch rate. Due to the rapid etch rate of
PS, accurate characterisation of the nonlinear etch rate is critically important to achieve
precision micromachining at small depths in PS layer. The plasma stabilisation at the
beginning of the etching process was found to reduce the average etch rate for both asfabricated and LTA-PS during the first 20 s. In addition, the unique mixed skeleton
structure of LTA-PS resulted in a lower steady-state etch rate for LTA-PS.
To optimise etch profiles, various etch conditions, including alternative CF4/CH4 etch
chemistries, were investigated. By selecting appropriate conditions, an etching profile
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with vertical (90˚) profile at the top and slightly curved at the bottom of the sidewall
was obtained. For the first time, a two layer PS structure, in which the first layer was
patterned by RIE before the growth of the second layer, was demonstrated, showing the
capability for fabricating complex multilayer PS structures.
It was also found that under certain etch conditions, a difference in etch rate between the
pore surface (SiOxNy) and core of the skeleton (Si) of the LTA-PS resulted in a very
rough, pinnacle-like morphology on the surface after etching. Depending on the relative
etch rate of Si and the passivation material under the particular etching conditions used,
the pinnacles may be composed of either Si or SiOxNy. Furthermore, the height of the
pinnacles (the roughness of the post-etching surface) increased with the etching
duration. By choosing appropriate etch conditions under which the etch rate of the Si
and the SiOxNy was equal, smooth after-etching surfaces were obtained. Although PS
passivated by other methods would have a different composition on the pore wall
surface, the observations of controllable surface morphology are expected to be
universal for all types of passivated PS where the etch rate selectivity between the
passivation material and the Si can be controlled.
PS diffraction gratings operating in transmission mode were successfully demonstrated.
The single layer PS grating structure exhibited good agreement with the modelled
transmission efficiency. A double layer PS diffraction grating was also demonstrated,
showing the capability to form PS layers underneath the patterned PS structure for
applications such as PS grating coupler, PS resonant grating structures, and multi-layer
distributed Bragg reflector with diffraction lenses.
PS doubly clamped beams were also successfully fabricated, and released by
electropolishing. Although the resultant PS beams exhibited poor yield, improvements
are expected by researching methods to strengthen the anchor. This is the first time that
well-defined PS suspended structures released by electropolishing has been reported.
The success of these structures demonstrates the capability to fabricate complex MEMS
structures using the processes and techniques developed in this thesis.
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Therefore, the overall goal of this thesis to develop techniques to enable optical quality,
homogeneous porous silicon based MEMS structures and devices to be fabricated via
CMOS-compatible processes was achieved. Based on all the knowledge and technology
developed in this work, the next generation of PS optical devices and sensors will be
able to be fabricated using CMOS-compatible processes. This is a significant
contribution, allowing integration with microelectronic circuits, enabling opportunities
for low-cost commercialisation of PS technologies.

7.2 FUTURE WORK
There are enormous opportunities for investigation stemming from the results of this
work. This section focuses on the key recommendations for subsequent study. These fall
into two categories: firstly, the extension of the experimental work discussed in this
thesis, and secondly, the application of the results in this thesis to the fabrication of
unique PS devices.
7.2.1

Expansion of the experimental work

In Chapter 4, passivation of meso-PS by low temperature annealing in N2 atmosphere is
investigated. It would be desirable to achieve passivation on all types of PS, including
micro-PS and macro-PS. Further study is required to determine

the effect of the

passivation process on other types of PS.
Although the study of structure, chemical composition and the uniformity of LTA-PS
present in Chapter 4 allowed identification of the passivation material as well as
primary factors affecting the passivation process, the mechanism itself is still not
understood. An expansion of the work to achieve better understanding of the passivation
process is required. Further studies should be carried out to develop a model for the N2
gas flow, the heat exchange in the RTP chamber, and the H2 evolution during annealing
to explain the lateral and vertical non-uniformity resulting from the passivation. The
effect of flow rate on the properties of passivation should also be incorporated in this
model.
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Further research on the passivation process is required to improve the uniformity and
robustness of the film. This requires increasing the N-content incorporated into the
films, and hence reduce the oxygen content.
As discussed in Chapter 4, the source of the oxygen in the composition of the low Ncontent SiOxNy during annealing in N2 atmosphere is still unclear. It is possible that
oxygen originates from the residual O2 in the chamber, and/or from the O2 in the air
once the chamber is opened. Further expansion of the work could include determination
of the source of the oxygen. Preliminary investigations using forming gas have
indicated the hydrogen gas in the annealing chamber can re-attach to the dangling bonds
resulting from decomposition of Si-Hx bonds. Therefore, one method to determine the
source of oxygen may be to introduce H2 during the final stages of the annealing. The
H2 is expected to decompose and combine with any remaining Si dangling bonds,
preventing the rapid absorption of O2 by the Si dangling bonds after the chamber is
opened. This would help to reveal the amount of oxide formed during or post annealing.
As pointed out in Chapter 4, the particular composition of the LTA-PS to which the
unique nature can be attributed is still unclear. It is possibly due to trace nitrogen
incorporation in the SiOx. However, it is also possibly due to low-temperature formation
of the oxide after the annealing process. To address this problem, further experiments,
such as the various investigations performed throughout this thesis, need to be
performed to compare PS samples prepared identically but replacing nitrogen with
flowing argon under otherwise identical processing conditions. Based on the results of
the comparison, a differentiation can be made as to whether the unique nature of LTAPS is due to nitrogen incorporation or the formation of oxidation after annealing.
Further extension of the PS passivation study should also include the investigation of
methods to increase the N-incorporation within the film, possibly by cycling the
annealing temperature profile. As just noted, introducing H2 or a forming gas into the
chamber at the final stage of annealing may re-terminate any remaining Si dangling
bonds on the pore surface with Si-H. Repeating the annealing process in N2 atmosphere
without opening the chamber is expected to incorporate more N into the passivation
film, assuming that the oxygen contamination during annealing is minimised. XPS
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studies could then be used to reveal any increase in the nitrogen incorporation within the
film.
In this thesis, the chemical stability of LTA-PS enabled the use of standard
photolithographic masking, and micromachining technology for patterning PS.
Furthermore, the low-temperature annealing process allows the re-anodisation of
patterned PS, providing more freedom to form complex PS structures. PS passivated
using other methods, such as carbonisation or plasma nitridation, may also be resistant
to alkaline solutions and suitable for use in micromachining applications. Further
research is required to determine if carbonised PS can be subsequently anodised, which
is critical for the formation of multilayer patterned PS films and electropolishing to
release MEMS structures. Additional studies are also required to determine if plasma
nitridation produces the same or similar results as the low-temperature annealing
process described in this work.
7.2.2

Next generation PS applications

Utilising the research findings in this thesis, preliminary methods to fabricate PS
devices using a completely CMOS-compatible micromachining process have been
developed. This should enable the integration of PS sensors with associated
microelectronic circuits, providing a path to enable commercialisation for next
generation PS sensors. Furthermore, multilayer photonic devices can be achieved with
greater design flexibility since re-anodisation can be done both before and after
patterning. As an example of the capability to fabricate complex PS structures, the
design and fabrication procedure for a MEMS-based tuneable Fabry-Perot filter made
entirely from PS will be proposed in this section.
A MEMS-based tunable Fabry-Perot filter developed using surface micromachining at
the university of Western Australia is shown in Figure 7.1 [207]. This filter uses the
optical resonance between two DBR mirrors to enable the transmission of a narrow
wavelength band from the incident optical spectrum. The length of the optical cavity
can be altered by changing the height of the top mirror using electrostatic actuation. By
controlling the height of the cavity, the passband wavelength can be tuned accordingly.
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The top mirror is formed with a stack of SiO, Ge and SixNy, while the bottom mirror is
composed of SiO/Ge stacks. The design of the mirrors is limited by the number of
suitable materials with the desired refractive index and low loss in the infrared, as well
as the need to achieve stress compensation within the materials chosen.

Figure 7.1 Cross-sectional view of a tunable MEMS-based Fabry-Perot Filter which
uses established thin film technologies and surface micromachining, image taken from
[207].
An alternative proposal for this MEMS-based tuneable Fabry-Perot filter is to make it
entirely from PS as shown in Figure 7.2. By using PS with different porosities instead of
SiO and Ge, the refractive index control can be accurate, and the mirror stack
fabrication can be largely simplified. The moderately doped PS used in this work is
transmissive in both the short and midwave infrared.
Si substrate
Metal contact
n-doped PS

PS top mirror

n-doped Si

microcavity
PS bottom mirror

PS top mirror

V

Si substrate
PS
bottom mirror

(b) Cross-sectional view
Supporting arms

(a) Plan view

Figure 7.2 Proposed PS microspectrometer, both top and bottom mirrors are fabricated
by PS multilayer structure.
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The proposed fabrication procedure for this PS tuneable Fabry-Perot filter is shown in
Figure 7.3. After formation of the top PS mirror (stacks) over a large area, the top
mirror regions are defined by CMOS-compatible photolithography and RIE etching.
The anchor of the top mirror and the PS supporting arms can then n-doped by using
photolithography and ion implantation (a standard CMOS process). The metal (Cr/Au)
contacts required for electrostatic actuation are then deposited and defined (using
photolithography, thermal evaporation and lift-off processes) on the PS surface,
followed by electropolishing to release the top mirror and form the cavity, and
anodisation to form the bottom mirror (PS stack). During these two steps, the n-doped
PS and Si (Figure 7.3(c)) regions acts as a mask, defining and restricting the
electropolishing and anodisation regions. The n-doped PS and Si regions act as an
insulator between the top and bottom electrodes (required for electrostatic actuation) as
well as mechanical anchor for the structure.
There are significantly more MEMS issues to address to successfully fabricate this
structure, including stress balancing in the released mirrors to ensure they remain flat
and yield issues during release. However, most of the CMOS-compatible techniques
used in this proposed process, including photolithography using alkaline developers,
RIE etching, metal deposition and definition, electropolishing and post-patterning reanodisation, have been developed and demonstrated in this work.
The above proposed structure is just one example of how, by using these techniques,
many micromachining structures (usually fabricated from Si) can now be fabricated
using PS. This offers huge potential for new technologies which can leverage the very
larger surface area and tuneable refractive index of PS. As a conclusion, the outcomes
from this work significantly extend the applications for MEMS-based PS devices using
CMOS-compatible fabrication processes, while maintaining homogeneity and
uniformity of the PS properties.
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Plan view

Cross-sectional view

top PS mirror

top PS mirror

(a)
Si substrate
Step 1: Form top PS layers
PS

top PS mirror

top PS mirror
(b)

Si substrate
Step 2: Photolithography + RIE etching

n-doped PS
top PS mirror

top PS mirror
n-doped Si

(c)

Si substrate

n-doped PS

Step 3: photolithography + n-doping by ion implantation

Cr/Au
Top PS mirror
Top PS mirror
(d)
Si substrate

Cr/Au
Step 4: photolithography + metal deposition

Top PS mirror
Top PS mirror
(e)
Si substrate

Cr/Au
Step 5: Electropolishing

Top PS mirror
Top PS mirror
Bottom
PS mirror

(f)

Bottom PS mirror
Si substrate

Cr/Au

Step 6: anodisation for second mirror

Figure 7.3 Proposed fabrication procedure for PS tunable microspectrometer
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